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After its Peruvian discovery in 2002, Phragmipedium kovachii became the rarest and most
sought-after orchid in the world. Prices soared to $10,000 on the black market. Then one
showed up at Marie Selby Botanical Gardens, where every year more than 100,000 people visit.
They come for the lush landscape on Sarasota Bay and for Selby's vast orchid collection, one of
the most magnificent in the world.The collision between Selby's scientists and the smugglers of
Phrag. Kovachii, a rare ladyslipper orchid hailed as the most significant and beautiful new
species discovered in a century, led to search warrants, a grand jury investigation, and criminal
charges. It made headlines around the country, cost the gardens hundreds of thousands of
dollars in donations, and led to tremendous internal turmoil.Investigative journalist Craig Pittman
unravels this tangled web to shine a spotlight on flaws in the international treaties governing
trade in endangered wildlife--which may protect individual plants and animals in shipping but do
little to halt the destruction of whole colonies in the wild.The Scent of Scandal unspools like a
riveting mystery novel, stranger than anything in Susan Orlean's The Orchid Thief or the film
Adaptation. Pittman shows how some people can become so obsessed--with beauty, with profit,
with fame--that they will ignore everything, even the law.

My patients need information, education, meal plans, ample options, simple recipes, flavor, fun,
and the reassurance that what they eat is good for them. This book addresses these needs in a
way that provides hope, wellness, and accessibility. It is hard to balance this and still create a
book that is not intimidating and appealing to the taste buds. I was excited to see the meal plan
option and also the chapter on vegetarian options. I also was delighted by the chapter on
desserts. Now when my patients ask me for ideas and start to look at food like medicine I can
just give them this reference and off they go! No more handouts. No more missing delights like
desserts. No more dead ends for vegetarians. It's all there in wonderful, colorful pictures. I'm
excited this book exists.―Dr. Jean Robey, Nephrologist, Arizona Kidney Disease & Hypertension
CentersI often get asked by kidney patients if there is a renal cookbook I can recommend to
them. I am very pleased to now have this one available. It's not just a book of recipes; it starts
with solid, easy-to-understand information about aspects of the renal diet and why they are
important. In order to make a change, we all need to understand the reason for it. The recipes
are not complicated and are explained simply so that even a novice in the kitchen can follow
them. This is a very well thought-out book by an expert in the field of renal nutrition. I have
already recommended this book and will continue to. With 26 million Americans diagnosed with
kidney disease, a book like this was much needed.―Paul Garney, MS RD LD CHC, Vice
President of Compliance for DIALYSPAThere was a need for an attractive book which is easy to
understand and which presented the materials in a manner that encouraged success and kept



the reader motivated. The Renal Diet Cookbook supplies a great deal of valuable information
and motivation, including excellent advice on getting started in a way that will ease you into the
plan. My wife and I enjoyed the variety of recipes that were uniformly easy to prepare and
delicious. This book was much more user friendly than several others I have read.―Dr. John
Sarbacker, retired Dermatologist and CDK4 patientAbout the AuthorSusan Zogheib, MHS, RD,
LDN, is a food-and nutrition-communications consultant with over ten years’ experience working
as a clinical dietitian. As a renal dietitian with DaVita Healthcare Partners, she enjoys helping
patients live a healthier lifestyle while battling kidney disease. In her spare time, she enjoys
running, cooking, and spending time with family and friends. She currently lives in Philadelphia.
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32611-2079For Mom—Does this make up for all those times thatI accidentally mowed over your
flowerbed?It was the founding father of Chinese thought, Confucius…who first celebrated the
orchid for its special qualities,and awarded it primacy in the pantheon of plants. Whatparticularly
attracted him was its gently insinuating perfume.Understated yet pervasive, its fragrance
symbolized forhim the virtuous and wise, who make their presence andsuperiority felt while
never seeking to oppress others.Luigi Berliocchi, The Orchid in Lore and LegendAs dead flies
give perfume a bad smell, so a little follyoutweighs wisdom and honor.Ecclesiastes
10:1ContentsForewordCast of CharactersPROLOGUE . The Choice of Snakes1 . The Most
Beautiful Party in Town2 . The Garden of Earthly Delights3 . The Adventurer4 . The Carpenter5 .
The Holy Grail6 . The Rival7 . The Race8 . The Investigation9 . The Last Condor10 . The Law
and the Loophole11 . The Circular Firing Squad12 . The Stories They Told13 . The Judges14 .
The Hike from Hell15 . The Courtroom Drama16 . The Scarlet Letter17 . The Final
ShowdownEPILOGUE . The Stuff That Dreams Are Made ofAcknowledgmentsNotes on
SourcesSelected BibliographyIndexForewordThe Scent of Scandal: Greed, Betrayal, and the
World's Most Beautiful Orchid is the latest volume in a series devoted to the study of Florida
History and Culture. During the past half century, the burgeoning population and increased
national and international visibility of Florida have sparked a great deal of popular interest in the
state's past, present, and future. As the favorite destination of countless tourists and as the new
home for millions of retirees and transplants, modern Florida has become a demographic,
political, and cultural bellwether. Florida has also emerged as a popular subject and setting for
scholars and writers. The Florida History and Culture Series provides an attractive and



accessible format for Florida-related books. From killer hurricanes to disputed elections, from
tales of the Everglades to profiles of Sunbelt cities, the topics covered by the more than forty
books published so far represent a broad spectrum of regional history and culture.The University
Press of Florida is committed to the creation of an eclectic but carefully crafted set of books that
will provide the field of Florida studies with a new focus and that will encourage Florida
researchers and writers to consider the broader implications and context of their work. The
series includes standard academic monographs as well as works of synthesis, memoirs, and
anthologies. And while the series features books of historical interest, authors researching
Florida's environment, politics, literature, and popular or material culture are encouraged to
submit their manuscripts as well. Each book offers a distinct personality and voice, but the
ultimate goal of the series is to foster a sense of community and collaboration among Florida
scholars.In The Scent of Scandal, Craig Pittman confirms the old adage that truth is sometimes
stranger than fiction. One of Florida's most respected environmental writers and the author of
two previous books published in the Florida History and Culture Series, Pittman applies his
considerable skills as an investigative reporter to a complicated saga of greed, betrayal, and
criminality. No garden-variety tale, this story takes us from tropical rain forests to federal
courtrooms, introducing an extraordinary cast of characters along the way.At the center of it all is
“the world's most beautiful orchid,” pursued or protected by adventurers, orchid growers, botany
professors, federal prosecutors, investigators, and government bureaucrats. Thanks to Pittman's
careful scrutiny and eloquent exposition, the evolving and sometimes bizarre relationships
among these characters emerge from the shadows of the Sunshine State, casting light on the
economics and psychology of the com- modification of nature. Truth, beauty, and the human
condition—all rooted in Florida's fertile soil, now revealingly turned over by a master
storyteller.Raymond Arsenault and Gary R. Mormino Series EditorsCast of CharactersChuck
Acker, a Wisconsin orchid dealerJohn Atwood, an orchid expert from VermontJohn Beckner,
Selby Gardens' orchid curatorLibby Besse, an accidental orchid discovererEric Christenson, an
orchid taxonomy expertJim Clarkson, an American Orchid Society judgeElinor Colbourn, a
federal prosecutorPeter Croezen, a Canadian orchid expertStig Dalström, Selby's orchid
illustratorGlen Decker, a New York orchid entrepreneurCalaway Dodson, Selby's first executive
directorBarbara Ellison, a photographer married to Michael KovachShawn Farr, a chief operating
officerJoel Fedder, a Selby board memberJack Fernandez, a Tampa defense attorneyRoddy
Gabel, the federal government's top orchid expertTed Green, a Hawaiian orchid growerRobert
Hearn, a Tampa defense attorneyesley Higgins, Selby's director of systematicsBruce Holst, the
editor of SelbyanaMary Holt, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service investigatorDave Hunt, a Texas
orchid growerMark Johnson, an American Orchid Society judge from FloridaHarold Koopowitz,
a professor and editor of Orchid DigestMichael Kovach, a Virginia orchid collectorCaren Lobo, a
bookseller and Selby board memberMeg Lowman, Selby's popular executive directorCarl Luer,
an ex-surgeon and founder of Selby GardensHarry Luther, the world's foremost bromeliad
expertAlfredo Manrique, a Peruvian orchid growerFaustino Medina, the proprietor of a roadside



flower standStephen Merryday, a federal judgeAngela Mirro, a botanical illustratorChady Moore,
Lee Moore's wifeLee Moore, the man known as “The Adventurer”George Norris, a Texas orchid
broker who types in ALL CAPSRobert Rivas, Meg Lowman's attorneyDr. Isaias Rolando, a
Peruvian orchid collectorBob Scully, Selby Gardens' board chairmanManuel Arias Silva, a
Peruvian teacher-turned-orchidistManolo Arias Silva, his sonMarni Turkel, a California orchid
hobbyistKarol Villena, Renato Villena's daughter and salespersonRenato Villena, a Peruvian
nursery proprietorPrologueThe Choice of SnakesIf, when you finish it, you think the mystery
hasbeen solved, all I have to say is you don't knowa mystery when you see one.Rex Stout, Black
OrchidsThe bride glided across the lawn, her lacy white dress billowing like a sail. A sea breeze
ruffled her red hair and stirred the leaves of the nearby banyan tree. Sunlight danced across
Sarasota Bay, making the water glitter like distant diamonds.The string quartet struck up
Pachelbel's Canon —not the usual music cue—so some of us guests sitting in the neat rows of
folding chairs were slow to catch on. Then we noticed the awestruck look on the groom's face
and stood, catching our breath at the loveliness of the scene.Decades later, long after the
marriage that began in those moments had ended in divorce, my wife and I compared our
memories of that golden day when our friends tied the knot. We agreed that it had been the
perfect outdoor wedding, primarily because it had taken place in such a perfect setting, the
Marie Selby Botanical Gardens in Sarasota.But as Adam and Eve could testify, even the most
perfect garden is likely to have a snake in it somewhere.That perfect Selby Gardens wedding is
far from a unique experience. Brides from all over the Sarasota region searching for a distinctive
place to wed are drawn like a magnet to its 9 V2 acres of well-tended waterfront, about an hour
south of Tampa. Selby offers not only a lush landscape for the ceremony, but also an elegant
mansion for the reception afterward.“The wedding is all about theater,” a Selby employee
explained once. “That's what the garden is—it's a theater.”This was not just any old playhouse,
either. Selby Gardens has long been one of Sarasota's prime tourist attractions, ranking
alongside the house of circus magnate John Ringling, the aquaria at the Mote Marine
Laboratory, and, of course, the sugar-white beaches. Selby draws some 130,000 visitors a year.
They come to gaze in amazement at its bromeliads, its Venus flytraps, and, especially, Selby's
vast orchid collection, marveling at the vivid colors and fantastic shapes.Orchids have always
been Selby's specialty. Selby's staff of experts has been renowned among orchid fanciers
worldwide for their ability to identify and classify orchids. When its Orchid Identification Center
opened in 1976, it was the first in the nation.But the most important orchid in Selby Gardens'
history is not on view anywhere. It's the one that made headlines around the country. The one
that cost the gardens hundreds of thousands of dollars in donations and created intense internal
turmoil. The one that led to search warrants, a grand jury investigation, even criminal
charges.The one that blossomed into a scandal so big that it damaged Selby's carefully tended
reputation.Over the past twenty-five years, as a reporter for the Sarasota Herald-Tribune and
then for the St. Petersburg Times, I have written my share of stories about Selby Gardens. A
scientific institution that also functions as a tourist attraction and a wedding chapel will always



make for good copy.I can't claim to be an expert on orchids—I have trouble keeping a front-
porch tub of Home Depot annuals alive—but I know a hot story when I see one. In 2002, when
the Selby scandal broke, I was fortunate enough to be allowed to cover the unfolding drama for
the Times, Florida's largest newspaper. Later I wrote a long piece about the case for Sarasota
magazine. In reporting those stories, I interviewed many of the principals, read the documents,
witnessed the courtroom denouement.Floridians are accustomed to political scandals, business
scandals, even sex scandals. But a scientific scandal? A floral scandal in the Land of Flowers?
That was something new—and not just for Florida. Selby's involvement made this case unique in
the annals of American justice.As I delved into this story more deeply, I realized that orchid fans
resemble baseball fans, nearly as besotted with talking and writing about their pastime as they
are by the pastime itself. They produce books, magazines, newsletters, and reams and reams of
Internet chatter. The only thing missing is a box score.Every orchid person I contacted talked to
me freely about their experiences and opinions, often at great length. Many shared documents
and photos with me, along with their own theories about what everything meant. By comparison,
the law enforcement sources I contacted mostly refused to talk at all. They also dragged their
feet about turning over files I requested under the Freedom of Information Act.When I began
writing this book, I thought I already knew the story pretty well. But as I dug into the details, I saw
new twists and turns. At one point, someone I interviewed told me that I really didn't know much
at all. I had to admit that the more people I interviewed, the more I felt as if I were watching a
performance of Rashomon in a hall of mirrors.Everyone I talked to agreed that there was a snake
in the garden at Selby, but they couldn't agree on what it was. There were quite a few to choose
from: Greed? Lust for fame? Jealousy? Ambition? Hubris? Or could it be mere bureaucratic
meanness, a senseless devotion to nonsensical rules?Adding to the intrigue, of course, was that
the flower at the heart of the legal struggle was so big and breathtaking. Its bloom was as big as
a man's hand. Its vivid colors changed shades as the flower aged. And that shape! It looked like
someone had grafted a pelican's beak onto a vintage DeLorean with its gull-wing doors open
wide.But the hardest question of all was: How could so much trouble stem from a flower? Selby's
orchid experts hailed it as the most astounding discovery in a century. They were so enthralled
by the flower's beauty that they failed to anticipate the legal consequences of their actions.“What
we weren't aware of was how we could get caught up in this web,” a soft-spoken Selby orchid
expert named John Atwood told me after armed investigators showed up at his rural farmhouse.
“It was a shock.”But rival orchid expert Eric Christenson, a longtime critic of Selby, scoffed at any
claims of innocent intentions gone awry.“These people are idiots,” he said. “Everyone involved
knew it was illegal.”1The Most Beautiful Party in TownI never before realized that the story of
abotanical garden…could read as if it werethe drama of a pulp crime novel.Margaret “Meg”
Lowman, It's a Jungle Up ThereAs the party swirled around her, Meg Lowman had no idea how
much peril she was about to face. She believed she had climbed to the pinnacle of
success.Actually, she was standing on a precipice.The soiree Lowman was presiding over on
this warm spring evening, the annual Orchid Ball, had a reputation as Sarasota's biggest black-



tie event. The local newspaper's society columnist had dubbed it “the most beautiful party in
Sarasota.” It was also Selby Gardens' biggest fund-raiser. The staff worked on it for months,
figuring out how to feed and entertain hundreds of wealthy and well-connected people, coaxing
them to pull out their wallets.Since it was an outdoor event, intended to showcase the gardens
as well as put the attendees in a giving mood, the weather conditions had to be dry. Sometimes
it had been cold enough to prompt the women to get their furs out of storage. Sometimes it had
been so hot that no one wanted to dance or even move around. But always, for nineteen years,
the ball had remained precipitation-free. It became something of a joke among the employees:
“Marie Selby would never let it rain on the Orchid Ball!”But on the ball's twentieth anniversary in
2001, the ghost let them down. Just as the guests arrived, the skies opened up and rain fell in
cold sheets. The Selby staff, many of them clad in kimonos in keeping with the theme of “Under
an Asian Moon,” splashed through the mud to set up tents over the tables.In 2002, though, the
ghost of Marie Selby was apparently back on the job. The Sarasota Herald-Tribune's society
columnist later declared that the 2002 Orchid Ball was “a perfect no-rain ‘Rendezvous in Rio'
right here in our own exotic backyard…. A capacity crowd filled a tent flushed with every color in
the spectrum that produced a fiesta atmosphere throughout…with ribbons, banners, flags, and
Carmen Miranda–type mannequins.”More than four hundred people showed up for the shindig,
handing their keys to the valet out front, walking through the stately mansion that served as the
reception area, then emerging from the back door to stroll along the torch-lit path past the koi
ponds to the main party area. Defying the humidity, women in sparkling gowns twirled on the
checkerboard dance floor. Paunchy men in tuxedos knocked back cocktails under the giant
banyan tree. Real estate moguls and mortgage-rate gamblers rubbed shoulders with theater
angels and gallery geeks. Everyone munched on conch fritters, nut- encrusted sea bass, and
Brazilian-style beef. It was the quintessential society soiree in a town rich enough and artsy
enough to support its own opera company and annual film festival, a town so diverse that it
provided a muse for both cynical noir grandmaster John D. MacDonald and silly comedic genius
Pee-Wee Herman.The one anomaly in this scene was Lowman herself. She wasn't one of the
tanned-and-toned trophy wives. She wasn't one of the elderly widows who bankrolled causes
around town. Nor was she a go-getter Chamber of Commerce type with power pearls and a gym
membership. Although orchids galore decorated the tables, the most exotic flower of the night
had to be Lowman.At forty-eight years old, she wore her straight blond hair in an easy-care style
that framed her oval face. She had a prominent chin, a flat nose, and a lean and muscular frame.
Although she wore an elegant gown, she would have been more comfortable in filthy khakis and
muddy boots. Her eyes were the giveaway. They were bright blue, filled with curiosity and an
impish sense of humor. Behind them, though, lay a steely determination to overcome whatever
challenge she faced.Lowman was actually the biggest celebrity at the party. She was one of the
pioneers in her field, the study of life in the world's jungle canopies-a field that, until she came
along, had been dominated by men. She had written a memoir called Life in the Treetops:
Adventures of a Woman in Field Biology, about trying to juggle her duties as a mom while



pursuing her research. When Yale University Press published it in 1999, the book earned a front-
page rave in the New York Times' Sunday book section. The reviewer called it “a funny,
unassuming, and deeply idiosyncratic chronicle of her trials and triumphs.”At Selby Gardens,
Meg Lowman emphasized forest canopy research and conservation—to the consternation of
orchid enthusiasts. Photo courtesy of the St. Petersburg Times.As she made plain in her book,
Lowman was a resourceful woman who was as comfortable living outside civilization as she was
living in it. As a child in upstate New York, she packed her bedroom with birds' nests, bugs,
rocks, and shells she had found. In the fifth grade, her wildflower collection earned her second
place in a state science fair, and her course was set. She went on to earn a master's degree in
Scotland, then traveled alone to Australia in the 1970s to study for her Ph.D. There she launched
her first treetop studies in its tropical forests. To prepare for scaling the trees, she solicited
advice from cave explorers on the proper rigging for her climbs. She sewed her first harness out
of seatbelt webbing.Her biggest scientific challenge, she wrote in her book, was the 200-foot-
tall gympie-gympie, also known as the “giant stinging tree.” Its leaves and twigs are covered with
fine, hollow hairs that contain a powerful poison. Every time she climbed one to study its insects,
no matter what precautions she took, she would always come away with her hands covered in
red inflammations. Over time, Lowman wrote, she got used to the fiery stings. However, when
she showed up one day to find the ground around the trees covered in highly venomous
Australian brown snakes, she tiptoed away and picked a new study area that appeared to be
snakeless.She was willing to make sacrifices for her science, even sacrifices of an intensely
personal nature. At one point her research led her to spend two weeks in a Cameroon jungle
living with three dozen male researchers and a score of local pygmy tribesmen. The researchers
“slept in hammocks, butt to butt, 40 people in a row,” she told a reporter later. When she went to
take a shower, that's when all the men decided it was time to climb on the roof and work on the
pipes. She stuck it out anyway.In Australia she married a sheep rancher and had two children,
whom she toted along on her forest expeditions, scrambling down to the ground to nurse them
and then climbing back into the treetops again. But she repeatedly failed in her efforts to
reconcile her scientific pursuits with the Aussie ideal of a subservient housewife. Her father-in-
law, in particular, couldn't understand why she didn't make it her top priority to have a hot meal
waiting on the table when her man walked in the door. Ultimately the couple divorced.In short,
Lowman had plenty of experience in dealing with any hazard, from pygmies and piranhas to
male chauvinist pigs. She was probably the only person at the Orchid Ball who had ever eaten
crickets as hors d'oeuvres, not to mention the only mother there whose sons had adopted a pet
tarantula. Very little could faze her—she thought.In 1992, after she had spent a stint teaching at
Williams College, Selby Gardens hired her as conservation director. Lowman didn't know
anyone in Florida, and the job description gave little detail as to her duties. She took the job
because she could use the position to further her rain forest research. She could also use it as a
convenient place to roost while converting her personal journals into her first book. As an added
benefit, Sarasota offered a good school system for her two boys.Lowman's two worlds collided



seven years later. She had just returned from grubbing around in the tropical mud of Queensland
for two weeks, studying seedlings as part of a long-term project on rain forest biodiversity.
Thanks to the glowing reviews of Life in the Treetops, she flew straight from Australia to Los
Angeles to meet with Hollywood agents who were interested in turning her life story into a
movie.Lowman was soaking all the jungle crud off in a bubble bath at the Beverly Hills Wilshire
Hotel when the phone rang. The call came from Sarasota. Selby's trustee board wanted to
promote her to executive director.Lowman hesitated. She hadn't planned to stay at Selby longer
than five years, and she was already going on seven. But she had met a new love, a gray-
bearded divorce attorney from St. Petersburg named Michael Brown, who was six years her
senior.Brown first encountered Lowman on a blind date. It wasn't your usual dinner-and-a-movie
outing. She took him to Selby Gardens, and they climbed a tree. Brown became so entranced by
her that he accompanied her on a trip to the Peruvian rain forest. They had a magical time,
listening to jaguars howling at 2:00 a.m. He got along well with her sons, too. So he moved his
practice to Sarasota, and they wed.Still, Lowman had figured on leaving Selby and returning to
teaching while continuing her research. Taking this promotion would mean cutting back on her
scientific studies and taking on more administrative duties. Worse, she had no experience
running a botanical garden. In fact, she had never run anything bigger than a sheep ranch. It
sounded like a recipe for disaster.She explained to the search committee that her degree was in
botany, not business. They said they were fine with that. They promised to hire a chief operating
officer to handle Selby's day-to-day operations. What they didn't mention was that they had run
advertisements for an executive director in the Wall Street Journal and horticultural publications
and were discouraged by the quality of applicants. Then someone on the board came up with
the idea of promoting their resident celebrity scientist. What the board members told her they
wanted was “a CEO with scientific credibility who could articulate a botanical mission to donors,”
Lowman wrote later.Wooing the donors turned out to be a major part of the job—and a major
downfall of her predecessor, she was told by the board members. He was a scientist, too. Like
Lowman, he had never run a botanical garden before taking over Selby.In his five years at Selby,
Lowman's predecessor “had experienced personality conflicts with donors, his budget had been
in the red, [and] deferred maintenance was at a critical stage,” Lowman was told by the board.
How critical? The roof of the administration building leaked badly, and a family of raccoons had
moved into the third floor.So when he left, the board decided their new leader was someone
already on the fifty-member staff, someone who had made a splash in the book publishing world
and might even become a darling of Hollywood. Stories about and reviews of Life in the Treetops
mentioned Selby, showing she could really put the place on the map. She had already been
featured in a children's book and profiled in a National Geographic television special. The
woman was a guaranteed publicity generator. Surely, they thought, that would lead to more
grants and donations.Lowman concluded that what the board really had in mind was a CEO who
could serve as “a cheerleader for plants.” So she took the job—and, as with the jungle flora and
fauna she studied, Lowman figured out how to adapt to this new world she now inhabited.She



gave up swinging in the trees to give speeches to the Rotary Club. She hired Selby's first
marketing director to think of ways to promote the place. She hired a development director to line
up more donations and grants. She dedicated herself to something she called “friend-raising”—
making personal connections with people who were in a position to hand over big sums of cash
to Selby.She took a management course at Duke University and signed up for a program
created by the Florida Chamber of Commerce called Leadership Florida, where up-and-coming
business executives and civic activists met state officials and industry leaders and studied the
Big Issues. Most of the other classmates in Leadership Florida were pro-business Republicans
whose politics didn't jibe with her more liberal leanings. She struck up a friendship with the other
big liberal in the class, a frizzy-haired lawyer from Tallahassee named Robert Rivas. He had a
sardonic sense of humor and sat on the board of the state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union. The contacts she made in Leadership Florida would turn out to be important
ones for her future—though not in the way she expected.By 2002, the veteran tree climber had
become skilled as a social climber. Her face became the face of Selby, the two synonymous in
the public mind. With her in charge, each Orchid Ball became like a gift to the community's
leaders, a magical evening to show them how special Selby was—if they kept the dollars
flowing.Now, as she greeted all the guests at the rain-free Orchid Ball, Lowman could reflect on
three years of what seemed to her to be spectacular success.Thanks to increased donations
and grants, the gardens' budget was back in the black. It would finish its fiscal year showing
revenue of more than $3.4 million and a profit of $400,000. Given the economic turmoil that had
plagued the nation following the 9/11 terrorist attacks the previous fall, this seemed to her like a
major victory. She had boosted the paying membership numbers by nearly 50 percent in the
past three years. The number of private events such as weddings that paid to use the gardens'
facilities had increased to the point that it was yielding $20,000 more in profit than it had in 1999.
Clearly this garden was growing.Lowman wasn't just focused on Selby's future, either. She had
taken steps to renew a connection to Selby's historic past by inviting Carlyle “Carl” Luer to rejoin
the board of trustees. Luer, a retired doctor in his eighties, had been one of Selby's original
board members when it first opened but he had quit during a dispute twenty years before. At
Lowman's request, he readily agreed to return to the garden he loved so much.There were other
marks of success that gave her a sense of a job well done. Lowman was in heavy demand as a
speaker, not just around Sarasota but throughout the country. Wherever she went, she talked
about that unknown world in the treetops and how important canopy science was to saving the
rain forest—and burnished Selby's gleaming reputation as a scientific institution, of
course.During the Orchid Ball, the newspaper's society columnist asked Lowman for a quote
about the party. Lowman replied that when she first arrived in Sarasota in 1992, she regarded
science as the sole answer to the world's ecological problems.“But I now realize that through
events such as this, and the fantastic volunteers here at Selby, there are other ways to spread
our conservation message,” Lowman said over the clatter of glasses and silverware.Still, there
were intimations of the trouble that was brewing, hints that flickered around the edges of this



perfect party like the shadows cast by the tiki torches.Lowman felt like she was pouring her heart
and soul into the job, all day, every day. Before, when Lowman spent days on end in the jungle,
she could take her kids with her. Now she spent so much time working—both in the office and
out promoting Selby—that she started missing family events. She missed a parent—teacher
conference here, a sailing regatta there-precious moments of family time lost to the grind of the
job.Not everything was rosy at work, either. Some Selby staffers weren't thrilled with the changes
she had made. They complained that she frequently told employees what they wanted to hear
and then went her own way. They grumbled about how her pursuit of dollars had boosted the
number of visitors lined up for admission each day, which would probably lead to idiot tourists
trampling some of the gardens' plants. They regarded her as disorganized and flighty, changing
direction frequently or failing to give them any in the first place. They were convinced that the
only cause she was truly interested in promoting was Meg Lowman, not Selby Gardens.
Inevitably, gossip spread that Lowman's efforts to woo some male donors led to wooing of a
more physical kind.The people most skeptical about Lowman's changes were her fellow
scientists, all of them men. They had chafed under her supervision when she served as
conservation director because they thought she focused on her own pursuits at the expense of
the work in their fields.They were no happier that she now ran the whole garden, especially
when she came up with a new mission statement for the institution. The mission statement made
no mention of Selby's traditional focus on their specialties. Instead it embraced a broader vision
about ecology and conservation. Some Selby employees resigned in protest when she was
promoted, allowing her to replace them with her own picks.Since 1992, the scientists had
primarily worked in a converted one-story house at 711 South Palm Avenue, a block away from
the main garden at 811 South Palm. To get from the house, built in the 1950s, to the main part of
the garden wasn't easy. It required crossing the four lanes of traffic on U.S. 41, one of the two
main highways through Sarasota. The scientists tended to stay on their side unless they had
some reason to visit the greenhouses that were part of the main garden. The physical separation
led to them thinking of their work as completely unrelated to the tourism and wedding-related
garden activities.The other staffers referred to the scientists' building simply as “7-11.” Low-man
privately dubbed it “the Far Side,” not just because of its location. The name also referred to Gary
Larson's comic strip, which frequently featured gags about goofy scientists performing odd
experiments in beaker-filled laboratories.Inside 711 Palm Avenue, past the parquet floor at the
entrance, lay a rabbit warren of cubicles and computers. Some scientists studied bromeliads,
nothing else. Some glued pressed plant specimens to acid-free paper and filed them away in
row after row of cabinets. Back in what should have been the garage was Selby's vast “spirit
collection”—racks of glass jars containing thousands of plants pickled in a 70 percent alcohol
solution.At the heart of 7-11 were the rooms containing the Orchid Identification Center, or OIC
for short. For the past two years the head of the OIC had been Wesley Higgins, although
technically his title was “director of systematics.” Higgins was a plainspoken, baggy-eyed man
with a penchant for Hawaiian shirts. He sported a handlebar mustache that would have made



him the envy of any barbershop quartet. Sometimes he was invited to the Orchid Ball to help
schmooze donors, but not the 2002 one. That was fine with him. He preferred to spend the
evening at home with his wife.Higgins had a background that was different from any other Selby
scientist: he had spent twenty-six years in the Coast Guard, rising to the rank of master chief
petty officer. He spent most of that time in avionics repair. But orchids had been his hobby for
more than three decades, and he frequently served as a judge at orchid shows. When he retired
from the Coast Guard in 1993, Higgins decided to turn his hobby into his vocation. He earned a
doctorate in horticulture. Then, in 2000, Lowman hired him to run the OIC. He had worked hard
to get to this, his dream job. He had no idea what a nightmare it would soon become.To
Lowman, the guys over on the Far Side, and particularly at the OIC, were so focused on their
special interests that they failed to appreciate the need to support the whole garden. When
Lowman's new marketing director tried to enlist their help in promoting the garden, they
grumbled and were reluctant to cooperate. She found orchid fans like Higgins particularly
baffling. Orchid people were united in the passion they felt about their flowers, yet their world
was riven by bitter rivalries she barely understood. She believed scientists should work together
to find consensus. Surely all the schisms among the orchid worshippers couldn't be good for
long-term scientific progress.Actually Lowman didn't see much of her scientific staff. She was so
busy promoting Selby that she was frequently absent from Selby's grounds, giving talks or
participating in conferences. However, despite its promise to Low- man in 1999, the board had
never gotten around to hiring a chief operating officer to run the day-to-day operations. That
meant that if Lowman didn't handle a problem, it didn't get handled.Into this leadership vacuum
stepped the new chairman of the Selby board, Robert M. “Bob” Scully Jr. He was, as it
happened, one of those orchid men whom Lowman didn't understand.Scully, a tall and slender
man with a head of wavy hair, maintained a neatly trimmed mustache that wouldn't have looked
out of place on a fussbudget floorwalker in a 1940s screwball comedy. However, the mustache
was the only frivolous thing about him. Scully had the confident manner of someone who knows
what he knows and is convinced of his own correctness. Anyone who dared to challenge him
would be pinned down with an unnerving blue- eyed stare. He did not suffer fools, gladly or any
other way.With his height and his bearing, Scully cut an imposing figure wherever he went,
including at the Orchid Ball—although he would admit some time later, “I don't fancy myself a
party boy.” The society columnist noted in her write-up about the party that Scully had been
present, granting him a rare bit of bold-faced notoriety, but she couldn't squeeze a quote out of
him. The columnist grumbled later that she knew everyone of consequence in Sarasota—but
she didn't know Scully at all.Bob Scully had spent years running his own orchid business and
did not think much of the way Lowman was running Selby Gardens. Photo courtesy of Bob
Scully.Scully, who was closing in on sixty, was far more comfortable working with plants than with
people. He had virtually grown up in a greenhouse. In 1945 his father, Robert Scully Sr., had
partnered with a Florida surgeon to launch a small orchid-growing operation on a 10-acre site
west of Miami International Airport. By the time Scully's father died in 1986, it was the largest



orchid business in the Southeast. Jones & Scully shipped flowers all over the world. The elder
Scully concocted colorful hybrids to boost sales, and also helped devise the judging system for
international orchid competitions.The younger Scully started working for his dad “as a tow-
headed youth,” he recalled. After he earned a master's degree in horticulture, he came home to
take over the family business in 1977. He tried to grow the business even more by creating the
industry's first mass-marketing program, selling hybrids, seedlings, and clones through
nationwide garden centers. His aim, he said, was to take the mystique out of orchid growing “so
that the average guy on the street will finally perceive that this product is affordable to him, as
well as to the affluent.” He also tried going beyond orchids by offering floral pieces of all kinds for
use in the growing field of interior decoration.Scully would have kept on running the family
business in Miami if not for two things. In the mid-1990s, he used Benlate, a common fungicide
made by DuPont, on his plants. But as he and thousands of farmers soon learned, some
formulas of Benlate were poisonous not just to pests but also to their plants. Scully lost millions
of dollars' worth of orchid stock, some of them flowers that had been grown by his family for
decades. Then, just as he was recovering from that blow, along came an even bigger one.
Hurricane Andrew swept through South Florida in 1992, flattening the brand-new greenhouses
Scully had built when he moved the business to the Redland area south of Miami.Scully and his
wife, Sue, tried moving to Georgia. They found Savannah dominated by people obsessed with
golf, a pastime neither of them enjoyed. So they moved again, this time settling in Sarasota in
1997.When word got around that Scully was in Sarasota, he got a call from a mild-mannered,
soft-spoken scientist named John Atwood. The shy and awkward Atwood had run Selby's
Orchid Identification Center for nearly twenty years before resigning to move back to Vermont
and care for his ailing mother.Like Scully, Atwood's fascination with orchids began when he was
just a boy. His grandmother had grown orchids on their farm in Vermont, and he became so
enchanted by the flowers that he sold his bicycle to buy one from a catalogue for ten dollars—a
lot of money for an orchid in 1959. In college, Atwood aimed first for a career in music, but then
decided he didn't like the career prospects: marching band director or church organist. So he
switched to botany, earned a doctorate at Florida State, and became a world-renowned expert in
a particular type of orchid, which happened to be the type that his grandmother grew. They were
known as slipper orchids because the lip of the flower forms a pouch that resembles a woman's
shoe.“They're almost animal,” Atwood said once. “They are statuesque; they have a
personality.”Atwood still worked part-time at the OIC, and he was sure someone with Scully's
expertise could help improve Selby Gardens. He believed volunteering at Selby would give
Scully a way to continue working with orchids without taking on all the headaches of running a
big business.Atwood did a superb sales job. After lunch with him, Scully joined the platoon of
volunteers who helped keep Selby running.But soon Scully clashed with Lowman's predecessor
as executive director. Scully had devoted himself to fixing up the old greenhouses that had been
built back when Selby first opened. He would show up in the late afternoon as the staff was
packing up to head home. He would toil late into the shadowy hours rearranging benches and, in



his view, lining up everything to make it easier to spot and treat plant diseases, pick up trash,
and generally make the place function more efficiently, just the way he would have at Jones &
Scully.Scully was proud of his work. One day, with the permission of the scientist in charge of the
greenhouses, Scully led a small group of Selby board members on a tour to show them what
he'd done and what still needed doing.The director, already on thin ice with the board, didn't like
that. The director sent Scully a letter admonishing him for giving the tour. The letter also
mentioned rumors that Scully wanted to take over as executive director. Worst of all was a
complaint filed against Scully by one of the female staff members, accusing him of sexual
harassment with “comments or discussions of a personal nature.” There were also complaints
that other employees and volunteers found him “autocratic,” the letter said, because “you act like
you're the boss.” As a result of the complaints, the director told Scully he could no longer set foot
in the greenhouses without prior approval from the staff.The director subsequently sent Scully a
card apologizing for his “insensitive” letter, and the harassment allegation was ruled unfounded.
It turned out that all Scully had done was advise a woman who appeared to be coming down
with the flu that she should take Vitamin C “until your pee runs golden.”So after Lowman took
charge of Selby, she sent Scully a letter apologizing for the way he had been treated. She invited
him to come back to the garden, just as she had invited Carl Luer back. Scully took a seat on
Selby's board, and then, in the fall of 2001, he was elected chairman.Scully was different from
the other board members, though. It wasn't just that the other board members found him to be
abrupt and socially stiff. Most of them had lived in the area for years and worked in real estate or
banking. Through their abundant personal relationships and business contacts, they could tap
any number of people for contributions to Selby.Not Scully. He was still new in town and had no
contacts outside the orchid business.Everyone praised Scully's knowledge of orchids. He
frequently was asked to judge at various orchid shows, which meant that he landed in the middle
of what he called “orchid politics.” He also ran a small consulting business called Tiger Orchids,
which occasionally required him to visit his clients' greenhouses to advise them on problems.
Except for those duties, though, he wasn't busy at all.That meant he had the time to spend at
Selby that Lowman did not. Wherever he went, he noticed problems she hadn't taken care of—
sprinkler systems that didn't work right, fungus growing in a greenhouse. He grew irritated at
Lowman's absences, even as complaints grew about Scully's own brusque manner, both with
the employees and with potential donors.Lowman, for her part, found Scully as prickly as any
gympie-gympie. But she figured that, as with the Aussie trees, she would either find a way to
work with him or around him.Scully, she soon discovered, was particularly attentive to the needs
and desires of the OIC scientists. Some of them were orchid-show judges too, such as his
friends Atwood and Higgins. In fact, Scully expected to see one or two of them in May at the big
Redland International Orchid Show, the biggest orchid show in the country, where he would be
one of the judges. For him the Redland show would be something of a homecoming, too, a
chance to chat with old friends and colleagues and hear about all the new orchid varieties that
had been developed.None of them—not Scully, and not the OIC scientists—were fans of how



Lowman kept selling the idea of big-picture rain forest ecology as Selby's primary mission. To
them, Selby Gardens' real reason for existence was to cater to orchidophiles like themselves.
Lowman dismissed the idea, but they were right—and her failure to appreciate it would lead to
her facing the biggest challenge of her career.If Lowman had only asked Carl Luer, the old
doctor who had once led Selby's board, he could have set her straight. He knew the whole story.
He knew it because he was the one who really got Selby Gardens started—not Marie Selby. She
was only his patient.2The Garden of Earthly Delights[Susan] Orlean looks at a book called The
Native Orchids ofFlorida. She comes to a photo of the ghost orchid glowingwhite on the page.…
A line of text catches her eye: “Shouldone be lucky enough to see a flower all else will seem
eclipsed.”Charlie Kaufman, screenplay for the film AdaptationAmong the first visitors to what is
now Sarasota were fishermen from Cuba and Mexico, looking for a big catch. They had come to
the right place. In the 1800s, so many fish swam in Sarasota Bay that “they came in immense
schools, more than a mile long and hundreds of yards wide—so dense it seemed as though a
person could walk on them,” a historian later wrote.That piscatorial abundance is also what
attracted an Ohio businessman named Bill Selby to the area near the dawn of the twentieth
century. In 1909, he brought along his new bride, Marie. They had been married just a year. They
arrived that winter on a houseboat, reeling in fish left and right before moving on to a new
harbor.The close quarters might have strained other marriages, but not theirs. Outwardly they
displayed very different personalities. Bill Selby was a rough-and-ready type who stood six foot-
plus and weighed more than two hundred pounds. He was always chewing on an unlit cigar.
People who knew him around Sarasota—or thought they did—regarded him as nothing but a
hillbilly in his cowboy boots and old clothes. Marie, on the other hand, was a refined, demure
lady who had attended a music conservatory and trained to be a concert pianist.With Bill by her
side, though, Marie Selby would tackle any adventure. When the couple read that the
competitors in the first cross-country auto race had covered the whole continent in six days, they
decided to see if they could do better. They did, beating the winner's time—and in the process
made Marie Selby the first woman in American history to cross the country by car.Bill and Marie
Selby took a liking to Florida. Bill bought 3,000 acres in Manatee County for cattle ranching and
put some horses out there—a pair of Morgans and a pair of Tennessee Walkers—just for his
wife. She tried to go riding every day.Finally, in 1927, the couple built a two-story house on 7
acres of laurels and banyans where Hudson Bayou flows into Sarasota Bay. It was supposed to
be just temporary quarters while they designed a far grander home, but after a while they
dropped those plans. The smaller home suited the childless couple just fine. Marie directed the
landscaping herself, laying out elaborate flowered borders that bloomed along the roadway to
the tip of their peninsula. The centerpiece of the design was a large rose garden, one she was
always reluctant to leave untended when they went on trips.When Marie went downtown to
shop, she'd wear her riding outfit—blue jeans and a plaid shirt—or a plain dress and a floppy
straw hat. Few people knew how incredibly wealthy the Selbys were. Bill Selby owned an
Oklahoma oil company that eventually merged with one from Texas and became Texaco. He



also had interests in Standard Oil and invested in Colorado mining, making millions. If they had
wanted, Bill and Marie Selby could have hobnobbed with the other rich folks in Sarasota. There
were, surprisingly, quite a few of them.Early on, the queen of Sarasota was also the bejeweled
empress of Chicago society, imperious Bertha Palmer. The widow of hotelier Potter Palmer,
owner of the famous Palmer House, she pioneered the introduction of impressionist painting to
American audiences and backed Jane Addams's Hull House, among other do-gooder causes.
She didn't tolerate disrespect. Once, a visiting Spanish princess declined her hospitality,
dubbing her “an innkeeper's wife.” Mrs. Palmer retorted that the princess was merely a “bibulous
representative of a degenerate monarch.”One day Bertha Palmer spotted an ad in a Chicago
paper about land available in Sarasota. Her late husband had advised her to invest in real
estate, so she promptly trekked down to the town of 840 people and bought up thousands of
acres all around it. She built a grand home called “The Oaks,” where paintings by Monet and
Degas hung on the walls and she dressed for dinner in Paris gowns. Other family members soon
built homes nearby, and other Chicagoans followed suit. When she died in 1918, she had built
up the $8 million left by her husband into an estate worth $20 million, and Sarasota now boasted
both a yacht club and a movie theater—rare amenities for a Florida town in those days.In the
meantime, another kind of art lover had joined Sarasota's social whirl. Circus magnate John
Ringling arrived in 1911 and soon persuaded his brother Charles to buy adjoining property.
Ringling spent millions acquiring overwrought Middle Ages masterworks, then built a $1 million
home to put them in. His wife helped design the waterfront mansion: 36,000 square feet with
forty-one rooms and fifteen bathrooms. He dubbed it Ca d'Zan (“House of John” in Venetian
dialect). It looked like nothing else in Sarasota. The historian David Nolan described it as
“something along the lines of the Doge's Palace topped with the tower from Madison Square
Garden.…Only a man steeped in the circus aesthetic could have called it home.”While Bertha
Palmer had big plans for the city's future, it was Ringling who really put Sarasota on the map. He
began developing land on nearby islands and built a causeway—with a yacht canal, of course—
to connect them to the mainland. He made Sarasota the winter home of his circus troupe, then
persuaded John J. McGraw to bring the New York Giants down for spring training in 1924.
McGraw wound up building his own $75,000 home there and developing a subdivision called
Pennant Park. McGraw's success attracted Col. Jacob Ruppert, owner of the New York Yankees,
who launched his own development plans, and then Ty Cobb's younger brother showed up to
cash in on the baseball bonanza, too. Sarasota's boundaries, once set at a miniscule 2 square
miles, now expanded to encompass 69 square miles.But Bill and Marie Selby wanted nothing to
do with the Palmers, Ringlings, McGraws, Rupperts, or Cobb the younger. Bill would bicycle
down to Badger's Drug Store to sip coffee and chat with the other regulars. Then he'd head over
to Mike Roth's Cigar Stand for more chitchat. His wife's only interest besides riding was her
garden club. At night, instead of throwing parties or attending society dinners, they would stay
home. Bill Selby would read while his wife played the piano. That was entertainment enough for
them.When Bill Selby died of leukemia in 1956, he left an estate of $10 million. Half went to his



wife and half to the William and Marie Selby Foundation, a charitable trust the couple had set up
primarily to provide scholarships for young people who wanted to undertake scientific or medical
research. But after her husband died, Marie Selby took the foundation in a different direction.
She wanted to help the handicapped and the poor. She helped the YMCA get a new pool and
the hospital a new laboratory. She matched a grant from the foundation to help launch New
College, a free-form four-year university. She quietly donated her own money to hundreds of
causes, never asking for recognition, helping the city but staying in the shadows.Marie Selby just
wanted her garden club to have a place to meet after she died. She loved roses, not orchids.
Photo courtesy of Sarasota County Historical Division.While the Palmers and Ringlings strove to
build up Sarasota, Marie Selby wished it would stay the same. When a developer began building
a high-rise condominium on Bird Key, ruining her view from that side of the property, she planted
a large stand of trees so she didn't have to look at the concrete intruder.As she grew older, Marie
Selby withdrew even more from society. But as her thoughts turned to her own impending death,
she would be determined that the one association she had maintained for decades was
remembered in her will. When she died in 1971 at age eighty-five, she specified that she wanted
her friends at the garden club to still have a place to gather.“She left the home and $2 million for
it to be maintained as a botanical garden,” recalled Luer, her surgeon and neighbor.All she
wanted was to keep the place the way it was, with all her pretty landscaping, a spot of loveliness
in the midst of all the rampant development around her. But the language in her will left a lot of
wiggle room for how the executor would carry out her wishes. The will said the “botanical garden
and park” should be developed “in such esthetic and utilitarian manner as Trustee may
determine, from time to time, and shall be made available for enjoyment to the general public on
such days and during such hours…and pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Trustees
may determine from time to time.”Luer, a dapper man with a sharp face, his fringe of hair going
gray, was a well-known figure around Sarasota. He was as likely to pop up in the society column
as at the hospital. His patient list included the town's wealthy and well-to-do, including the
world's most famous clown, Emmett Kelly. Luer was good friends with the head trustee of the
Selby Foundation, who was also the chairman of the city's biggest bank. Luer pushed his friend
to make Marie Selby's home a true botanical garden, a place dedicated to science.“I twisted his
arm,” Luer said. “She wanted a meeting place for her garden club, and we made it into a
botanical garden.”What Luer wanted the new botanical garden to focus its attention on was not
roses but orchids. He had a passion for orchids. It began, as almost all stories about orchid
collectors do, with a single plant.In 1957, someone showed Luer and his wife a Polyrrhiza
lindenii in bloom. They were fascinated by it—a leafless green plant, “the flower of which
resembles the ghoulish ghost of a frog leaping in mid-air,” he wrote later. They were even more
astounded to learn that this particular plant was a native of Florida. They decided to track one
down in the wild and photograph it.Finding a ghost orchid—for that's what it was—took them to
the Fakahatchee Strand, a heavily cut-over cypress swamp where “tracks of bear, panther, and
otter may be seen in the mud,” and the deeper water offered a hiding place for alligators and



cottonmouth moccasins. But in those deep sloughs stood virgin groves of pop ash and custard-
apple, “festooned with their treasures of epiphytic ferns, bromeliads, and orchids,” Luer wrote.At
last, they spied their quarry: “While wading knee deep in swamp water, the thrill of chancing
upon a plant in flower will never be forgotten…Down low on the trunk the familiar spidery
network of rambling green roots will not be hard to find. Should one be lucky enough to see a
flower, all else will seem eclipsed. There, caught hovering in mid-air, will be a fantastic, fairy-like
ghost, frozen in flight.”Finding that first orchid led to a search for others, then to a determination
to track down and photograph every type of native orchid in Florida. That led, in turn, to Luer
writing a groundbreaking book on the subject, called The Native Orchids of Florida (the same
book that Susan Orlean would consult twenty years later while writing The Orchid Thief, which
became the basis for the film Adaptation). Luer's large tome, illustrated with his vivid color
photos and alliterative prose, would be published in 1972. He was already working on an even
more ambitious companion volume, The Native Orchids of North America.Carl Luer was such an
orchid fanatic that he gave up his lucrative medical practice to start Marie Selby Botanical
Gardens. Photo courtesy of Stig Dalström.Luer had become so enamored of the idea of creating
a garden devoted to orchids in his hometown that he was even willing to make the ultimate
sacrifice for it. He was willing to give up his high-profile medical practice. Other doctors might
find that odd, but not other orchid people. They're the ones who put the “cult” in
“horticulture.”Invariably, when someone who is not enamored of orchids talks about an orchid
lover like Luer, the word “obsession” is invoked, and not just for alliterative purposes.While most
orchid fanciers are content with the selection available from the garden department at Home
Depot, a few are willing to spend thousands of dollars on a single plant. Sometimes their
enthusiasm shades into even stronger emotions. In Orchid Fever: A Horticultural Tale of Love,
Lust, and Lunacy, Eric Hansen recounts how a dispute between two orchid growers ended with
one man beating the other senseless in his greenhouse. Hansen noted that in another case from
California, two growers “had settled an argument…with a two-foot length of water pipe and a
burst of gunfire. One man had died.”The more time he spent with orchid people, Hansen wrote,
the more tales he heard of “midnight greenhouse break-ins with chainsaws…thefts of award-
winning plants from orchid shows, government sting operations, orchid licking, fraud, murder,
and money.”The historian Luigi Berliocchi, in his book The Orchid in Lore and Legend, explained
the flowers' allure this way: “They have a magic whose secret will always elude us, a blend of
witchcraft and romance, that sets them apart, above all other plants—a sorcery that conjures up
our deepest passions, from idolatrous worship through the pure spirituality of aesthetic
veneration to fear, revulsion, and mindless hatred.”Writers have struggled for years to explain
why orchids drive otherwise rational people to such irrational extremes. Many have linked the
passion to the flowers' sensual form. They say the pouty-lipped petals, tumescent blooms, and
intoxicating scents cloud the judgment of otherwise sensible people.Even the name says sex—
but not because of the flowers. The word “orchid” comes from orchis, Greek for “testicle,”
because that's what the roots of European orchids resemble. For the same reason, they were



once called “dogstones” and “sweet bollocks.”Because of this scrotal resemblance, for
thousands of years orchids have been rumored to hold aphrodisiac properties. They were the Rx
for sexual healing in Greece and China. The myth of the orchid's supposedly Viagra-like powers
persisted in England for so long that, in 1640, John Parkinson complained in his Theatrum
Botanicum that “our pharmacists are wont to adjudge every sort of orchid root an
aphrodisiac.”Even in the nineteenth century, the name “orchid” remained so associated with sex
that the famed English thinker John Ruskin tried in vain to get it changed to something less
lascivious. In Swann's Way, Marcel Proust has his protagonist make a pretense of arranging the
Cattleya orchids in his lady love's bodice as a first step toward caressing and kissing her. Soon
the couple would employ the name for that species of orchid as a synonym for making love, until
“the metaphor ‘do a Cattleya’” became “a simple verb which they would employ without thinking
of its original meaning when they wished to refer to the act of physical possession.”Although the
sublimated-sex explanation may be entertaining in a Beavis and Butthead way, it cannot account
for orchids' broad appeal to both cerebral interests and aesthetic senses. Their beauty can be
astonishing, and their variety is downright dizzying. The family Orchidaceae contains 25,000 to
30,000 different species, more than any other type of plant. Add in the 100,000 or so types of
hybrids and you can see why no collector could ever find a reason to grow bored.The variations
are tied to the diverse ways the plants spread their pollen, usually by tricking insects into serving
as carriers. Take, for instance, the subfamily of lady slipper orchids—the type that John Atwood
had made his specialty—that are so called because the flowers are shaped like a shoe.The
nectar in slipper orchids attracts certain insects—sometimes bees, sometimes flies—that buzz
in through the flower's large opening. Once inside, they can't back out. Instead they slip down
deeper in the slipper until they find two holes in the back that offer an exit, like climbing out a
window. To get to those holes, though, the insects must first squeeze past the pollen receptor,
where they leave behind any pollen deposited on them by other plants, and are brushed with a
fresh load from the flower they're trying to escape. The dimensions of the holes that they must
climb through to leave the slipper orchid exactly match the size of the insects now carrying its
pollen on to other slippers to fertilize them.Some people see that precision as the hand of God.
They contend it's proof that there's an intelligent design to the universe, one so complex that it's
beyond human comprehension.For Charles Darwin, on the other hand, all the oh-so-precise
match-ups among the orchid family showed that his evolutionary theory was spot-on. His follow-
up book to 1859's The Origin of the Species was On the Various Contrivances by Which British
and Foreign Orchids are Fertilised by Insects, published in 1862. In it, he not only documented
the pollination methods of orchids found growing in the English countryside, but also speculated
about how tropical orchids he had studied might trick insects into helping with fertilization, based
on their shape and structure. He opened the second book by apologizing for not including “this
little treatise” in his first one, explaining that it had become “inconveniently large” and thus had to
be published separately. His “little treatise” on orchids runs more than 350 pages.Inevitably,
anyone who writes about orchid obsession invokes a famous quote from an otherwise obscure



1939 book, The Orchid-Hunters. It's the memoir of a couple of naïve city boys from New Jersey
who thought they could make a killing in the orchid trade. In the book, they say they braved trees
that put people to sleep and moths whose sting drives men insane, all in an effort to snatch
6,000 orchids from the South American jungles and bring them back to the United States to
sell.“When a man falls in love with orchids, he'll do anything to possess the one he wants,” one of
the hunters, Norman McDonald, wrote after the trip ended. “It's like chasing a green-eyed
woman or taking cocaine; it's a sort of madness.” Of course, for McDonald, it was also a source
of income. Despite the dangers encountered on his first trip, by the time the book came out, he
was back in the jungle hunting for more orchids.In recent years, orchids have become more than
a botanical fixation. They're also a $44 billion-a-year industry worldwide, making them the most
lucrative flower business around. Orchid sales generate more than $23 million in Florida
alone.That's just the legal side of the business. On the illegal side, no one knows how much
money black-market orchids are worth, but it's enough to prompt thieves to make off with some
of the more valuable plants. In 1975, someone swiped two valuable orchids from a display at an
orchid show in the Virgin Islands. In 2002, a thief broke into the Miami home of an orchid
collector and made off with orchids worth an estimated $8,750—plants likely sold to other
collectors.Among some orchidophiles, there is a drive to own the best, the most exotic, the
rarest orchids in the world, even if it means breaking the law.“It is an extremely important thing, if
you're an orchid person, to own some of the very, very finest,” a California orchid dealer told the
Los Angeles Times in 1995. “And if you can get a plant that nobody in the world has but you, you
have done something that has put you way above everybody else.”Back in 1971, though, the
orchid world consisted of only a loose affiliation of wealthy hobbyists like Luer. The doctor had
financed his own expeditions, both around Florida and overseas, to search out new species. He
knew that one thing he and all his fellow orchidophiles needed was some scientific expertise to
help them out—say, a place where orchid experts could sort out one variety of orchid from
another that might appear similar. An orchid identification center, if you will.At Luer's behest, the
Selby trustees brought in five botanists from the University of Florida to aid in planning the layout
of the new institution. Meanwhile, Luer set to work luring his pick for executive director away from
a nice, safe university job.With his wavy silver hair and Clark Gable mustache, Calaway “Cal”
Dodson looked more like a stage magician than a scientist. All he needed was a cape and a
wand. He had a mellifluous baritone and a quick wit, too, just right for a nice line of stage patter
while pulling a rabbit out of his hat.Actually, Dodson came from a long line of California farmers,
and if not for a stint in the army and the education offered by the GI Bill, he might have ended up
following the family plow. His agricultural background led him to take classes in botany, and after
reading Darwin's book he became fascinated by orchids.He made a name for himself as a grad
student by discovering that some orchids in a particular species had far fewer chromosomes—
ten—than others in the same species that had twenty-four. Later, in Ecuador, he earned his
doctorate by tracing back a stand of natural hybrids found in the wild to their parent plants. He
also met his wife, Piedad, there, and they had two children.Dodson was considered an expert on



how orchids pollinate, and had once spent a whole year in Peru studying how a certain type of
bee pollinated the orchids there. His scholarly writings on the subject included a book, Orchid
Flowers: Their Pollination and Evolution, published in 1966. He wound up teaching at the
University of Miami as well as serving as the orchid curator for Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
in Miami. When Luer finished his own book, he asked Dodson to vet it for accuracy. The
professor found the surgeon's book to be outstanding. They became friends.One day Luer took
his friend out to the Everglades to see a rare orchid he had found. On the way, he pitched him
what Dodson later called “a crazy idea.” Luer asked Dodson if he'd be interested in becoming
director of a new botanical garden in Sarasota.“That sounds like one of the cruelest jokes I've
ever heard,” Dodson replied. “Botanical gardens are ineffective. Most don't amount to anything.
Unless there's a large pool of oil located underneath them or it's in Saudi Arabia, they never
have enough money.”Luer persisted, but Dodson brushed him off. He had a good, solid job at
the University of Miami, and someday his kids would get a free college education there. How
could some botanical garden that existed only in Luer's mind ever top that?Luer was not
deterred. Sometime later, he flew down to Ecuador to visit Dodson while the professor was
doing some fieldwork. Luer brought along the banker who headed up the Selby Foundation.
They told Dodson they were there to recruit him to head up the new botanical garden.Calaway
Dodson and his wife, Piedad, left Ecuador behind to move into the rundown Selby home and
launch the botanical garden. Photo courtesy of Calaway Dodson.“I said, ‘Thanks, kiddies, but no
thanks,'” Dodson recalled years later. “They said, ‘What's your salary?’ I said, ‘Oh, about
$16,000.’ And they said, ‘We'll offer to double it—for a start.'”Astonished, Dodson accepted.
Selby Gardens had its executive director.Despite his strong interest in orchids, Dodson insisted
from the outset that Selby Gardens would have a broader focus than just one family. He said it
would study all the plants that grow on trees and take their moisture from the air. As a class,
these are known as epiphytes, and include such plants as bromeliads.“We've avoided calling it
an orchid garden—the term would degrade it,” Dodson told the Sarasota Herald-Tribune in 1973.
“We want to study the whole picture of why plants grow on trees. No other garden in the world is
devoted to epiphytes.”Dodson, his wife, two sons, and a pair of college interns moved into Marie
Selby's house. They brought along a menagerie of animals as well: dogs, cats, tropical birds,
even a few snakes. The house had been vacant for two years, so it smelled of mildew and there
were a few bullet holes in the door, evidence the trustees had done a poor job of protecting it
from vandals.Over the next two years, prior to the gardens' official opening in 1975, Dodson and
Luer worked hard at converting this rundown property into a world-class scientific institution.
Their tasks ranged from hiring a raft of Ph.D.s to battling city officials over where visitors could
park. They built big greenhouses, and Dodson brought in his own orchid collection as a starter.
They also ripped out the trees Marie Selby had planted to block the view of Bird Key. They
needed that view for the gardens' visitors.At Dodson's insistence, they built a walkway through
the grounds that was wide enough for three people to walk abreast. Most garden walkways were
only big enough for two. Dodson felt strongly that a wider path would make this garden a more



attractive place for strolling visitors.In those early days, the place bustled with activity. Grad
students from Florida State—including Atwood—drove down from Tallahassee to marvel at the
growing collection of epiphytes and the brand-new greenhouses that had been built to house
them.“There were lots of samples to study, both in the herbarium and in the living collection,”
recalled Atwood. Upon completing his Ph.D. in 1982, he returned and began his twenty-year
stint as the head of Selby's OIC.Atwood was not alone in finding in Selby a long-term home. One
of his coworkers took that literally.Harry Luther was a shy, bearish man who had grown up in St.
Petersburg back when the city still offered woods in which a boy could wander. As a teenager he
had become fascinated by bromeliads and joined the local bromeliad collectors' society,
learning everything he could about them. He took some college courses on botany but didn't
graduate. Instead he came home and took a job at a plant warehouse, but he didn't like it.Then
he heard Selby was looking for someone to take charge of its bromeliad collection. Luther
convinced Dodson to hire him, despite his youth and lack of a degree. It would turn out to be a
good decision: Over the next twenty years, on expeditions to mountains and jungles across the
globe, Luther would discover some sixty new species of bromeliads in the wild. He became
known as the world's foremost expert on bromeliads.He would also let his red hair and beard
grow as long and unruly as a clump of jungle vines. Luther loved Selby so much he moved into
an apartment on the grounds and lived there for years. But he was so shy, Dodson said, that it
became a problem. People would mistake the big bearded giant's reticence for an insult. Dodson
would have to step in and smooth the ruffled feathers.Another gifted amateur who made a name
for herself at Selby had no trouble speaking her mind. A year after Selby opened, some Selby
employees visited the home of one of Luer's medical colleagues, Dr. Byron Besse, to see his
backyard collection of palms and cycads. It turned out the doctor's wife, Libby Besse, was
actually the keeper of the collection. She had kept meticulous notes about their cultivation and
growth.Impressed, Dodson recruited the slender, silver-haired woman as a volunteer. Her note-
taking skills led to her becoming the keeper of Selby's plant records. She oversaw its ever-
expanding herbarium, where dried specimens were mounted on stiff paper and filed away for
future reference like cards in an old-fashioned library catalogue.However, Dodson soon found
her somewhat difficult to deal with. She came from a moneyed family in Philadelphia and was
accustomed to getting her way, he said. Whenever he wanted to fire her or anyone else, Luer
would talk him out of it, and he'd be stuck with the employee. However, being stuck with Libby
Besse turned out to be a blessing.“She had learned that she could use her money to put
together trips for the younger staff members—what's the term these days? Cougar? There was
certainly a touch of that involved,” Dodson recalled. “Every trip she'd take about two young men
along.”One such Besse field trip—what Dodson called “take the kiddies out in the woods”—
yielded a huge boon for the fledgling garden. In July 1981, Besse took a young male Selby
employee and six Miami plant hobbyists and headed for Peru.Driving a truck along a twisting
mountain road between Tarapota and Yurimaguas, they spotted a particularly attractive strap-
leaf anthurium growing high in a tree. The group stopped the truck and began poking at the plant



with a pole, trying to knock it down to add to their collection.Meanwhile, the doctor's wife
wandered off for a stroll near a wet stone cliff. As she walked, she glanced up and saw a striking
coral-colored flower. She knew it was an orchid. She also knew it wasn't like any orchid she had
ever seen before. She pulled herself up through a tangle of briars and was just able to hang out
over the top ledge of the cliff and push a couple of the flowers off with a stick. The Selby
employee climbed up to help. They snapped a few pictures and then put one specimen, with
flowers still attached, into a bottle of alcohol to preserve it.“Collecting the plants was easy,” Mrs.
Besse said later. “It took only a few minutes. But we spent an entire aggravating day in Iquitos
getting its proper export permits.”Upon Libby Besse's return to Selby Gardens, Dodson said,
“she came into my office one day and said, ‘What is this?’” When he looked at the dull specimen
in alcohol, he wasn't impressed. But when he saw her color slides of the crimson flower, Dodson
realized she had made an electrifying discovery: a brand-new species of tropical slipper orchid,
one sure to set the collecting world ablaze.Seeing the look on Dodson's face, Besse said later,
“was really my best moment.”Up until then, everyone considered slippers to be fairly bland
compared to other orchids. Their flowers were mostly soft greens and browns. What the doctor's
wife had discovered in the Peruvian jungle was a plant that bore stunning scarlet flowers. This
was more than a scientific coup. The flower's striking color meant it would be commercially
valuable as well. Orchid growers would immediately see how it could revolutionize the range of
hybrid possibilities within the slipper family.Dodson called in Selby's staff illustrator. He told her
to drop whatever she was doing and get to work drawing this new plant, pronto. Then he sat
down with the scientist in charge of the OIC, and they wrote a description, officially naming the
plant for its discoverer, Phragmipedium besseae. They rushed it and the drawing over to the
American Orchid Society's headquarters in Delray Beach for publication in its newsletter, which
would make the name officially valid.When word got out about the discovery, Phragmipedium
pandemonium broke out among orchid-collectors. Everyone had to have one of Libby Besse's
namesake flowers.“Although we knew there were not too many of them, vast quantities—
truckloads—came in from Peru into the United States and Great Britain,” Dodson said. “It caused
quite a storm.”Collectors quickly stripped the Peruvian site bare, but Dodson himself later
discovered big fields of the same flower growing on a cliff in Ecuador.When Selby auctioned off
three of Besse's flowers in 1982, they sold for $1,700 each. Two went to commercial growers in
Ohio and California. The third was a retirement gift for the Smithsonian Institution's orchid
curator. He promised to take good care of it—in his own greenhouse.Selby's scientific celebrity
began attracting fans, including a Swedish civil engineer named Stig Dalström. Fascinated by
orchids and already adept at drawing, Dalström sent Dodson a letter claiming to be a “field
orchidist” with a “specialty in botanical illustration.”When Dodson wrote back to ask for samples
of his artwork, Dalström had to take a crash course in that type of art so his lie wouldn't be
exposed.With his blond hair, blue eyes, and cocksure manner, Dalström resembled the cool
Russian secret agent in The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Actually, he was a man who was ready to cry
uncle. He wanted to escape Sweden, to flee what looked to him to be a dull and dreary future.



This offer from Dodson seemed like his hole in the back of the orchid.“Botanical art…seemed to
be the only way, aside from prostitution, to make a living wherever you are,” he explained years
later.He flew to Miami and took a bus to Sarasota, where he became a freelance botanical
illustrator who frequently worked for Selby on contract. As a result, he could travel the world
searching for new species. In the next twenty-five years, Dalström would discover several new
species of mistletoe and bromeliads, and about twenty species of orchids.From Dr. Luer's
perspective, Dalström arrived near the end of Selby's golden age. His friend Cal Dodson, while
an excellent scientist, turned out to be a poor money manager. By 1981, the gardens' budget ran
as red as a Phragmipedium besseae blossom. The debt totaled $200,000. Local suppliers had
cut off Selby's credit, and the greenhouse cooling system was on the verge of collapse. Dodson
resigned as executive director, instead taking the title of research director.His replacement, a
retired army general, managed to turn the finances around. But the general believed Selby
should be treated more as a tourist attraction than a research institution. At one point, Dodson
recalled, the general commanded the staff to empty out one of the greenhouses so it could be
converted into a meeting room they could rent out.Dodson tried to warn his old friend about the
general: “I said, ‘Carl, that guy is a son of a bitch.’” For the longest time, he said, Luer didn't
listen.One day in November 1983, the mild-mannered Atwood stopped by Luer's office. The
New Englander regarded Luer and Dodson as giants in their field, men who prized intellect over
passion, so he was stunned at what he saw. When Atwood asked Luer a simple question, “he
choked up a bit, holding back tears, and his voice broke.”The next day Atwood found out the
reason for Luer's rare emotional display: The doctor had resigned from the board of the
institution he had founded. He did it because the general had fired Dodson.“I was dismayed to
discover that his solution to the problem of financial support was to cut back severely on the
research side while emphasizing the commercial plant production aspects,” Dodson told the
Herald-Tribune at the time. “I was concerned by his obvious failure to understand the nature of a
botanical garden.”Dodson headed back to Ecuador to study tropical orchids for the Missouri
Botanical Garden. He sometimes went back to visit friends at Selby such as Atwood, but he
never worked for the place again.Over the next twenty years, Harry Luther, Stig Dalström, John
Atwood, and other scientists continued exploring new territories, searching for new species.
They did so even though the gardens' own board members often didn't seem to appreciate their
hard work, Dalström said.“Comments were like, ‘We don't give a damn about what you do,’”
Dalström said. “It became clear to me that the research department depended on the support
from a bunch of clowns that had no clue what their own organization really was all about, and
was working on.”In fact, by May 2002, Meg Lowman had begun talking about pushing the OIC in
a new direction, looking for ways to boost its income and also cut its expenses. Her first
proposed cut: Get rid of their contract scientist, Atwood. Alarmed at losing Atwood's expertise on
slipper orchids, the mustachioed Wesley Higgins sought help from his fellow orchid judge Bob
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World's Most Beautiful Orchid is the latest volume in a series devoted to the study of Florida
History and Culture. During the past half century, the burgeoning population and increased
national and international visibility of Florida have sparked a great deal of popular interest in the
state's past, present, and future. As the favorite destination of countless tourists and as the new
home for millions of retirees and transplants, modern Florida has become a demographic,
political, and cultural bellwether. Florida has also emerged as a popular subject and setting for
scholars and writers. The Florida History and Culture Series provides an attractive and
accessible format for Florida-related books. From killer hurricanes to disputed elections, from
tales of the Everglades to profiles of Sunbelt cities, the topics covered by the more than forty
books published so far represent a broad spectrum of regional history and culture.The University
Press of Florida is committed to the creation of an eclectic but carefully crafted set of books that
will provide the field of Florida studies with a new focus and that will encourage Florida
researchers and writers to consider the broader implications and context of their work. The
series includes standard academic monographs as well as works of synthesis, memoirs, and
anthologies. And while the series features books of historical interest, authors researching
Florida's environment, politics, literature, and popular or material culture are encouraged to
submit their manuscripts as well. Each book offers a distinct personality and voice, but the
ultimate goal of the series is to foster a sense of community and collaboration among Florida
scholars.In The Scent of Scandal, Craig Pittman confirms the old adage that truth is sometimes
stranger than fiction. One of Florida's most respected environmental writers and the author of
two previous books published in the Florida History and Culture Series, Pittman applies his
considerable skills as an investigative reporter to a complicated saga of greed, betrayal, and
criminality. No garden-variety tale, this story takes us from tropical rain forests to federal
courtrooms, introducing an extraordinary cast of characters along the way.At the center of it all is
“the world's most beautiful orchid,” pursued or protected by adventurers, orchid growers, botany
professors, federal prosecutors, investigators, and government bureaucrats. Thanks to Pittman's
careful scrutiny and eloquent exposition, the evolving and sometimes bizarre relationships
among these characters emerge from the shadows of the Sunshine State, casting light on the
economics and psychology of the com- modification of nature. Truth, beauty, and the human
condition—all rooted in Florida's fertile soil, now revealingly turned over by a master
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provides an attractive and accessible format for Florida-related books. From killer hurricanes to
disputed elections, from tales of the Everglades to profiles of Sunbelt cities, the topics covered
by the more than forty books published so far represent a broad spectrum of regional history and
culture.The University Press of Florida is committed to the creation of an eclectic but carefully
crafted set of books that will provide the field of Florida studies with a new focus and that will
encourage Florida researchers and writers to consider the broader implications and context of
their work. The series includes standard academic monographs as well as works of synthesis,
memoirs, and anthologies. And while the series features books of historical interest, authors
researching Florida's environment, politics, literature, and popular or material culture are
encouraged to submit their manuscripts as well. Each book offers a distinct personality and
voice, but the ultimate goal of the series is to foster a sense of community and collaboration
among Florida scholars.In The Scent of Scandal, Craig Pittman confirms the old adage that truth
is sometimes stranger than fiction. One of Florida's most respected environmental writers and
the author of two previous books published in the Florida History and Culture Series, Pittman
applies his considerable skills as an investigative reporter to a complicated saga of greed,
betrayal, and criminality. No garden-variety tale, this story takes us from tropical rain forests to
federal courtrooms, introducing an extraordinary cast of characters along the way.At the center
of it all is “the world's most beautiful orchid,” pursued or protected by adventurers, orchid
growers, botany professors, federal prosecutors, investigators, and government bureaucrats.
Thanks to Pittman's careful scrutiny and eloquent exposition, the evolving and sometimes
bizarre relationships among these characters emerge from the shadows of the Sunshine State,
casting light on the economics and psychology of the com- modification of nature. Truth, beauty,
and the human condition—all rooted in Florida's fertile soil, now revealingly turned over by a
master storyteller.Raymond Arsenault and Gary R. Mormino Series EditorsCast of
CharactersChuck Acker, a Wisconsin orchid dealerJohn Atwood, an orchid expert from
VermontJohn Beckner, Selby Gardens' orchid curatorLibby Besse, an accidental orchid
discovererEric Christenson, an orchid taxonomy expertJim Clarkson, an American Orchid
Society judgeElinor Colbourn, a federal prosecutorPeter Croezen, a Canadian orchid expertStig
Dalström, Selby's orchid illustratorGlen Decker, a New York orchid entrepreneurCalaway
Dodson, Selby's first executive directorBarbara Ellison, a photographer married to Michael
KovachShawn Farr, a chief operating officerJoel Fedder, a Selby board memberJack Fernandez,
a Tampa defense attorneyRoddy Gabel, the federal government's top orchid expertTed Green, a
Hawaiian orchid growerRobert Hearn, a Tampa defense attorneyesley Higgins, Selby's director
of systematicsBruce Holst, the editor of SelbyanaMary Holt, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
investigatorDave Hunt, a Texas orchid growerMark Johnson, an American Orchid Society judge
from FloridaHarold Koopowitz, a professor and editor of Orchid DigestMichael Kovach, a
Virginia orchid collectorCaren Lobo, a bookseller and Selby board memberMeg Lowman,
Selby's popular executive directorCarl Luer, an ex-surgeon and founder of Selby GardensHarry
Luther, the world's foremost bromeliad expertAlfredo Manrique, a Peruvian orchid



growerFaustino Medina, the proprietor of a roadside flower standStephen Merryday, a federal
judgeAngela Mirro, a botanical illustratorChady Moore, Lee Moore's wifeLee Moore, the man
known as “The Adventurer”George Norris, a Texas orchid broker who types in ALL CAPSRobert
Rivas, Meg Lowman's attorneyDr. Isaias Rolando, a Peruvian orchid collectorBob Scully, Selby
Gardens' board chairmanManuel Arias Silva, a Peruvian teacher-turned-orchidistManolo Arias
Silva, his sonMarni Turkel, a California orchid hobbyistKarol Villena, Renato Villena's daughter
and salespersonRenato Villena, a Peruvian nursery proprietorCast of CharactersChuck Acker, a
Wisconsin orchid dealerJohn Atwood, an orchid expert from VermontJohn Beckner, Selby
Gardens' orchid curatorLibby Besse, an accidental orchid discovererEric Christenson, an orchid
taxonomy expertJim Clarkson, an American Orchid Society judgeElinor Colbourn, a federal
prosecutorPeter Croezen, a Canadian orchid expertStig Dalström, Selby's orchid illustratorGlen
Decker, a New York orchid entrepreneurCalaway Dodson, Selby's first executive directorBarbara
Ellison, a photographer married to Michael KovachShawn Farr, a chief operating officerJoel
Fedder, a Selby board memberJack Fernandez, a Tampa defense attorneyRoddy Gabel, the
federal government's top orchid expertTed Green, a Hawaiian orchid growerRobert Hearn, a
Tampa defense attorneyesley Higgins, Selby's director of systematicsBruce Holst, the editor of
SelbyanaMary Holt, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service investigatorDave Hunt, a Texas orchid
growerMark Johnson, an American Orchid Society judge from FloridaHarold Koopowitz, a
professor and editor of Orchid DigestMichael Kovach, a Virginia orchid collectorCaren Lobo, a
bookseller and Selby board memberMeg Lowman, Selby's popular executive directorCarl Luer,
an ex-surgeon and founder of Selby GardensHarry Luther, the world's foremost bromeliad
expertAlfredo Manrique, a Peruvian orchid growerFaustino Medina, the proprietor of a roadside
flower standStephen Merryday, a federal judgeAngela Mirro, a botanical illustratorChady Moore,
Lee Moore's wifeLee Moore, the man known as “The Adventurer”George Norris, a Texas orchid
broker who types in ALL CAPSRobert Rivas, Meg Lowman's attorneyDr. Isaias Rolando, a
Peruvian orchid collectorBob Scully, Selby Gardens' board chairmanManuel Arias Silva, a
Peruvian teacher-turned-orchidistManolo Arias Silva, his sonMarni Turkel, a California orchid
hobbyistKarol Villena, Renato Villena's daughter and salespersonRenato Villena, a Peruvian
nursery proprietorCast of CharactersChuck Acker, a Wisconsin orchid dealerJohn Atwood, an
orchid expert from VermontJohn Beckner, Selby Gardens' orchid curatorLibby Besse, an
accidental orchid discovererEric Christenson, an orchid taxonomy expertJim Clarkson, an
American Orchid Society judgeElinor Colbourn, a federal prosecutorPeter Croezen, a Canadian
orchid expertStig Dalström, Selby's orchid illustratorGlen Decker, a New York orchid
entrepreneurCalaway Dodson, Selby's first executive directorBarbara Ellison, a photographer
married to Michael KovachShawn Farr, a chief operating officerJoel Fedder, a Selby board
memberJack Fernandez, a Tampa defense attorneyRoddy Gabel, the federal government's top
orchid expertTed Green, a Hawaiian orchid growerRobert Hearn, a Tampa defense
attorneyesley Higgins, Selby's director of systematicsBruce Holst, the editor of SelbyanaMary
Holt, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service investigatorDave Hunt, a Texas orchid growerMark



Johnson, an American Orchid Society judge from FloridaHarold Koopowitz, a professor and
editor of Orchid DigestMichael Kovach, a Virginia orchid collectorCaren Lobo, a bookseller and
Selby board memberMeg Lowman, Selby's popular executive directorCarl Luer, an ex-surgeon
and founder of Selby GardensHarry Luther, the world's foremost bromeliad expertAlfredo
Manrique, a Peruvian orchid growerFaustino Medina, the proprietor of a roadside flower
standStephen Merryday, a federal judgeAngela Mirro, a botanical illustratorChady Moore, Lee
Moore's wifeLee Moore, the man known as “The Adventurer”George Norris, a Texas orchid
broker who types in ALL CAPSRobert Rivas, Meg Lowman's attorneyDr. Isaias Rolando, a
Peruvian orchid collectorBob Scully, Selby Gardens' board chairmanManuel Arias Silva, a
Peruvian teacher-turned-orchidistManolo Arias Silva, his sonMarni Turkel, a California orchid
hobbyistKarol Villena, Renato Villena's daughter and salespersonRenato Villena, a Peruvian
nursery proprietorPrologueThe Choice of SnakesIf, when you finish it, you think the mystery
hasbeen solved, all I have to say is you don't knowa mystery when you see one.Rex Stout, Black
OrchidsThe bride glided across the lawn, her lacy white dress billowing like a sail. A sea breeze
ruffled her red hair and stirred the leaves of the nearby banyan tree. Sunlight danced across
Sarasota Bay, making the water glitter like distant diamonds.The string quartet struck up
Pachelbel's Canon —not the usual music cue—so some of us guests sitting in the neat rows of
folding chairs were slow to catch on. Then we noticed the awestruck look on the groom's face
and stood, catching our breath at the loveliness of the scene.Decades later, long after the
marriage that began in those moments had ended in divorce, my wife and I compared our
memories of that golden day when our friends tied the knot. We agreed that it had been the
perfect outdoor wedding, primarily because it had taken place in such a perfect setting, the
Marie Selby Botanical Gardens in Sarasota.But as Adam and Eve could testify, even the most
perfect garden is likely to have a snake in it somewhere.That perfect Selby Gardens wedding is
far from a unique experience. Brides from all over the Sarasota region searching for a distinctive
place to wed are drawn like a magnet to its 9 V2 acres of well-tended waterfront, about an hour
south of Tampa. Selby offers not only a lush landscape for the ceremony, but also an elegant
mansion for the reception afterward.“The wedding is all about theater,” a Selby employee
explained once. “That's what the garden is—it's a theater.”This was not just any old playhouse,
either. Selby Gardens has long been one of Sarasota's prime tourist attractions, ranking
alongside the house of circus magnate John Ringling, the aquaria at the Mote Marine
Laboratory, and, of course, the sugar-white beaches. Selby draws some 130,000 visitors a year.
They come to gaze in amazement at its bromeliads, its Venus flytraps, and, especially, Selby's
vast orchid collection, marveling at the vivid colors and fantastic shapes.Orchids have always
been Selby's specialty. Selby's staff of experts has been renowned among orchid fanciers
worldwide for their ability to identify and classify orchids. When its Orchid Identification Center
opened in 1976, it was the first in the nation.But the most important orchid in Selby Gardens'
history is not on view anywhere. It's the one that made headlines around the country. The one
that cost the gardens hundreds of thousands of dollars in donations and created intense internal



turmoil. The one that led to search warrants, a grand jury investigation, even criminal
charges.The one that blossomed into a scandal so big that it damaged Selby's carefully tended
reputation.Over the past twenty-five years, as a reporter for the Sarasota Herald-Tribune and
then for the St. Petersburg Times, I have written my share of stories about Selby Gardens. A
scientific institution that also functions as a tourist attraction and a wedding chapel will always
make for good copy.I can't claim to be an expert on orchids—I have trouble keeping a front-
porch tub of Home Depot annuals alive—but I know a hot story when I see one. In 2002, when
the Selby scandal broke, I was fortunate enough to be allowed to cover the unfolding drama for
the Times, Florida's largest newspaper. Later I wrote a long piece about the case for Sarasota
magazine. In reporting those stories, I interviewed many of the principals, read the documents,
witnessed the courtroom denouement.Floridians are accustomed to political scandals, business
scandals, even sex scandals. But a scientific scandal? A floral scandal in the Land of Flowers?
That was something new—and not just for Florida. Selby's involvement made this case unique in
the annals of American justice.As I delved into this story more deeply, I realized that orchid fans
resemble baseball fans, nearly as besotted with talking and writing about their pastime as they
are by the pastime itself. They produce books, magazines, newsletters, and reams and reams of
Internet chatter. The only thing missing is a box score.Every orchid person I contacted talked to
me freely about their experiences and opinions, often at great length. Many shared documents
and photos with me, along with their own theories about what everything meant. By comparison,
the law enforcement sources I contacted mostly refused to talk at all. They also dragged their
feet about turning over files I requested under the Freedom of Information Act.When I began
writing this book, I thought I already knew the story pretty well. But as I dug into the details, I saw
new twists and turns. At one point, someone I interviewed told me that I really didn't know much
at all. I had to admit that the more people I interviewed, the more I felt as if I were watching a
performance of Rashomon in a hall of mirrors.Everyone I talked to agreed that there was a snake
in the garden at Selby, but they couldn't agree on what it was. There were quite a few to choose
from: Greed? Lust for fame? Jealousy? Ambition? Hubris? Or could it be mere bureaucratic
meanness, a senseless devotion to nonsensical rules?Adding to the intrigue, of course, was that
the flower at the heart of the legal struggle was so big and breathtaking. Its bloom was as big as
a man's hand. Its vivid colors changed shades as the flower aged. And that shape! It looked like
someone had grafted a pelican's beak onto a vintage DeLorean with its gull-wing doors open
wide.But the hardest question of all was: How could so much trouble stem from a flower? Selby's
orchid experts hailed it as the most astounding discovery in a century. They were so enthralled
by the flower's beauty that they failed to anticipate the legal consequences of their actions.“What
we weren't aware of was how we could get caught up in this web,” a soft-spoken Selby orchid
expert named John Atwood told me after armed investigators showed up at his rural farmhouse.
“It was a shock.”But rival orchid expert Eric Christenson, a longtime critic of Selby, scoffed at any
claims of innocent intentions gone awry.“These people are idiots,” he said. “Everyone involved
knew it was illegal.”PrologueThe Choice of SnakesIf, when you finish it, you think the mystery



hasbeen solved, all I have to say is you don't knowa mystery when you see one.Rex Stout, Black
OrchidsThe bride glided across the lawn, her lacy white dress billowing like a sail. A sea breeze
ruffled her red hair and stirred the leaves of the nearby banyan tree. Sunlight danced across
Sarasota Bay, making the water glitter like distant diamonds.The string quartet struck up
Pachelbel's Canon —not the usual music cue—so some of us guests sitting in the neat rows of
folding chairs were slow to catch on. Then we noticed the awestruck look on the groom's face
and stood, catching our breath at the loveliness of the scene.Decades later, long after the
marriage that began in those moments had ended in divorce, my wife and I compared our
memories of that golden day when our friends tied the knot. We agreed that it had been the
perfect outdoor wedding, primarily because it had taken place in such a perfect setting, the
Marie Selby Botanical Gardens in Sarasota.But as Adam and Eve could testify, even the most
perfect garden is likely to have a snake in it somewhere.That perfect Selby Gardens wedding is
far from a unique experience. Brides from all over the Sarasota region searching for a distinctive
place to wed are drawn like a magnet to its 9 V2 acres of well-tended waterfront, about an hour
south of Tampa. Selby offers not only a lush landscape for the ceremony, but also an elegant
mansion for the reception afterward.“The wedding is all about theater,” a Selby employee
explained once. “That's what the garden is—it's a theater.”This was not just any old playhouse,
either. Selby Gardens has long been one of Sarasota's prime tourist attractions, ranking
alongside the house of circus magnate John Ringling, the aquaria at the Mote Marine
Laboratory, and, of course, the sugar-white beaches. Selby draws some 130,000 visitors a year.
They come to gaze in amazement at its bromeliads, its Venus flytraps, and, especially, Selby's
vast orchid collection, marveling at the vivid colors and fantastic shapes.Orchids have always
been Selby's specialty. Selby's staff of experts has been renowned among orchid fanciers
worldwide for their ability to identify and classify orchids. When its Orchid Identification Center
opened in 1976, it was the first in the nation.But the most important orchid in Selby Gardens'
history is not on view anywhere. It's the one that made headlines around the country. The one
that cost the gardens hundreds of thousands of dollars in donations and created intense internal
turmoil. The one that led to search warrants, a grand jury investigation, even criminal
charges.The one that blossomed into a scandal so big that it damaged Selby's carefully tended
reputation.Over the past twenty-five years, as a reporter for the Sarasota Herald-Tribune and
then for the St. Petersburg Times, I have written my share of stories about Selby Gardens. A
scientific institution that also functions as a tourist attraction and a wedding chapel will always
make for good copy.I can't claim to be an expert on orchids—I have trouble keeping a front-
porch tub of Home Depot annuals alive—but I know a hot story when I see one. In 2002, when
the Selby scandal broke, I was fortunate enough to be allowed to cover the unfolding drama for
the Times, Florida's largest newspaper. Later I wrote a long piece about the case for Sarasota
magazine. In reporting those stories, I interviewed many of the principals, read the documents,
witnessed the courtroom denouement.Floridians are accustomed to political scandals, business
scandals, even sex scandals. But a scientific scandal? A floral scandal in the Land of Flowers?



That was something new—and not just for Florida. Selby's involvement made this case unique in
the annals of American justice.As I delved into this story more deeply, I realized that orchid fans
resemble baseball fans, nearly as besotted with talking and writing about their pastime as they
are by the pastime itself. They produce books, magazines, newsletters, and reams and reams of
Internet chatter. The only thing missing is a box score.Every orchid person I contacted talked to
me freely about their experiences and opinions, often at great length. Many shared documents
and photos with me, along with their own theories about what everything meant. By comparison,
the law enforcement sources I contacted mostly refused to talk at all. They also dragged their
feet about turning over files I requested under the Freedom of Information Act.When I began
writing this book, I thought I already knew the story pretty well. But as I dug into the details, I saw
new twists and turns. At one point, someone I interviewed told me that I really didn't know much
at all. I had to admit that the more people I interviewed, the more I felt as if I were watching a
performance of Rashomon in a hall of mirrors.Everyone I talked to agreed that there was a snake
in the garden at Selby, but they couldn't agree on what it was. There were quite a few to choose
from: Greed? Lust for fame? Jealousy? Ambition? Hubris? Or could it be mere bureaucratic
meanness, a senseless devotion to nonsensical rules?Adding to the intrigue, of course, was that
the flower at the heart of the legal struggle was so big and breathtaking. Its bloom was as big as
a man's hand. Its vivid colors changed shades as the flower aged. And that shape! It looked like
someone had grafted a pelican's beak onto a vintage DeLorean with its gull-wing doors open
wide.But the hardest question of all was: How could so much trouble stem from a flower? Selby's
orchid experts hailed it as the most astounding discovery in a century. They were so enthralled
by the flower's beauty that they failed to anticipate the legal consequences of their actions.“What
we weren't aware of was how we could get caught up in this web,” a soft-spoken Selby orchid
expert named John Atwood told me after armed investigators showed up at his rural farmhouse.
“It was a shock.”But rival orchid expert Eric Christenson, a longtime critic of Selby, scoffed at any
claims of innocent intentions gone awry.“These people are idiots,” he said. “Everyone involved
knew it was illegal.”PrologueThe Choice of SnakesIf, when you finish it, you think the mystery
hasbeen solved, all I have to say is you don't knowa mystery when you see one.Rex Stout, Black
OrchidsThe bride glided across the lawn, her lacy white dress billowing like a sail. A sea breeze
ruffled her red hair and stirred the leaves of the nearby banyan tree. Sunlight danced across
Sarasota Bay, making the water glitter like distant diamonds.The string quartet struck up
Pachelbel's Canon —not the usual music cue—so some of us guests sitting in the neat rows of
folding chairs were slow to catch on. Then we noticed the awestruck look on the groom's face
and stood, catching our breath at the loveliness of the scene.Decades later, long after the
marriage that began in those moments had ended in divorce, my wife and I compared our
memories of that golden day when our friends tied the knot. We agreed that it had been the
perfect outdoor wedding, primarily because it had taken place in such a perfect setting, the
Marie Selby Botanical Gardens in Sarasota.But as Adam and Eve could testify, even the most
perfect garden is likely to have a snake in it somewhere.That perfect Selby Gardens wedding is



far from a unique experience. Brides from all over the Sarasota region searching for a distinctive
place to wed are drawn like a magnet to its 9 V2 acres of well-tended waterfront, about an hour
south of Tampa. Selby offers not only a lush landscape for the ceremony, but also an elegant
mansion for the reception afterward.“The wedding is all about theater,” a Selby employee
explained once. “That's what the garden is—it's a theater.”This was not just any old playhouse,
either. Selby Gardens has long been one of Sarasota's prime tourist attractions, ranking
alongside the house of circus magnate John Ringling, the aquaria at the Mote Marine
Laboratory, and, of course, the sugar-white beaches. Selby draws some 130,000 visitors a year.
They come to gaze in amazement at its bromeliads, its Venus flytraps, and, especially, Selby's
vast orchid collection, marveling at the vivid colors and fantastic shapes.Orchids have always
been Selby's specialty. Selby's staff of experts has been renowned among orchid fanciers
worldwide for their ability to identify and classify orchids. When its Orchid Identification Center
opened in 1976, it was the first in the nation.But the most important orchid in Selby Gardens'
history is not on view anywhere. It's the one that made headlines around the country. The one
that cost the gardens hundreds of thousands of dollars in donations and created intense internal
turmoil. The one that led to search warrants, a grand jury investigation, even criminal
charges.The one that blossomed into a scandal so big that it damaged Selby's carefully tended
reputation.Over the past twenty-five years, as a reporter for the Sarasota Herald-Tribune and
then for the St. Petersburg Times, I have written my share of stories about Selby Gardens. A
scientific institution that also functions as a tourist attraction and a wedding chapel will always
make for good copy.I can't claim to be an expert on orchids—I have trouble keeping a front-
porch tub of Home Depot annuals alive—but I know a hot story when I see one. In 2002, when
the Selby scandal broke, I was fortunate enough to be allowed to cover the unfolding drama for
the Times, Florida's largest newspaper. Later I wrote a long piece about the case for Sarasota
magazine. In reporting those stories, I interviewed many of the principals, read the documents,
witnessed the courtroom denouement.Floridians are accustomed to political scandals, business
scandals, even sex scandals. But a scientific scandal? A floral scandal in the Land of Flowers?
That was something new—and not just for Florida. Selby's involvement made this case unique in
the annals of American justice.As I delved into this story more deeply, I realized that orchid fans
resemble baseball fans, nearly as besotted with talking and writing about their pastime as they
are by the pastime itself. They produce books, magazines, newsletters, and reams and reams of
Internet chatter. The only thing missing is a box score.Every orchid person I contacted talked to
me freely about their experiences and opinions, often at great length. Many shared documents
and photos with me, along with their own theories about what everything meant. By comparison,
the law enforcement sources I contacted mostly refused to talk at all. They also dragged their
feet about turning over files I requested under the Freedom of Information Act.When I began
writing this book, I thought I already knew the story pretty well. But as I dug into the details, I saw
new twists and turns. At one point, someone I interviewed told me that I really didn't know much
at all. I had to admit that the more people I interviewed, the more I felt as if I were watching a



performance of Rashomon in a hall of mirrors.Everyone I talked to agreed that there was a snake
in the garden at Selby, but they couldn't agree on what it was. There were quite a few to choose
from: Greed? Lust for fame? Jealousy? Ambition? Hubris? Or could it be mere bureaucratic
meanness, a senseless devotion to nonsensical rules?Adding to the intrigue, of course, was that
the flower at the heart of the legal struggle was so big and breathtaking. Its bloom was as big as
a man's hand. Its vivid colors changed shades as the flower aged. And that shape! It looked like
someone had grafted a pelican's beak onto a vintage DeLorean with its gull-wing doors open
wide.But the hardest question of all was: How could so much trouble stem from a flower? Selby's
orchid experts hailed it as the most astounding discovery in a century. They were so enthralled
by the flower's beauty that they failed to anticipate the legal consequences of their actions.“What
we weren't aware of was how we could get caught up in this web,” a soft-spoken Selby orchid
expert named John Atwood told me after armed investigators showed up at his rural farmhouse.
“It was a shock.”But rival orchid expert Eric Christenson, a longtime critic of Selby, scoffed at any
claims of innocent intentions gone awry.“These people are idiots,” he said. “Everyone involved
knew it was illegal.”1The Most Beautiful Party in TownI never before realized that the story of
abotanical garden…could read as if it werethe drama of a pulp crime novel.Margaret “Meg”
Lowman, It's a Jungle Up ThereAs the party swirled around her, Meg Lowman had no idea how
much peril she was about to face. She believed she had climbed to the pinnacle of
success.Actually, she was standing on a precipice.The soiree Lowman was presiding over on
this warm spring evening, the annual Orchid Ball, had a reputation as Sarasota's biggest black-
tie event. The local newspaper's society columnist had dubbed it “the most beautiful party in
Sarasota.” It was also Selby Gardens' biggest fund-raiser. The staff worked on it for months,
figuring out how to feed and entertain hundreds of wealthy and well-connected people, coaxing
them to pull out their wallets.Since it was an outdoor event, intended to showcase the gardens
as well as put the attendees in a giving mood, the weather conditions had to be dry. Sometimes
it had been cold enough to prompt the women to get their furs out of storage. Sometimes it had
been so hot that no one wanted to dance or even move around. But always, for nineteen years,
the ball had remained precipitation-free. It became something of a joke among the employees:
“Marie Selby would never let it rain on the Orchid Ball!”But on the ball's twentieth anniversary in
2001, the ghost let them down. Just as the guests arrived, the skies opened up and rain fell in
cold sheets. The Selby staff, many of them clad in kimonos in keeping with the theme of “Under
an Asian Moon,” splashed through the mud to set up tents over the tables.In 2002, though, the
ghost of Marie Selby was apparently back on the job. The Sarasota Herald-Tribune's society
columnist later declared that the 2002 Orchid Ball was “a perfect no-rain ‘Rendezvous in Rio'
right here in our own exotic backyard…. A capacity crowd filled a tent flushed with every color in
the spectrum that produced a fiesta atmosphere throughout…with ribbons, banners, flags, and
Carmen Miranda–type mannequins.”More than four hundred people showed up for the shindig,
handing their keys to the valet out front, walking through the stately mansion that served as the
reception area, then emerging from the back door to stroll along the torch-lit path past the koi



ponds to the main party area. Defying the humidity, women in sparkling gowns twirled on the
checkerboard dance floor. Paunchy men in tuxedos knocked back cocktails under the giant
banyan tree. Real estate moguls and mortgage-rate gamblers rubbed shoulders with theater
angels and gallery geeks. Everyone munched on conch fritters, nut- encrusted sea bass, and
Brazilian-style beef. It was the quintessential society soiree in a town rich enough and artsy
enough to support its own opera company and annual film festival, a town so diverse that it
provided a muse for both cynical noir grandmaster John D. MacDonald and silly comedic genius
Pee-Wee Herman.The one anomaly in this scene was Lowman herself. She wasn't one of the
tanned-and-toned trophy wives. She wasn't one of the elderly widows who bankrolled causes
around town. Nor was she a go-getter Chamber of Commerce type with power pearls and a gym
membership. Although orchids galore decorated the tables, the most exotic flower of the night
had to be Lowman.At forty-eight years old, she wore her straight blond hair in an easy-care style
that framed her oval face. She had a prominent chin, a flat nose, and a lean and muscular frame.
Although she wore an elegant gown, she would have been more comfortable in filthy khakis and
muddy boots. Her eyes were the giveaway. They were bright blue, filled with curiosity and an
impish sense of humor. Behind them, though, lay a steely determination to overcome whatever
challenge she faced.Lowman was actually the biggest celebrity at the party. She was one of the
pioneers in her field, the study of life in the world's jungle canopies-a field that, until she came
along, had been dominated by men. She had written a memoir called Life in the Treetops:
Adventures of a Woman in Field Biology, about trying to juggle her duties as a mom while
pursuing her research. When Yale University Press published it in 1999, the book earned a front-
page rave in the New York Times' Sunday book section. The reviewer called it “a funny,
unassuming, and deeply idiosyncratic chronicle of her trials and triumphs.”At Selby Gardens,
Meg Lowman emphasized forest canopy research and conservation—to the consternation of
orchid enthusiasts. Photo courtesy of the St. Petersburg Times.As she made plain in her book,
Lowman was a resourceful woman who was as comfortable living outside civilization as she was
living in it. As a child in upstate New York, she packed her bedroom with birds' nests, bugs,
rocks, and shells she had found. In the fifth grade, her wildflower collection earned her second
place in a state science fair, and her course was set. She went on to earn a master's degree in
Scotland, then traveled alone to Australia in the 1970s to study for her Ph.D. There she launched
her first treetop studies in its tropical forests. To prepare for scaling the trees, she solicited
advice from cave explorers on the proper rigging for her climbs. She sewed her first harness out
of seatbelt webbing.Her biggest scientific challenge, she wrote in her book, was the 200-foot-
tall gympie-gympie, also known as the “giant stinging tree.” Its leaves and twigs are covered with
fine, hollow hairs that contain a powerful poison. Every time she climbed one to study its insects,
no matter what precautions she took, she would always come away with her hands covered in
red inflammations. Over time, Lowman wrote, she got used to the fiery stings. However, when
she showed up one day to find the ground around the trees covered in highly venomous
Australian brown snakes, she tiptoed away and picked a new study area that appeared to be



snakeless.She was willing to make sacrifices for her science, even sacrifices of an intensely
personal nature. At one point her research led her to spend two weeks in a Cameroon jungle
living with three dozen male researchers and a score of local pygmy tribesmen. The researchers
“slept in hammocks, butt to butt, 40 people in a row,” she told a reporter later. When she went to
take a shower, that's when all the men decided it was time to climb on the roof and work on the
pipes. She stuck it out anyway.In Australia she married a sheep rancher and had two children,
whom she toted along on her forest expeditions, scrambling down to the ground to nurse them
and then climbing back into the treetops again. But she repeatedly failed in her efforts to
reconcile her scientific pursuits with the Aussie ideal of a subservient housewife. Her father-in-
law, in particular, couldn't understand why she didn't make it her top priority to have a hot meal
waiting on the table when her man walked in the door. Ultimately the couple divorced.In short,
Lowman had plenty of experience in dealing with any hazard, from pygmies and piranhas to
male chauvinist pigs. She was probably the only person at the Orchid Ball who had ever eaten
crickets as hors d'oeuvres, not to mention the only mother there whose sons had adopted a pet
tarantula. Very little could faze her—she thought.In 1992, after she had spent a stint teaching at
Williams College, Selby Gardens hired her as conservation director. Lowman didn't know
anyone in Florida, and the job description gave little detail as to her duties. She took the job
because she could use the position to further her rain forest research. She could also use it as a
convenient place to roost while converting her personal journals into her first book. As an added
benefit, Sarasota offered a good school system for her two boys.Lowman's two worlds collided
seven years later. She had just returned from grubbing around in the tropical mud of Queensland
for two weeks, studying seedlings as part of a long-term project on rain forest biodiversity.
Thanks to the glowing reviews of Life in the Treetops, she flew straight from Australia to Los
Angeles to meet with Hollywood agents who were interested in turning her life story into a
movie.Lowman was soaking all the jungle crud off in a bubble bath at the Beverly Hills Wilshire
Hotel when the phone rang. The call came from Sarasota. Selby's trustee board wanted to
promote her to executive director.Lowman hesitated. She hadn't planned to stay at Selby longer
than five years, and she was already going on seven. But she had met a new love, a gray-
bearded divorce attorney from St. Petersburg named Michael Brown, who was six years her
senior.Brown first encountered Lowman on a blind date. It wasn't your usual dinner-and-a-movie
outing. She took him to Selby Gardens, and they climbed a tree. Brown became so entranced by
her that he accompanied her on a trip to the Peruvian rain forest. They had a magical time,
listening to jaguars howling at 2:00 a.m. He got along well with her sons, too. So he moved his
practice to Sarasota, and they wed.Still, Lowman had figured on leaving Selby and returning to
teaching while continuing her research. Taking this promotion would mean cutting back on her
scientific studies and taking on more administrative duties. Worse, she had no experience
running a botanical garden. In fact, she had never run anything bigger than a sheep ranch. It
sounded like a recipe for disaster.She explained to the search committee that her degree was in
botany, not business. They said they were fine with that. They promised to hire a chief operating



officer to handle Selby's day-to-day operations. What they didn't mention was that they had run
advertisements for an executive director in the Wall Street Journal and horticultural publications
and were discouraged by the quality of applicants. Then someone on the board came up with
the idea of promoting their resident celebrity scientist. What the board members told her they
wanted was “a CEO with scientific credibility who could articulate a botanical mission to donors,”
Lowman wrote later.Wooing the donors turned out to be a major part of the job—and a major
downfall of her predecessor, she was told by the board members. He was a scientist, too. Like
Lowman, he had never run a botanical garden before taking over Selby.In his five years at Selby,
Lowman's predecessor “had experienced personality conflicts with donors, his budget had been
in the red, [and] deferred maintenance was at a critical stage,” Lowman was told by the board.
How critical? The roof of the administration building leaked badly, and a family of raccoons had
moved into the third floor.So when he left, the board decided their new leader was someone
already on the fifty-member staff, someone who had made a splash in the book publishing world
and might even become a darling of Hollywood. Stories about and reviews of Life in the Treetops
mentioned Selby, showing she could really put the place on the map. She had already been
featured in a children's book and profiled in a National Geographic television special. The
woman was a guaranteed publicity generator. Surely, they thought, that would lead to more
grants and donations.Lowman concluded that what the board really had in mind was a CEO who
could serve as “a cheerleader for plants.” So she took the job—and, as with the jungle flora and
fauna she studied, Lowman figured out how to adapt to this new world she now inhabited.She
gave up swinging in the trees to give speeches to the Rotary Club. She hired Selby's first
marketing director to think of ways to promote the place. She hired a development director to line
up more donations and grants. She dedicated herself to something she called “friend-raising”—
making personal connections with people who were in a position to hand over big sums of cash
to Selby.She took a management course at Duke University and signed up for a program
created by the Florida Chamber of Commerce called Leadership Florida, where up-and-coming
business executives and civic activists met state officials and industry leaders and studied the
Big Issues. Most of the other classmates in Leadership Florida were pro-business Republicans
whose politics didn't jibe with her more liberal leanings. She struck up a friendship with the other
big liberal in the class, a frizzy-haired lawyer from Tallahassee named Robert Rivas. He had a
sardonic sense of humor and sat on the board of the state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union. The contacts she made in Leadership Florida would turn out to be important
ones for her future—though not in the way she expected.By 2002, the veteran tree climber had
become skilled as a social climber. Her face became the face of Selby, the two synonymous in
the public mind. With her in charge, each Orchid Ball became like a gift to the community's
leaders, a magical evening to show them how special Selby was—if they kept the dollars
flowing.Now, as she greeted all the guests at the rain-free Orchid Ball, Lowman could reflect on
three years of what seemed to her to be spectacular success.Thanks to increased donations
and grants, the gardens' budget was back in the black. It would finish its fiscal year showing



revenue of more than $3.4 million and a profit of $400,000. Given the economic turmoil that had
plagued the nation following the 9/11 terrorist attacks the previous fall, this seemed to her like a
major victory. She had boosted the paying membership numbers by nearly 50 percent in the
past three years. The number of private events such as weddings that paid to use the gardens'
facilities had increased to the point that it was yielding $20,000 more in profit than it had in 1999.
Clearly this garden was growing.Lowman wasn't just focused on Selby's future, either. She had
taken steps to renew a connection to Selby's historic past by inviting Carlyle “Carl” Luer to rejoin
the board of trustees. Luer, a retired doctor in his eighties, had been one of Selby's original
board members when it first opened but he had quit during a dispute twenty years before. At
Lowman's request, he readily agreed to return to the garden he loved so much.There were other
marks of success that gave her a sense of a job well done. Lowman was in heavy demand as a
speaker, not just around Sarasota but throughout the country. Wherever she went, she talked
about that unknown world in the treetops and how important canopy science was to saving the
rain forest—and burnished Selby's gleaming reputation as a scientific institution, of
course.During the Orchid Ball, the newspaper's society columnist asked Lowman for a quote
about the party. Lowman replied that when she first arrived in Sarasota in 1992, she regarded
science as the sole answer to the world's ecological problems.“But I now realize that through
events such as this, and the fantastic volunteers here at Selby, there are other ways to spread
our conservation message,” Lowman said over the clatter of glasses and silverware.Still, there
were intimations of the trouble that was brewing, hints that flickered around the edges of this
perfect party like the shadows cast by the tiki torches.Lowman felt like she was pouring her heart
and soul into the job, all day, every day. Before, when Lowman spent days on end in the jungle,
she could take her kids with her. Now she spent so much time working—both in the office and
out promoting Selby—that she started missing family events. She missed a parent—teacher
conference here, a sailing regatta there-precious moments of family time lost to the grind of the
job.Not everything was rosy at work, either. Some Selby staffers weren't thrilled with the changes
she had made. They complained that she frequently told employees what they wanted to hear
and then went her own way. They grumbled about how her pursuit of dollars had boosted the
number of visitors lined up for admission each day, which would probably lead to idiot tourists
trampling some of the gardens' plants. They regarded her as disorganized and flighty, changing
direction frequently or failing to give them any in the first place. They were convinced that the
only cause she was truly interested in promoting was Meg Lowman, not Selby Gardens.
Inevitably, gossip spread that Lowman's efforts to woo some male donors led to wooing of a
more physical kind.The people most skeptical about Lowman's changes were her fellow
scientists, all of them men. They had chafed under her supervision when she served as
conservation director because they thought she focused on her own pursuits at the expense of
the work in their fields.They were no happier that she now ran the whole garden, especially
when she came up with a new mission statement for the institution. The mission statement made
no mention of Selby's traditional focus on their specialties. Instead it embraced a broader vision



about ecology and conservation. Some Selby employees resigned in protest when she was
promoted, allowing her to replace them with her own picks.Since 1992, the scientists had
primarily worked in a converted one-story house at 711 South Palm Avenue, a block away from
the main garden at 811 South Palm. To get from the house, built in the 1950s, to the main part of
the garden wasn't easy. It required crossing the four lanes of traffic on U.S. 41, one of the two
main highways through Sarasota. The scientists tended to stay on their side unless they had
some reason to visit the greenhouses that were part of the main garden. The physical separation
led to them thinking of their work as completely unrelated to the tourism and wedding-related
garden activities.The other staffers referred to the scientists' building simply as “7-11.” Low-man
privately dubbed it “the Far Side,” not just because of its location. The name also referred to Gary
Larson's comic strip, which frequently featured gags about goofy scientists performing odd
experiments in beaker-filled laboratories.Inside 711 Palm Avenue, past the parquet floor at the
entrance, lay a rabbit warren of cubicles and computers. Some scientists studied bromeliads,
nothing else. Some glued pressed plant specimens to acid-free paper and filed them away in
row after row of cabinets. Back in what should have been the garage was Selby's vast “spirit
collection”—racks of glass jars containing thousands of plants pickled in a 70 percent alcohol
solution.At the heart of 7-11 were the rooms containing the Orchid Identification Center, or OIC
for short. For the past two years the head of the OIC had been Wesley Higgins, although
technically his title was “director of systematics.” Higgins was a plainspoken, baggy-eyed man
with a penchant for Hawaiian shirts. He sported a handlebar mustache that would have made
him the envy of any barbershop quartet. Sometimes he was invited to the Orchid Ball to help
schmooze donors, but not the 2002 one. That was fine with him. He preferred to spend the
evening at home with his wife.Higgins had a background that was different from any other Selby
scientist: he had spent twenty-six years in the Coast Guard, rising to the rank of master chief
petty officer. He spent most of that time in avionics repair. But orchids had been his hobby for
more than three decades, and he frequently served as a judge at orchid shows. When he retired
from the Coast Guard in 1993, Higgins decided to turn his hobby into his vocation. He earned a
doctorate in horticulture. Then, in 2000, Lowman hired him to run the OIC. He had worked hard
to get to this, his dream job. He had no idea what a nightmare it would soon become.To
Lowman, the guys over on the Far Side, and particularly at the OIC, were so focused on their
special interests that they failed to appreciate the need to support the whole garden. When
Lowman's new marketing director tried to enlist their help in promoting the garden, they
grumbled and were reluctant to cooperate. She found orchid fans like Higgins particularly
baffling. Orchid people were united in the passion they felt about their flowers, yet their world
was riven by bitter rivalries she barely understood. She believed scientists should work together
to find consensus. Surely all the schisms among the orchid worshippers couldn't be good for
long-term scientific progress.Actually Lowman didn't see much of her scientific staff. She was so
busy promoting Selby that she was frequently absent from Selby's grounds, giving talks or
participating in conferences. However, despite its promise to Low- man in 1999, the board had



never gotten around to hiring a chief operating officer to run the day-to-day operations. That
meant that if Lowman didn't handle a problem, it didn't get handled.Into this leadership vacuum
stepped the new chairman of the Selby board, Robert M. “Bob” Scully Jr. He was, as it
happened, one of those orchid men whom Lowman didn't understand.Scully, a tall and slender
man with a head of wavy hair, maintained a neatly trimmed mustache that wouldn't have looked
out of place on a fussbudget floorwalker in a 1940s screwball comedy. However, the mustache
was the only frivolous thing about him. Scully had the confident manner of someone who knows
what he knows and is convinced of his own correctness. Anyone who dared to challenge him
would be pinned down with an unnerving blue- eyed stare. He did not suffer fools, gladly or any
other way.With his height and his bearing, Scully cut an imposing figure wherever he went,
including at the Orchid Ball—although he would admit some time later, “I don't fancy myself a
party boy.” The society columnist noted in her write-up about the party that Scully had been
present, granting him a rare bit of bold-faced notoriety, but she couldn't squeeze a quote out of
him. The columnist grumbled later that she knew everyone of consequence in Sarasota—but
she didn't know Scully at all.Bob Scully had spent years running his own orchid business and
did not think much of the way Lowman was running Selby Gardens. Photo courtesy of Bob
Scully.Scully, who was closing in on sixty, was far more comfortable working with plants than with
people. He had virtually grown up in a greenhouse. In 1945 his father, Robert Scully Sr., had
partnered with a Florida surgeon to launch a small orchid-growing operation on a 10-acre site
west of Miami International Airport. By the time Scully's father died in 1986, it was the largest
orchid business in the Southeast. Jones & Scully shipped flowers all over the world. The elder
Scully concocted colorful hybrids to boost sales, and also helped devise the judging system for
international orchid competitions.The younger Scully started working for his dad “as a tow-
headed youth,” he recalled. After he earned a master's degree in horticulture, he came home to
take over the family business in 1977. He tried to grow the business even more by creating the
industry's first mass-marketing program, selling hybrids, seedlings, and clones through
nationwide garden centers. His aim, he said, was to take the mystique out of orchid growing “so
that the average guy on the street will finally perceive that this product is affordable to him, as
well as to the affluent.” He also tried going beyond orchids by offering floral pieces of all kinds for
use in the growing field of interior decoration.Scully would have kept on running the family
business in Miami if not for two things. In the mid-1990s, he used Benlate, a common fungicide
made by DuPont, on his plants. But as he and thousands of farmers soon learned, some
formulas of Benlate were poisonous not just to pests but also to their plants. Scully lost millions
of dollars' worth of orchid stock, some of them flowers that had been grown by his family for
decades. Then, just as he was recovering from that blow, along came an even bigger one.
Hurricane Andrew swept through South Florida in 1992, flattening the brand-new greenhouses
Scully had built when he moved the business to the Redland area south of Miami.Scully and his
wife, Sue, tried moving to Georgia. They found Savannah dominated by people obsessed with
golf, a pastime neither of them enjoyed. So they moved again, this time settling in Sarasota in



1997.When word got around that Scully was in Sarasota, he got a call from a mild-mannered,
soft-spoken scientist named John Atwood. The shy and awkward Atwood had run Selby's
Orchid Identification Center for nearly twenty years before resigning to move back to Vermont
and care for his ailing mother.Like Scully, Atwood's fascination with orchids began when he was
just a boy. His grandmother had grown orchids on their farm in Vermont, and he became so
enchanted by the flowers that he sold his bicycle to buy one from a catalogue for ten dollars—a
lot of money for an orchid in 1959. In college, Atwood aimed first for a career in music, but then
decided he didn't like the career prospects: marching band director or church organist. So he
switched to botany, earned a doctorate at Florida State, and became a world-renowned expert in
a particular type of orchid, which happened to be the type that his grandmother grew. They were
known as slipper orchids because the lip of the flower forms a pouch that resembles a woman's
shoe.“They're almost animal,” Atwood said once. “They are statuesque; they have a
personality.”Atwood still worked part-time at the OIC, and he was sure someone with Scully's
expertise could help improve Selby Gardens. He believed volunteering at Selby would give
Scully a way to continue working with orchids without taking on all the headaches of running a
big business.Atwood did a superb sales job. After lunch with him, Scully joined the platoon of
volunteers who helped keep Selby running.But soon Scully clashed with Lowman's predecessor
as executive director. Scully had devoted himself to fixing up the old greenhouses that had been
built back when Selby first opened. He would show up in the late afternoon as the staff was
packing up to head home. He would toil late into the shadowy hours rearranging benches and, in
his view, lining up everything to make it easier to spot and treat plant diseases, pick up trash,
and generally make the place function more efficiently, just the way he would have at Jones &
Scully.Scully was proud of his work. One day, with the permission of the scientist in charge of the
greenhouses, Scully led a small group of Selby board members on a tour to show them what
he'd done and what still needed doing.The director, already on thin ice with the board, didn't like
that. The director sent Scully a letter admonishing him for giving the tour. The letter also
mentioned rumors that Scully wanted to take over as executive director. Worst of all was a
complaint filed against Scully by one of the female staff members, accusing him of sexual
harassment with “comments or discussions of a personal nature.” There were also complaints
that other employees and volunteers found him “autocratic,” the letter said, because “you act like
you're the boss.” As a result of the complaints, the director told Scully he could no longer set foot
in the greenhouses without prior approval from the staff.The director subsequently sent Scully a
card apologizing for his “insensitive” letter, and the harassment allegation was ruled unfounded.
It turned out that all Scully had done was advise a woman who appeared to be coming down
with the flu that she should take Vitamin C “until your pee runs golden.”So after Lowman took
charge of Selby, she sent Scully a letter apologizing for the way he had been treated. She invited
him to come back to the garden, just as she had invited Carl Luer back. Scully took a seat on
Selby's board, and then, in the fall of 2001, he was elected chairman.Scully was different from
the other board members, though. It wasn't just that the other board members found him to be



abrupt and socially stiff. Most of them had lived in the area for years and worked in real estate or
banking. Through their abundant personal relationships and business contacts, they could tap
any number of people for contributions to Selby.Not Scully. He was still new in town and had no
contacts outside the orchid business.Everyone praised Scully's knowledge of orchids. He
frequently was asked to judge at various orchid shows, which meant that he landed in the middle
of what he called “orchid politics.” He also ran a small consulting business called Tiger Orchids,
which occasionally required him to visit his clients' greenhouses to advise them on problems.
Except for those duties, though, he wasn't busy at all.That meant he had the time to spend at
Selby that Lowman did not. Wherever he went, he noticed problems she hadn't taken care of—
sprinkler systems that didn't work right, fungus growing in a greenhouse. He grew irritated at
Lowman's absences, even as complaints grew about Scully's own brusque manner, both with
the employees and with potential donors.Lowman, for her part, found Scully as prickly as any
gympie-gympie. But she figured that, as with the Aussie trees, she would either find a way to
work with him or around him.Scully, she soon discovered, was particularly attentive to the needs
and desires of the OIC scientists. Some of them were orchid-show judges too, such as his
friends Atwood and Higgins. In fact, Scully expected to see one or two of them in May at the big
Redland International Orchid Show, the biggest orchid show in the country, where he would be
one of the judges. For him the Redland show would be something of a homecoming, too, a
chance to chat with old friends and colleagues and hear about all the new orchid varieties that
had been developed.None of them—not Scully, and not the OIC scientists—were fans of how
Lowman kept selling the idea of big-picture rain forest ecology as Selby's primary mission. To
them, Selby Gardens' real reason for existence was to cater to orchidophiles like themselves.
Lowman dismissed the idea, but they were right—and her failure to appreciate it would lead to
her facing the biggest challenge of her career.If Lowman had only asked Carl Luer, the old
doctor who had once led Selby's board, he could have set her straight. He knew the whole story.
He knew it because he was the one who really got Selby Gardens started—not Marie Selby. She
was only his patient.1The Most Beautiful Party in TownI never before realized that the story of
abotanical garden…could read as if it werethe drama of a pulp crime novel.Margaret “Meg”
Lowman, It's a Jungle Up ThereAs the party swirled around her, Meg Lowman had no idea how
much peril she was about to face. She believed she had climbed to the pinnacle of
success.Actually, she was standing on a precipice.The soiree Lowman was presiding over on
this warm spring evening, the annual Orchid Ball, had a reputation as Sarasota's biggest black-
tie event. The local newspaper's society columnist had dubbed it “the most beautiful party in
Sarasota.” It was also Selby Gardens' biggest fund-raiser. The staff worked on it for months,
figuring out how to feed and entertain hundreds of wealthy and well-connected people, coaxing
them to pull out their wallets.Since it was an outdoor event, intended to showcase the gardens
as well as put the attendees in a giving mood, the weather conditions had to be dry. Sometimes
it had been cold enough to prompt the women to get their furs out of storage. Sometimes it had
been so hot that no one wanted to dance or even move around. But always, for nineteen years,



the ball had remained precipitation-free. It became something of a joke among the employees:
“Marie Selby would never let it rain on the Orchid Ball!”But on the ball's twentieth anniversary in
2001, the ghost let them down. Just as the guests arrived, the skies opened up and rain fell in
cold sheets. The Selby staff, many of them clad in kimonos in keeping with the theme of “Under
an Asian Moon,” splashed through the mud to set up tents over the tables.In 2002, though, the
ghost of Marie Selby was apparently back on the job. The Sarasota Herald-Tribune's society
columnist later declared that the 2002 Orchid Ball was “a perfect no-rain ‘Rendezvous in Rio'
right here in our own exotic backyard…. A capacity crowd filled a tent flushed with every color in
the spectrum that produced a fiesta atmosphere throughout…with ribbons, banners, flags, and
Carmen Miranda–type mannequins.”More than four hundred people showed up for the shindig,
handing their keys to the valet out front, walking through the stately mansion that served as the
reception area, then emerging from the back door to stroll along the torch-lit path past the koi
ponds to the main party area. Defying the humidity, women in sparkling gowns twirled on the
checkerboard dance floor. Paunchy men in tuxedos knocked back cocktails under the giant
banyan tree. Real estate moguls and mortgage-rate gamblers rubbed shoulders with theater
angels and gallery geeks. Everyone munched on conch fritters, nut- encrusted sea bass, and
Brazilian-style beef. It was the quintessential society soiree in a town rich enough and artsy
enough to support its own opera company and annual film festival, a town so diverse that it
provided a muse for both cynical noir grandmaster John D. MacDonald and silly comedic genius
Pee-Wee Herman.The one anomaly in this scene was Lowman herself. She wasn't one of the
tanned-and-toned trophy wives. She wasn't one of the elderly widows who bankrolled causes
around town. Nor was she a go-getter Chamber of Commerce type with power pearls and a gym
membership. Although orchids galore decorated the tables, the most exotic flower of the night
had to be Lowman.At forty-eight years old, she wore her straight blond hair in an easy-care style
that framed her oval face. She had a prominent chin, a flat nose, and a lean and muscular frame.
Although she wore an elegant gown, she would have been more comfortable in filthy khakis and
muddy boots. Her eyes were the giveaway. They were bright blue, filled with curiosity and an
impish sense of humor. Behind them, though, lay a steely determination to overcome whatever
challenge she faced.Lowman was actually the biggest celebrity at the party. She was one of the
pioneers in her field, the study of life in the world's jungle canopies-a field that, until she came
along, had been dominated by men. She had written a memoir called Life in the Treetops:
Adventures of a Woman in Field Biology, about trying to juggle her duties as a mom while
pursuing her research. When Yale University Press published it in 1999, the book earned a front-
page rave in the New York Times' Sunday book section. The reviewer called it “a funny,
unassuming, and deeply idiosyncratic chronicle of her trials and triumphs.”At Selby Gardens,
Meg Lowman emphasized forest canopy research and conservation—to the consternation of
orchid enthusiasts. Photo courtesy of the St. Petersburg Times.As she made plain in her book,
Lowman was a resourceful woman who was as comfortable living outside civilization as she was
living in it. As a child in upstate New York, she packed her bedroom with birds' nests, bugs,



rocks, and shells she had found. In the fifth grade, her wildflower collection earned her second
place in a state science fair, and her course was set. She went on to earn a master's degree in
Scotland, then traveled alone to Australia in the 1970s to study for her Ph.D. There she launched
her first treetop studies in its tropical forests. To prepare for scaling the trees, she solicited
advice from cave explorers on the proper rigging for her climbs. She sewed her first harness out
of seatbelt webbing.Her biggest scientific challenge, she wrote in her book, was the 200-foot-
tall gympie-gympie, also known as the “giant stinging tree.” Its leaves and twigs are covered with
fine, hollow hairs that contain a powerful poison. Every time she climbed one to study its insects,
no matter what precautions she took, she would always come away with her hands covered in
red inflammations. Over time, Lowman wrote, she got used to the fiery stings. However, when
she showed up one day to find the ground around the trees covered in highly venomous
Australian brown snakes, she tiptoed away and picked a new study area that appeared to be
snakeless.She was willing to make sacrifices for her science, even sacrifices of an intensely
personal nature. At one point her research led her to spend two weeks in a Cameroon jungle
living with three dozen male researchers and a score of local pygmy tribesmen. The researchers
“slept in hammocks, butt to butt, 40 people in a row,” she told a reporter later. When she went to
take a shower, that's when all the men decided it was time to climb on the roof and work on the
pipes. She stuck it out anyway.In Australia she married a sheep rancher and had two children,
whom she toted along on her forest expeditions, scrambling down to the ground to nurse them
and then climbing back into the treetops again. But she repeatedly failed in her efforts to
reconcile her scientific pursuits with the Aussie ideal of a subservient housewife. Her father-in-
law, in particular, couldn't understand why she didn't make it her top priority to have a hot meal
waiting on the table when her man walked in the door. Ultimately the couple divorced.In short,
Lowman had plenty of experience in dealing with any hazard, from pygmies and piranhas to
male chauvinist pigs. She was probably the only person at the Orchid Ball who had ever eaten
crickets as hors d'oeuvres, not to mention the only mother there whose sons had adopted a pet
tarantula. Very little could faze her—she thought.In 1992, after she had spent a stint teaching at
Williams College, Selby Gardens hired her as conservation director. Lowman didn't know
anyone in Florida, and the job description gave little detail as to her duties. She took the job
because she could use the position to further her rain forest research. She could also use it as a
convenient place to roost while converting her personal journals into her first book. As an added
benefit, Sarasota offered a good school system for her two boys.Lowman's two worlds collided
seven years later. She had just returned from grubbing around in the tropical mud of Queensland
for two weeks, studying seedlings as part of a long-term project on rain forest biodiversity.
Thanks to the glowing reviews of Life in the Treetops, she flew straight from Australia to Los
Angeles to meet with Hollywood agents who were interested in turning her life story into a
movie.Lowman was soaking all the jungle crud off in a bubble bath at the Beverly Hills Wilshire
Hotel when the phone rang. The call came from Sarasota. Selby's trustee board wanted to
promote her to executive director.Lowman hesitated. She hadn't planned to stay at Selby longer



than five years, and she was already going on seven. But she had met a new love, a gray-
bearded divorce attorney from St. Petersburg named Michael Brown, who was six years her
senior.Brown first encountered Lowman on a blind date. It wasn't your usual dinner-and-a-movie
outing. She took him to Selby Gardens, and they climbed a tree. Brown became so entranced by
her that he accompanied her on a trip to the Peruvian rain forest. They had a magical time,
listening to jaguars howling at 2:00 a.m. He got along well with her sons, too. So he moved his
practice to Sarasota, and they wed.Still, Lowman had figured on leaving Selby and returning to
teaching while continuing her research. Taking this promotion would mean cutting back on her
scientific studies and taking on more administrative duties. Worse, she had no experience
running a botanical garden. In fact, she had never run anything bigger than a sheep ranch. It
sounded like a recipe for disaster.She explained to the search committee that her degree was in
botany, not business. They said they were fine with that. They promised to hire a chief operating
officer to handle Selby's day-to-day operations. What they didn't mention was that they had run
advertisements for an executive director in the Wall Street Journal and horticultural publications
and were discouraged by the quality of applicants. Then someone on the board came up with
the idea of promoting their resident celebrity scientist. What the board members told her they
wanted was “a CEO with scientific credibility who could articulate a botanical mission to donors,”
Lowman wrote later.Wooing the donors turned out to be a major part of the job—and a major
downfall of her predecessor, she was told by the board members. He was a scientist, too. Like
Lowman, he had never run a botanical garden before taking over Selby.In his five years at Selby,
Lowman's predecessor “had experienced personality conflicts with donors, his budget had been
in the red, [and] deferred maintenance was at a critical stage,” Lowman was told by the board.
How critical? The roof of the administration building leaked badly, and a family of raccoons had
moved into the third floor.So when he left, the board decided their new leader was someone
already on the fifty-member staff, someone who had made a splash in the book publishing world
and might even become a darling of Hollywood. Stories about and reviews of Life in the Treetops
mentioned Selby, showing she could really put the place on the map. She had already been
featured in a children's book and profiled in a National Geographic television special. The
woman was a guaranteed publicity generator. Surely, they thought, that would lead to more
grants and donations.Lowman concluded that what the board really had in mind was a CEO who
could serve as “a cheerleader for plants.” So she took the job—and, as with the jungle flora and
fauna she studied, Lowman figured out how to adapt to this new world she now inhabited.She
gave up swinging in the trees to give speeches to the Rotary Club. She hired Selby's first
marketing director to think of ways to promote the place. She hired a development director to line
up more donations and grants. She dedicated herself to something she called “friend-raising”—
making personal connections with people who were in a position to hand over big sums of cash
to Selby.She took a management course at Duke University and signed up for a program
created by the Florida Chamber of Commerce called Leadership Florida, where up-and-coming
business executives and civic activists met state officials and industry leaders and studied the



Big Issues. Most of the other classmates in Leadership Florida were pro-business Republicans
whose politics didn't jibe with her more liberal leanings. She struck up a friendship with the other
big liberal in the class, a frizzy-haired lawyer from Tallahassee named Robert Rivas. He had a
sardonic sense of humor and sat on the board of the state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union. The contacts she made in Leadership Florida would turn out to be important
ones for her future—though not in the way she expected.By 2002, the veteran tree climber had
become skilled as a social climber. Her face became the face of Selby, the two synonymous in
the public mind. With her in charge, each Orchid Ball became like a gift to the community's
leaders, a magical evening to show them how special Selby was—if they kept the dollars
flowing.Now, as she greeted all the guests at the rain-free Orchid Ball, Lowman could reflect on
three years of what seemed to her to be spectacular success.Thanks to increased donations
and grants, the gardens' budget was back in the black. It would finish its fiscal year showing
revenue of more than $3.4 million and a profit of $400,000. Given the economic turmoil that had
plagued the nation following the 9/11 terrorist attacks the previous fall, this seemed to her like a
major victory. She had boosted the paying membership numbers by nearly 50 percent in the
past three years. The number of private events such as weddings that paid to use the gardens'
facilities had increased to the point that it was yielding $20,000 more in profit than it had in 1999.
Clearly this garden was growing.Lowman wasn't just focused on Selby's future, either. She had
taken steps to renew a connection to Selby's historic past by inviting Carlyle “Carl” Luer to rejoin
the board of trustees. Luer, a retired doctor in his eighties, had been one of Selby's original
board members when it first opened but he had quit during a dispute twenty years before. At
Lowman's request, he readily agreed to return to the garden he loved so much.There were other
marks of success that gave her a sense of a job well done. Lowman was in heavy demand as a
speaker, not just around Sarasota but throughout the country. Wherever she went, she talked
about that unknown world in the treetops and how important canopy science was to saving the
rain forest—and burnished Selby's gleaming reputation as a scientific institution, of
course.During the Orchid Ball, the newspaper's society columnist asked Lowman for a quote
about the party. Lowman replied that when she first arrived in Sarasota in 1992, she regarded
science as the sole answer to the world's ecological problems.“But I now realize that through
events such as this, and the fantastic volunteers here at Selby, there are other ways to spread
our conservation message,” Lowman said over the clatter of glasses and silverware.Still, there
were intimations of the trouble that was brewing, hints that flickered around the edges of this
perfect party like the shadows cast by the tiki torches.Lowman felt like she was pouring her heart
and soul into the job, all day, every day. Before, when Lowman spent days on end in the jungle,
she could take her kids with her. Now she spent so much time working—both in the office and
out promoting Selby—that she started missing family events. She missed a parent—teacher
conference here, a sailing regatta there-precious moments of family time lost to the grind of the
job.Not everything was rosy at work, either. Some Selby staffers weren't thrilled with the changes
she had made. They complained that she frequently told employees what they wanted to hear



and then went her own way. They grumbled about how her pursuit of dollars had boosted the
number of visitors lined up for admission each day, which would probably lead to idiot tourists
trampling some of the gardens' plants. They regarded her as disorganized and flighty, changing
direction frequently or failing to give them any in the first place. They were convinced that the
only cause she was truly interested in promoting was Meg Lowman, not Selby Gardens.
Inevitably, gossip spread that Lowman's efforts to woo some male donors led to wooing of a
more physical kind.The people most skeptical about Lowman's changes were her fellow
scientists, all of them men. They had chafed under her supervision when she served as
conservation director because they thought she focused on her own pursuits at the expense of
the work in their fields.They were no happier that she now ran the whole garden, especially
when she came up with a new mission statement for the institution. The mission statement made
no mention of Selby's traditional focus on their specialties. Instead it embraced a broader vision
about ecology and conservation. Some Selby employees resigned in protest when she was
promoted, allowing her to replace them with her own picks.Since 1992, the scientists had
primarily worked in a converted one-story house at 711 South Palm Avenue, a block away from
the main garden at 811 South Palm. To get from the house, built in the 1950s, to the main part of
the garden wasn't easy. It required crossing the four lanes of traffic on U.S. 41, one of the two
main highways through Sarasota. The scientists tended to stay on their side unless they had
some reason to visit the greenhouses that were part of the main garden. The physical separation
led to them thinking of their work as completely unrelated to the tourism and wedding-related
garden activities.The other staffers referred to the scientists' building simply as “7-11.” Low-man
privately dubbed it “the Far Side,” not just because of its location. The name also referred to Gary
Larson's comic strip, which frequently featured gags about goofy scientists performing odd
experiments in beaker-filled laboratories.Inside 711 Palm Avenue, past the parquet floor at the
entrance, lay a rabbit warren of cubicles and computers. Some scientists studied bromeliads,
nothing else. Some glued pressed plant specimens to acid-free paper and filed them away in
row after row of cabinets. Back in what should have been the garage was Selby's vast “spirit
collection”—racks of glass jars containing thousands of plants pickled in a 70 percent alcohol
solution.At the heart of 7-11 were the rooms containing the Orchid Identification Center, or OIC
for short. For the past two years the head of the OIC had been Wesley Higgins, although
technically his title was “director of systematics.” Higgins was a plainspoken, baggy-eyed man
with a penchant for Hawaiian shirts. He sported a handlebar mustache that would have made
him the envy of any barbershop quartet. Sometimes he was invited to the Orchid Ball to help
schmooze donors, but not the 2002 one. That was fine with him. He preferred to spend the
evening at home with his wife.Higgins had a background that was different from any other Selby
scientist: he had spent twenty-six years in the Coast Guard, rising to the rank of master chief
petty officer. He spent most of that time in avionics repair. But orchids had been his hobby for
more than three decades, and he frequently served as a judge at orchid shows. When he retired
from the Coast Guard in 1993, Higgins decided to turn his hobby into his vocation. He earned a



doctorate in horticulture. Then, in 2000, Lowman hired him to run the OIC. He had worked hard
to get to this, his dream job. He had no idea what a nightmare it would soon become.To
Lowman, the guys over on the Far Side, and particularly at the OIC, were so focused on their
special interests that they failed to appreciate the need to support the whole garden. When
Lowman's new marketing director tried to enlist their help in promoting the garden, they
grumbled and were reluctant to cooperate. She found orchid fans like Higgins particularly
baffling. Orchid people were united in the passion they felt about their flowers, yet their world
was riven by bitter rivalries she barely understood. She believed scientists should work together
to find consensus. Surely all the schisms among the orchid worshippers couldn't be good for
long-term scientific progress.Actually Lowman didn't see much of her scientific staff. She was so
busy promoting Selby that she was frequently absent from Selby's grounds, giving talks or
participating in conferences. However, despite its promise to Low- man in 1999, the board had
never gotten around to hiring a chief operating officer to run the day-to-day operations. That
meant that if Lowman didn't handle a problem, it didn't get handled.Into this leadership vacuum
stepped the new chairman of the Selby board, Robert M. “Bob” Scully Jr. He was, as it
happened, one of those orchid men whom Lowman didn't understand.Scully, a tall and slender
man with a head of wavy hair, maintained a neatly trimmed mustache that wouldn't have looked
out of place on a fussbudget floorwalker in a 1940s screwball comedy. However, the mustache
was the only frivolous thing about him. Scully had the confident manner of someone who knows
what he knows and is convinced of his own correctness. Anyone who dared to challenge him
would be pinned down with an unnerving blue- eyed stare. He did not suffer fools, gladly or any
other way.With his height and his bearing, Scully cut an imposing figure wherever he went,
including at the Orchid Ball—although he would admit some time later, “I don't fancy myself a
party boy.” The society columnist noted in her write-up about the party that Scully had been
present, granting him a rare bit of bold-faced notoriety, but she couldn't squeeze a quote out of
him. The columnist grumbled later that she knew everyone of consequence in Sarasota—but
she didn't know Scully at all.Bob Scully had spent years running his own orchid business and
did not think much of the way Lowman was running Selby Gardens. Photo courtesy of Bob
Scully.Scully, who was closing in on sixty, was far more comfortable working with plants than with
people. He had virtually grown up in a greenhouse. In 1945 his father, Robert Scully Sr., had
partnered with a Florida surgeon to launch a small orchid-growing operation on a 10-acre site
west of Miami International Airport. By the time Scully's father died in 1986, it was the largest
orchid business in the Southeast. Jones & Scully shipped flowers all over the world. The elder
Scully concocted colorful hybrids to boost sales, and also helped devise the judging system for
international orchid competitions.The younger Scully started working for his dad “as a tow-
headed youth,” he recalled. After he earned a master's degree in horticulture, he came home to
take over the family business in 1977. He tried to grow the business even more by creating the
industry's first mass-marketing program, selling hybrids, seedlings, and clones through
nationwide garden centers. His aim, he said, was to take the mystique out of orchid growing “so



that the average guy on the street will finally perceive that this product is affordable to him, as
well as to the affluent.” He also tried going beyond orchids by offering floral pieces of all kinds for
use in the growing field of interior decoration.Scully would have kept on running the family
business in Miami if not for two things. In the mid-1990s, he used Benlate, a common fungicide
made by DuPont, on his plants. But as he and thousands of farmers soon learned, some
formulas of Benlate were poisonous not just to pests but also to their plants. Scully lost millions
of dollars' worth of orchid stock, some of them flowers that had been grown by his family for
decades. Then, just as he was recovering from that blow, along came an even bigger one.
Hurricane Andrew swept through South Florida in 1992, flattening the brand-new greenhouses
Scully had built when he moved the business to the Redland area south of Miami.Scully and his
wife, Sue, tried moving to Georgia. They found Savannah dominated by people obsessed with
golf, a pastime neither of them enjoyed. So they moved again, this time settling in Sarasota in
1997.When word got around that Scully was in Sarasota, he got a call from a mild-mannered,
soft-spoken scientist named John Atwood. The shy and awkward Atwood had run Selby's
Orchid Identification Center for nearly twenty years before resigning to move back to Vermont
and care for his ailing mother.Like Scully, Atwood's fascination with orchids began when he was
just a boy. His grandmother had grown orchids on their farm in Vermont, and he became so
enchanted by the flowers that he sold his bicycle to buy one from a catalogue for ten dollars—a
lot of money for an orchid in 1959. In college, Atwood aimed first for a career in music, but then
decided he didn't like the career prospects: marching band director or church organist. So he
switched to botany, earned a doctorate at Florida State, and became a world-renowned expert in
a particular type of orchid, which happened to be the type that his grandmother grew. They were
known as slipper orchids because the lip of the flower forms a pouch that resembles a woman's
shoe.“They're almost animal,” Atwood said once. “They are statuesque; they have a
personality.”Atwood still worked part-time at the OIC, and he was sure someone with Scully's
expertise could help improve Selby Gardens. He believed volunteering at Selby would give
Scully a way to continue working with orchids without taking on all the headaches of running a
big business.Atwood did a superb sales job. After lunch with him, Scully joined the platoon of
volunteers who helped keep Selby running.But soon Scully clashed with Lowman's predecessor
as executive director. Scully had devoted himself to fixing up the old greenhouses that had been
built back when Selby first opened. He would show up in the late afternoon as the staff was
packing up to head home. He would toil late into the shadowy hours rearranging benches and, in
his view, lining up everything to make it easier to spot and treat plant diseases, pick up trash,
and generally make the place function more efficiently, just the way he would have at Jones &
Scully.Scully was proud of his work. One day, with the permission of the scientist in charge of the
greenhouses, Scully led a small group of Selby board members on a tour to show them what
he'd done and what still needed doing.The director, already on thin ice with the board, didn't like
that. The director sent Scully a letter admonishing him for giving the tour. The letter also
mentioned rumors that Scully wanted to take over as executive director. Worst of all was a



complaint filed against Scully by one of the female staff members, accusing him of sexual
harassment with “comments or discussions of a personal nature.” There were also complaints
that other employees and volunteers found him “autocratic,” the letter said, because “you act like
you're the boss.” As a result of the complaints, the director told Scully he could no longer set foot
in the greenhouses without prior approval from the staff.The director subsequently sent Scully a
card apologizing for his “insensitive” letter, and the harassment allegation was ruled unfounded.
It turned out that all Scully had done was advise a woman who appeared to be coming down
with the flu that she should take Vitamin C “until your pee runs golden.”So after Lowman took
charge of Selby, she sent Scully a letter apologizing for the way he had been treated. She invited
him to come back to the garden, just as she had invited Carl Luer back. Scully took a seat on
Selby's board, and then, in the fall of 2001, he was elected chairman.Scully was different from
the other board members, though. It wasn't just that the other board members found him to be
abrupt and socially stiff. Most of them had lived in the area for years and worked in real estate or
banking. Through their abundant personal relationships and business contacts, they could tap
any number of people for contributions to Selby.Not Scully. He was still new in town and had no
contacts outside the orchid business.Everyone praised Scully's knowledge of orchids. He
frequently was asked to judge at various orchid shows, which meant that he landed in the middle
of what he called “orchid politics.” He also ran a small consulting business called Tiger Orchids,
which occasionally required him to visit his clients' greenhouses to advise them on problems.
Except for those duties, though, he wasn't busy at all.That meant he had the time to spend at
Selby that Lowman did not. Wherever he went, he noticed problems she hadn't taken care of—
sprinkler systems that didn't work right, fungus growing in a greenhouse. He grew irritated at
Lowman's absences, even as complaints grew about Scully's own brusque manner, both with
the employees and with potential donors.Lowman, for her part, found Scully as prickly as any
gympie-gympie. But she figured that, as with the Aussie trees, she would either find a way to
work with him or around him.Scully, she soon discovered, was particularly attentive to the needs
and desires of the OIC scientists. Some of them were orchid-show judges too, such as his
friends Atwood and Higgins. In fact, Scully expected to see one or two of them in May at the big
Redland International Orchid Show, the biggest orchid show in the country, where he would be
one of the judges. For him the Redland show would be something of a homecoming, too, a
chance to chat with old friends and colleagues and hear about all the new orchid varieties that
had been developed.None of them—not Scully, and not the OIC scientists—were fans of how
Lowman kept selling the idea of big-picture rain forest ecology as Selby's primary mission. To
them, Selby Gardens' real reason for existence was to cater to orchidophiles like themselves.
Lowman dismissed the idea, but they were right—and her failure to appreciate it would lead to
her facing the biggest challenge of her career.If Lowman had only asked Carl Luer, the old
doctor who had once led Selby's board, he could have set her straight. He knew the whole story.
He knew it because he was the one who really got Selby Gardens started—not Marie Selby. She
was only his patient.1The Most Beautiful Party in TownI never before realized that the story of



abotanical garden…could read as if it werethe drama of a pulp crime novel.Margaret “Meg”
Lowman, It's a Jungle Up ThereAs the party swirled around her, Meg Lowman had no idea how
much peril she was about to face. She believed she had climbed to the pinnacle of
success.Actually, she was standing on a precipice.The soiree Lowman was presiding over on
this warm spring evening, the annual Orchid Ball, had a reputation as Sarasota's biggest black-
tie event. The local newspaper's society columnist had dubbed it “the most beautiful party in
Sarasota.” It was also Selby Gardens' biggest fund-raiser. The staff worked on it for months,
figuring out how to feed and entertain hundreds of wealthy and well-connected people, coaxing
them to pull out their wallets.Since it was an outdoor event, intended to showcase the gardens
as well as put the attendees in a giving mood, the weather conditions had to be dry. Sometimes
it had been cold enough to prompt the women to get their furs out of storage. Sometimes it had
been so hot that no one wanted to dance or even move around. But always, for nineteen years,
the ball had remained precipitation-free. It became something of a joke among the employees:
“Marie Selby would never let it rain on the Orchid Ball!”But on the ball's twentieth anniversary in
2001, the ghost let them down. Just as the guests arrived, the skies opened up and rain fell in
cold sheets. The Selby staff, many of them clad in kimonos in keeping with the theme of “Under
an Asian Moon,” splashed through the mud to set up tents over the tables.In 2002, though, the
ghost of Marie Selby was apparently back on the job. The Sarasota Herald-Tribune's society
columnist later declared that the 2002 Orchid Ball was “a perfect no-rain ‘Rendezvous in Rio'
right here in our own exotic backyard…. A capacity crowd filled a tent flushed with every color in
the spectrum that produced a fiesta atmosphere throughout…with ribbons, banners, flags, and
Carmen Miranda–type mannequins.”More than four hundred people showed up for the shindig,
handing their keys to the valet out front, walking through the stately mansion that served as the
reception area, then emerging from the back door to stroll along the torch-lit path past the koi
ponds to the main party area. Defying the humidity, women in sparkling gowns twirled on the
checkerboard dance floor. Paunchy men in tuxedos knocked back cocktails under the giant
banyan tree. Real estate moguls and mortgage-rate gamblers rubbed shoulders with theater
angels and gallery geeks. Everyone munched on conch fritters, nut- encrusted sea bass, and
Brazilian-style beef. It was the quintessential society soiree in a town rich enough and artsy
enough to support its own opera company and annual film festival, a town so diverse that it
provided a muse for both cynical noir grandmaster John D. MacDonald and silly comedic genius
Pee-Wee Herman.The one anomaly in this scene was Lowman herself. She wasn't one of the
tanned-and-toned trophy wives. She wasn't one of the elderly widows who bankrolled causes
around town. Nor was she a go-getter Chamber of Commerce type with power pearls and a gym
membership. Although orchids galore decorated the tables, the most exotic flower of the night
had to be Lowman.At forty-eight years old, she wore her straight blond hair in an easy-care style
that framed her oval face. She had a prominent chin, a flat nose, and a lean and muscular frame.
Although she wore an elegant gown, she would have been more comfortable in filthy khakis and
muddy boots. Her eyes were the giveaway. They were bright blue, filled with curiosity and an



impish sense of humor. Behind them, though, lay a steely determination to overcome whatever
challenge she faced.Lowman was actually the biggest celebrity at the party. She was one of the
pioneers in her field, the study of life in the world's jungle canopies-a field that, until she came
along, had been dominated by men. She had written a memoir called Life in the Treetops:
Adventures of a Woman in Field Biology, about trying to juggle her duties as a mom while
pursuing her research. When Yale University Press published it in 1999, the book earned a front-
page rave in the New York Times' Sunday book section. The reviewer called it “a funny,
unassuming, and deeply idiosyncratic chronicle of her trials and triumphs.”At Selby Gardens,
Meg Lowman emphasized forest canopy research and conservation—to the consternation of
orchid enthusiasts. Photo courtesy of the St. Petersburg Times.As she made plain in her book,
Lowman was a resourceful woman who was as comfortable living outside civilization as she was
living in it. As a child in upstate New York, she packed her bedroom with birds' nests, bugs,
rocks, and shells she had found. In the fifth grade, her wildflower collection earned her second
place in a state science fair, and her course was set. She went on to earn a master's degree in
Scotland, then traveled alone to Australia in the 1970s to study for her Ph.D. There she launched
her first treetop studies in its tropical forests. To prepare for scaling the trees, she solicited
advice from cave explorers on the proper rigging for her climbs. She sewed her first harness out
of seatbelt webbing.Her biggest scientific challenge, she wrote in her book, was the 200-foot-
tall gympie-gympie, also known as the “giant stinging tree.” Its leaves and twigs are covered with
fine, hollow hairs that contain a powerful poison. Every time she climbed one to study its insects,
no matter what precautions she took, she would always come away with her hands covered in
red inflammations. Over time, Lowman wrote, she got used to the fiery stings. However, when
she showed up one day to find the ground around the trees covered in highly venomous
Australian brown snakes, she tiptoed away and picked a new study area that appeared to be
snakeless.She was willing to make sacrifices for her science, even sacrifices of an intensely
personal nature. At one point her research led her to spend two weeks in a Cameroon jungle
living with three dozen male researchers and a score of local pygmy tribesmen. The researchers
“slept in hammocks, butt to butt, 40 people in a row,” she told a reporter later. When she went to
take a shower, that's when all the men decided it was time to climb on the roof and work on the
pipes. She stuck it out anyway.In Australia she married a sheep rancher and had two children,
whom she toted along on her forest expeditions, scrambling down to the ground to nurse them
and then climbing back into the treetops again. But she repeatedly failed in her efforts to
reconcile her scientific pursuits with the Aussie ideal of a subservient housewife. Her father-in-
law, in particular, couldn't understand why she didn't make it her top priority to have a hot meal
waiting on the table when her man walked in the door. Ultimately the couple divorced.In short,
Lowman had plenty of experience in dealing with any hazard, from pygmies and piranhas to
male chauvinist pigs. She was probably the only person at the Orchid Ball who had ever eaten
crickets as hors d'oeuvres, not to mention the only mother there whose sons had adopted a pet
tarantula. Very little could faze her—she thought.In 1992, after she had spent a stint teaching at



Williams College, Selby Gardens hired her as conservation director. Lowman didn't know
anyone in Florida, and the job description gave little detail as to her duties. She took the job
because she could use the position to further her rain forest research. She could also use it as a
convenient place to roost while converting her personal journals into her first book. As an added
benefit, Sarasota offered a good school system for her two boys.Lowman's two worlds collided
seven years later. She had just returned from grubbing around in the tropical mud of Queensland
for two weeks, studying seedlings as part of a long-term project on rain forest biodiversity.
Thanks to the glowing reviews of Life in the Treetops, she flew straight from Australia to Los
Angeles to meet with Hollywood agents who were interested in turning her life story into a
movie.Lowman was soaking all the jungle crud off in a bubble bath at the Beverly Hills Wilshire
Hotel when the phone rang. The call came from Sarasota. Selby's trustee board wanted to
promote her to executive director.Lowman hesitated. She hadn't planned to stay at Selby longer
than five years, and she was already going on seven. But she had met a new love, a gray-
bearded divorce attorney from St. Petersburg named Michael Brown, who was six years her
senior.Brown first encountered Lowman on a blind date. It wasn't your usual dinner-and-a-movie
outing. She took him to Selby Gardens, and they climbed a tree. Brown became so entranced by
her that he accompanied her on a trip to the Peruvian rain forest. They had a magical time,
listening to jaguars howling at 2:00 a.m. He got along well with her sons, too. So he moved his
practice to Sarasota, and they wed.Still, Lowman had figured on leaving Selby and returning to
teaching while continuing her research. Taking this promotion would mean cutting back on her
scientific studies and taking on more administrative duties. Worse, she had no experience
running a botanical garden. In fact, she had never run anything bigger than a sheep ranch. It
sounded like a recipe for disaster.She explained to the search committee that her degree was in
botany, not business. They said they were fine with that. They promised to hire a chief operating
officer to handle Selby's day-to-day operations. What they didn't mention was that they had run
advertisements for an executive director in the Wall Street Journal and horticultural publications
and were discouraged by the quality of applicants. Then someone on the board came up with
the idea of promoting their resident celebrity scientist. What the board members told her they
wanted was “a CEO with scientific credibility who could articulate a botanical mission to donors,”
Lowman wrote later.Wooing the donors turned out to be a major part of the job—and a major
downfall of her predecessor, she was told by the board members. He was a scientist, too. Like
Lowman, he had never run a botanical garden before taking over Selby.In his five years at Selby,
Lowman's predecessor “had experienced personality conflicts with donors, his budget had been
in the red, [and] deferred maintenance was at a critical stage,” Lowman was told by the board.
How critical? The roof of the administration building leaked badly, and a family of raccoons had
moved into the third floor.So when he left, the board decided their new leader was someone
already on the fifty-member staff, someone who had made a splash in the book publishing world
and might even become a darling of Hollywood. Stories about and reviews of Life in the Treetops
mentioned Selby, showing she could really put the place on the map. She had already been



featured in a children's book and profiled in a National Geographic television special. The
woman was a guaranteed publicity generator. Surely, they thought, that would lead to more
grants and donations.Lowman concluded that what the board really had in mind was a CEO who
could serve as “a cheerleader for plants.” So she took the job—and, as with the jungle flora and
fauna she studied, Lowman figured out how to adapt to this new world she now inhabited.She
gave up swinging in the trees to give speeches to the Rotary Club. She hired Selby's first
marketing director to think of ways to promote the place. She hired a development director to line
up more donations and grants. She dedicated herself to something she called “friend-raising”—
making personal connections with people who were in a position to hand over big sums of cash
to Selby.She took a management course at Duke University and signed up for a program
created by the Florida Chamber of Commerce called Leadership Florida, where up-and-coming
business executives and civic activists met state officials and industry leaders and studied the
Big Issues. Most of the other classmates in Leadership Florida were pro-business Republicans
whose politics didn't jibe with her more liberal leanings. She struck up a friendship with the other
big liberal in the class, a frizzy-haired lawyer from Tallahassee named Robert Rivas. He had a
sardonic sense of humor and sat on the board of the state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union. The contacts she made in Leadership Florida would turn out to be important
ones for her future—though not in the way she expected.By 2002, the veteran tree climber had
become skilled as a social climber. Her face became the face of Selby, the two synonymous in
the public mind. With her in charge, each Orchid Ball became like a gift to the community's
leaders, a magical evening to show them how special Selby was—if they kept the dollars
flowing.Now, as she greeted all the guests at the rain-free Orchid Ball, Lowman could reflect on
three years of what seemed to her to be spectacular success.Thanks to increased donations
and grants, the gardens' budget was back in the black. It would finish its fiscal year showing
revenue of more than $3.4 million and a profit of $400,000. Given the economic turmoil that had
plagued the nation following the 9/11 terrorist attacks the previous fall, this seemed to her like a
major victory. She had boosted the paying membership numbers by nearly 50 percent in the
past three years. The number of private events such as weddings that paid to use the gardens'
facilities had increased to the point that it was yielding $20,000 more in profit than it had in 1999.
Clearly this garden was growing.Lowman wasn't just focused on Selby's future, either. She had
taken steps to renew a connection to Selby's historic past by inviting Carlyle “Carl” Luer to rejoin
the board of trustees. Luer, a retired doctor in his eighties, had been one of Selby's original
board members when it first opened but he had quit during a dispute twenty years before. At
Lowman's request, he readily agreed to return to the garden he loved so much.There were other
marks of success that gave her a sense of a job well done. Lowman was in heavy demand as a
speaker, not just around Sarasota but throughout the country. Wherever she went, she talked
about that unknown world in the treetops and how important canopy science was to saving the
rain forest—and burnished Selby's gleaming reputation as a scientific institution, of
course.During the Orchid Ball, the newspaper's society columnist asked Lowman for a quote



about the party. Lowman replied that when she first arrived in Sarasota in 1992, she regarded
science as the sole answer to the world's ecological problems.“But I now realize that through
events such as this, and the fantastic volunteers here at Selby, there are other ways to spread
our conservation message,” Lowman said over the clatter of glasses and silverware.Still, there
were intimations of the trouble that was brewing, hints that flickered around the edges of this
perfect party like the shadows cast by the tiki torches.Lowman felt like she was pouring her heart
and soul into the job, all day, every day. Before, when Lowman spent days on end in the jungle,
she could take her kids with her. Now she spent so much time working—both in the office and
out promoting Selby—that she started missing family events. She missed a parent—teacher
conference here, a sailing regatta there-precious moments of family time lost to the grind of the
job.Not everything was rosy at work, either. Some Selby staffers weren't thrilled with the changes
she had made. They complained that she frequently told employees what they wanted to hear
and then went her own way. They grumbled about how her pursuit of dollars had boosted the
number of visitors lined up for admission each day, which would probably lead to idiot tourists
trampling some of the gardens' plants. They regarded her as disorganized and flighty, changing
direction frequently or failing to give them any in the first place. They were convinced that the
only cause she was truly interested in promoting was Meg Lowman, not Selby Gardens.
Inevitably, gossip spread that Lowman's efforts to woo some male donors led to wooing of a
more physical kind.The people most skeptical about Lowman's changes were her fellow
scientists, all of them men. They had chafed under her supervision when she served as
conservation director because they thought she focused on her own pursuits at the expense of
the work in their fields.They were no happier that she now ran the whole garden, especially
when she came up with a new mission statement for the institution. The mission statement made
no mention of Selby's traditional focus on their specialties. Instead it embraced a broader vision
about ecology and conservation. Some Selby employees resigned in protest when she was
promoted, allowing her to replace them with her own picks.Since 1992, the scientists had
primarily worked in a converted one-story house at 711 South Palm Avenue, a block away from
the main garden at 811 South Palm. To get from the house, built in the 1950s, to the main part of
the garden wasn't easy. It required crossing the four lanes of traffic on U.S. 41, one of the two
main highways through Sarasota. The scientists tended to stay on their side unless they had
some reason to visit the greenhouses that were part of the main garden. The physical separation
led to them thinking of their work as completely unrelated to the tourism and wedding-related
garden activities.The other staffers referred to the scientists' building simply as “7-11.” Low-man
privately dubbed it “the Far Side,” not just because of its location. The name also referred to Gary
Larson's comic strip, which frequently featured gags about goofy scientists performing odd
experiments in beaker-filled laboratories.Inside 711 Palm Avenue, past the parquet floor at the
entrance, lay a rabbit warren of cubicles and computers. Some scientists studied bromeliads,
nothing else. Some glued pressed plant specimens to acid-free paper and filed them away in
row after row of cabinets. Back in what should have been the garage was Selby's vast “spirit



collection”—racks of glass jars containing thousands of plants pickled in a 70 percent alcohol
solution.At the heart of 7-11 were the rooms containing the Orchid Identification Center, or OIC
for short. For the past two years the head of the OIC had been Wesley Higgins, although
technically his title was “director of systematics.” Higgins was a plainspoken, baggy-eyed man
with a penchant for Hawaiian shirts. He sported a handlebar mustache that would have made
him the envy of any barbershop quartet. Sometimes he was invited to the Orchid Ball to help
schmooze donors, but not the 2002 one. That was fine with him. He preferred to spend the
evening at home with his wife.Higgins had a background that was different from any other Selby
scientist: he had spent twenty-six years in the Coast Guard, rising to the rank of master chief
petty officer. He spent most of that time in avionics repair. But orchids had been his hobby for
more than three decades, and he frequently served as a judge at orchid shows. When he retired
from the Coast Guard in 1993, Higgins decided to turn his hobby into his vocation. He earned a
doctorate in horticulture. Then, in 2000, Lowman hired him to run the OIC. He had worked hard
to get to this, his dream job. He had no idea what a nightmare it would soon become.To
Lowman, the guys over on the Far Side, and particularly at the OIC, were so focused on their
special interests that they failed to appreciate the need to support the whole garden. When
Lowman's new marketing director tried to enlist their help in promoting the garden, they
grumbled and were reluctant to cooperate. She found orchid fans like Higgins particularly
baffling. Orchid people were united in the passion they felt about their flowers, yet their world
was riven by bitter rivalries she barely understood. She believed scientists should work together
to find consensus. Surely all the schisms among the orchid worshippers couldn't be good for
long-term scientific progress.Actually Lowman didn't see much of her scientific staff. She was so
busy promoting Selby that she was frequently absent from Selby's grounds, giving talks or
participating in conferences. However, despite its promise to Low- man in 1999, the board had
never gotten around to hiring a chief operating officer to run the day-to-day operations. That
meant that if Lowman didn't handle a problem, it didn't get handled.Into this leadership vacuum
stepped the new chairman of the Selby board, Robert M. “Bob” Scully Jr. He was, as it
happened, one of those orchid men whom Lowman didn't understand.Scully, a tall and slender
man with a head of wavy hair, maintained a neatly trimmed mustache that wouldn't have looked
out of place on a fussbudget floorwalker in a 1940s screwball comedy. However, the mustache
was the only frivolous thing about him. Scully had the confident manner of someone who knows
what he knows and is convinced of his own correctness. Anyone who dared to challenge him
would be pinned down with an unnerving blue- eyed stare. He did not suffer fools, gladly or any
other way.With his height and his bearing, Scully cut an imposing figure wherever he went,
including at the Orchid Ball—although he would admit some time later, “I don't fancy myself a
party boy.” The society columnist noted in her write-up about the party that Scully had been
present, granting him a rare bit of bold-faced notoriety, but she couldn't squeeze a quote out of
him. The columnist grumbled later that she knew everyone of consequence in Sarasota—but
she didn't know Scully at all.Bob Scully had spent years running his own orchid business and



did not think much of the way Lowman was running Selby Gardens. Photo courtesy of Bob
Scully.Scully, who was closing in on sixty, was far more comfortable working with plants than with
people. He had virtually grown up in a greenhouse. In 1945 his father, Robert Scully Sr., had
partnered with a Florida surgeon to launch a small orchid-growing operation on a 10-acre site
west of Miami International Airport. By the time Scully's father died in 1986, it was the largest
orchid business in the Southeast. Jones & Scully shipped flowers all over the world. The elder
Scully concocted colorful hybrids to boost sales, and also helped devise the judging system for
international orchid competitions.The younger Scully started working for his dad “as a tow-
headed youth,” he recalled. After he earned a master's degree in horticulture, he came home to
take over the family business in 1977. He tried to grow the business even more by creating the
industry's first mass-marketing program, selling hybrids, seedlings, and clones through
nationwide garden centers. His aim, he said, was to take the mystique out of orchid growing “so
that the average guy on the street will finally perceive that this product is affordable to him, as
well as to the affluent.” He also tried going beyond orchids by offering floral pieces of all kinds for
use in the growing field of interior decoration.Scully would have kept on running the family
business in Miami if not for two things. In the mid-1990s, he used Benlate, a common fungicide
made by DuPont, on his plants. But as he and thousands of farmers soon learned, some
formulas of Benlate were poisonous not just to pests but also to their plants. Scully lost millions
of dollars' worth of orchid stock, some of them flowers that had been grown by his family for
decades. Then, just as he was recovering from that blow, along came an even bigger one.
Hurricane Andrew swept through South Florida in 1992, flattening the brand-new greenhouses
Scully had built when he moved the business to the Redland area south of Miami.Scully and his
wife, Sue, tried moving to Georgia. They found Savannah dominated by people obsessed with
golf, a pastime neither of them enjoyed. So they moved again, this time settling in Sarasota in
1997.When word got around that Scully was in Sarasota, he got a call from a mild-mannered,
soft-spoken scientist named John Atwood. The shy and awkward Atwood had run Selby's
Orchid Identification Center for nearly twenty years before resigning to move back to Vermont
and care for his ailing mother.Like Scully, Atwood's fascination with orchids began when he was
just a boy. His grandmother had grown orchids on their farm in Vermont, and he became so
enchanted by the flowers that he sold his bicycle to buy one from a catalogue for ten dollars—a
lot of money for an orchid in 1959. In college, Atwood aimed first for a career in music, but then
decided he didn't like the career prospects: marching band director or church organist. So he
switched to botany, earned a doctorate at Florida State, and became a world-renowned expert in
a particular type of orchid, which happened to be the type that his grandmother grew. They were
known as slipper orchids because the lip of the flower forms a pouch that resembles a woman's
shoe.“They're almost animal,” Atwood said once. “They are statuesque; they have a
personality.”Atwood still worked part-time at the OIC, and he was sure someone with Scully's
expertise could help improve Selby Gardens. He believed volunteering at Selby would give
Scully a way to continue working with orchids without taking on all the headaches of running a



big business.Atwood did a superb sales job. After lunch with him, Scully joined the platoon of
volunteers who helped keep Selby running.But soon Scully clashed with Lowman's predecessor
as executive director. Scully had devoted himself to fixing up the old greenhouses that had been
built back when Selby first opened. He would show up in the late afternoon as the staff was
packing up to head home. He would toil late into the shadowy hours rearranging benches and, in
his view, lining up everything to make it easier to spot and treat plant diseases, pick up trash,
and generally make the place function more efficiently, just the way he would have at Jones &
Scully.Scully was proud of his work. One day, with the permission of the scientist in charge of the
greenhouses, Scully led a small group of Selby board members on a tour to show them what
he'd done and what still needed doing.The director, already on thin ice with the board, didn't like
that. The director sent Scully a letter admonishing him for giving the tour. The letter also
mentioned rumors that Scully wanted to take over as executive director. Worst of all was a
complaint filed against Scully by one of the female staff members, accusing him of sexual
harassment with “comments or discussions of a personal nature.” There were also complaints
that other employees and volunteers found him “autocratic,” the letter said, because “you act like
you're the boss.” As a result of the complaints, the director told Scully he could no longer set foot
in the greenhouses without prior approval from the staff.The director subsequently sent Scully a
card apologizing for his “insensitive” letter, and the harassment allegation was ruled unfounded.
It turned out that all Scully had done was advise a woman who appeared to be coming down
with the flu that she should take Vitamin C “until your pee runs golden.”So after Lowman took
charge of Selby, she sent Scully a letter apologizing for the way he had been treated. She invited
him to come back to the garden, just as she had invited Carl Luer back. Scully took a seat on
Selby's board, and then, in the fall of 2001, he was elected chairman.Scully was different from
the other board members, though. It wasn't just that the other board members found him to be
abrupt and socially stiff. Most of them had lived in the area for years and worked in real estate or
banking. Through their abundant personal relationships and business contacts, they could tap
any number of people for contributions to Selby.Not Scully. He was still new in town and had no
contacts outside the orchid business.Everyone praised Scully's knowledge of orchids. He
frequently was asked to judge at various orchid shows, which meant that he landed in the middle
of what he called “orchid politics.” He also ran a small consulting business called Tiger Orchids,
which occasionally required him to visit his clients' greenhouses to advise them on problems.
Except for those duties, though, he wasn't busy at all.That meant he had the time to spend at
Selby that Lowman did not. Wherever he went, he noticed problems she hadn't taken care of—
sprinkler systems that didn't work right, fungus growing in a greenhouse. He grew irritated at
Lowman's absences, even as complaints grew about Scully's own brusque manner, both with
the employees and with potential donors.Lowman, for her part, found Scully as prickly as any
gympie-gympie. But she figured that, as with the Aussie trees, she would either find a way to
work with him or around him.Scully, she soon discovered, was particularly attentive to the needs
and desires of the OIC scientists. Some of them were orchid-show judges too, such as his



friends Atwood and Higgins. In fact, Scully expected to see one or two of them in May at the big
Redland International Orchid Show, the biggest orchid show in the country, where he would be
one of the judges. For him the Redland show would be something of a homecoming, too, a
chance to chat with old friends and colleagues and hear about all the new orchid varieties that
had been developed.None of them—not Scully, and not the OIC scientists—were fans of how
Lowman kept selling the idea of big-picture rain forest ecology as Selby's primary mission. To
them, Selby Gardens' real reason for existence was to cater to orchidophiles like themselves.
Lowman dismissed the idea, but they were right—and her failure to appreciate it would lead to
her facing the biggest challenge of her career.If Lowman had only asked Carl Luer, the old
doctor who had once led Selby's board, he could have set her straight. He knew the whole story.
He knew it because he was the one who really got Selby Gardens started—not Marie Selby. She
was only his patient.2The Garden of Earthly Delights[Susan] Orlean looks at a book called The
Native Orchids ofFlorida. She comes to a photo of the ghost orchid glowingwhite on the page.…
A line of text catches her eye: “Shouldone be lucky enough to see a flower all else will seem
eclipsed.”Charlie Kaufman, screenplay for the film AdaptationAmong the first visitors to what is
now Sarasota were fishermen from Cuba and Mexico, looking for a big catch. They had come to
the right place. In the 1800s, so many fish swam in Sarasota Bay that “they came in immense
schools, more than a mile long and hundreds of yards wide—so dense it seemed as though a
person could walk on them,” a historian later wrote.That piscatorial abundance is also what
attracted an Ohio businessman named Bill Selby to the area near the dawn of the twentieth
century. In 1909, he brought along his new bride, Marie. They had been married just a year. They
arrived that winter on a houseboat, reeling in fish left and right before moving on to a new
harbor.The close quarters might have strained other marriages, but not theirs. Outwardly they
displayed very different personalities. Bill Selby was a rough-and-ready type who stood six foot-
plus and weighed more than two hundred pounds. He was always chewing on an unlit cigar.
People who knew him around Sarasota—or thought they did—regarded him as nothing but a
hillbilly in his cowboy boots and old clothes. Marie, on the other hand, was a refined, demure
lady who had attended a music conservatory and trained to be a concert pianist.With Bill by her
side, though, Marie Selby would tackle any adventure. When the couple read that the
competitors in the first cross-country auto race had covered the whole continent in six days, they
decided to see if they could do better. They did, beating the winner's time—and in the process
made Marie Selby the first woman in American history to cross the country by car.Bill and Marie
Selby took a liking to Florida. Bill bought 3,000 acres in Manatee County for cattle ranching and
put some horses out there—a pair of Morgans and a pair of Tennessee Walkers—just for his
wife. She tried to go riding every day.Finally, in 1927, the couple built a two-story house on 7
acres of laurels and banyans where Hudson Bayou flows into Sarasota Bay. It was supposed to
be just temporary quarters while they designed a far grander home, but after a while they
dropped those plans. The smaller home suited the childless couple just fine. Marie directed the
landscaping herself, laying out elaborate flowered borders that bloomed along the roadway to



the tip of their peninsula. The centerpiece of the design was a large rose garden, one she was
always reluctant to leave untended when they went on trips.When Marie went downtown to
shop, she'd wear her riding outfit—blue jeans and a plaid shirt—or a plain dress and a floppy
straw hat. Few people knew how incredibly wealthy the Selbys were. Bill Selby owned an
Oklahoma oil company that eventually merged with one from Texas and became Texaco. He
also had interests in Standard Oil and invested in Colorado mining, making millions. If they had
wanted, Bill and Marie Selby could have hobnobbed with the other rich folks in Sarasota. There
were, surprisingly, quite a few of them.Early on, the queen of Sarasota was also the bejeweled
empress of Chicago society, imperious Bertha Palmer. The widow of hotelier Potter Palmer,
owner of the famous Palmer House, she pioneered the introduction of impressionist painting to
American audiences and backed Jane Addams's Hull House, among other do-gooder causes.
She didn't tolerate disrespect. Once, a visiting Spanish princess declined her hospitality,
dubbing her “an innkeeper's wife.” Mrs. Palmer retorted that the princess was merely a “bibulous
representative of a degenerate monarch.”One day Bertha Palmer spotted an ad in a Chicago
paper about land available in Sarasota. Her late husband had advised her to invest in real
estate, so she promptly trekked down to the town of 840 people and bought up thousands of
acres all around it. She built a grand home called “The Oaks,” where paintings by Monet and
Degas hung on the walls and she dressed for dinner in Paris gowns. Other family members soon
built homes nearby, and other Chicagoans followed suit. When she died in 1918, she had built
up the $8 million left by her husband into an estate worth $20 million, and Sarasota now boasted
both a yacht club and a movie theater—rare amenities for a Florida town in those days.In the
meantime, another kind of art lover had joined Sarasota's social whirl. Circus magnate John
Ringling arrived in 1911 and soon persuaded his brother Charles to buy adjoining property.
Ringling spent millions acquiring overwrought Middle Ages masterworks, then built a $1 million
home to put them in. His wife helped design the waterfront mansion: 36,000 square feet with
forty-one rooms and fifteen bathrooms. He dubbed it Ca d'Zan (“House of John” in Venetian
dialect). It looked like nothing else in Sarasota. The historian David Nolan described it as
“something along the lines of the Doge's Palace topped with the tower from Madison Square
Garden.…Only a man steeped in the circus aesthetic could have called it home.”While Bertha
Palmer had big plans for the city's future, it was Ringling who really put Sarasota on the map. He
began developing land on nearby islands and built a causeway—with a yacht canal, of course—
to connect them to the mainland. He made Sarasota the winter home of his circus troupe, then
persuaded John J. McGraw to bring the New York Giants down for spring training in 1924.
McGraw wound up building his own $75,000 home there and developing a subdivision called
Pennant Park. McGraw's success attracted Col. Jacob Ruppert, owner of the New York Yankees,
who launched his own development plans, and then Ty Cobb's younger brother showed up to
cash in on the baseball bonanza, too. Sarasota's boundaries, once set at a miniscule 2 square
miles, now expanded to encompass 69 square miles.But Bill and Marie Selby wanted nothing to
do with the Palmers, Ringlings, McGraws, Rupperts, or Cobb the younger. Bill would bicycle



down to Badger's Drug Store to sip coffee and chat with the other regulars. Then he'd head over
to Mike Roth's Cigar Stand for more chitchat. His wife's only interest besides riding was her
garden club. At night, instead of throwing parties or attending society dinners, they would stay
home. Bill Selby would read while his wife played the piano. That was entertainment enough for
them.When Bill Selby died of leukemia in 1956, he left an estate of $10 million. Half went to his
wife and half to the William and Marie Selby Foundation, a charitable trust the couple had set up
primarily to provide scholarships for young people who wanted to undertake scientific or medical
research. But after her husband died, Marie Selby took the foundation in a different direction.
She wanted to help the handicapped and the poor. She helped the YMCA get a new pool and
the hospital a new laboratory. She matched a grant from the foundation to help launch New
College, a free-form four-year university. She quietly donated her own money to hundreds of
causes, never asking for recognition, helping the city but staying in the shadows.Marie Selby just
wanted her garden club to have a place to meet after she died. She loved roses, not orchids.
Photo courtesy of Sarasota County Historical Division.While the Palmers and Ringlings strove to
build up Sarasota, Marie Selby wished it would stay the same. When a developer began building
a high-rise condominium on Bird Key, ruining her view from that side of the property, she planted
a large stand of trees so she didn't have to look at the concrete intruder.As she grew older, Marie
Selby withdrew even more from society. But as her thoughts turned to her own impending death,
she would be determined that the one association she had maintained for decades was
remembered in her will. When she died in 1971 at age eighty-five, she specified that she wanted
her friends at the garden club to still have a place to gather.“She left the home and $2 million for
it to be maintained as a botanical garden,” recalled Luer, her surgeon and neighbor.All she
wanted was to keep the place the way it was, with all her pretty landscaping, a spot of loveliness
in the midst of all the rampant development around her. But the language in her will left a lot of
wiggle room for how the executor would carry out her wishes. The will said the “botanical garden
and park” should be developed “in such esthetic and utilitarian manner as Trustee may
determine, from time to time, and shall be made available for enjoyment to the general public on
such days and during such hours…and pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Trustees
may determine from time to time.”Luer, a dapper man with a sharp face, his fringe of hair going
gray, was a well-known figure around Sarasota. He was as likely to pop up in the society column
as at the hospital. His patient list included the town's wealthy and well-to-do, including the
world's most famous clown, Emmett Kelly. Luer was good friends with the head trustee of the
Selby Foundation, who was also the chairman of the city's biggest bank. Luer pushed his friend
to make Marie Selby's home a true botanical garden, a place dedicated to science.“I twisted his
arm,” Luer said. “She wanted a meeting place for her garden club, and we made it into a
botanical garden.”What Luer wanted the new botanical garden to focus its attention on was not
roses but orchids. He had a passion for orchids. It began, as almost all stories about orchid
collectors do, with a single plant.In 1957, someone showed Luer and his wife a Polyrrhiza
lindenii in bloom. They were fascinated by it—a leafless green plant, “the flower of which



resembles the ghoulish ghost of a frog leaping in mid-air,” he wrote later. They were even more
astounded to learn that this particular plant was a native of Florida. They decided to track one
down in the wild and photograph it.Finding a ghost orchid—for that's what it was—took them to
the Fakahatchee Strand, a heavily cut-over cypress swamp where “tracks of bear, panther, and
otter may be seen in the mud,” and the deeper water offered a hiding place for alligators and
cottonmouth moccasins. But in those deep sloughs stood virgin groves of pop ash and custard-
apple, “festooned with their treasures of epiphytic ferns, bromeliads, and orchids,” Luer wrote.At
last, they spied their quarry: “While wading knee deep in swamp water, the thrill of chancing
upon a plant in flower will never be forgotten…Down low on the trunk the familiar spidery
network of rambling green roots will not be hard to find. Should one be lucky enough to see a
flower, all else will seem eclipsed. There, caught hovering in mid-air, will be a fantastic, fairy-like
ghost, frozen in flight.”Finding that first orchid led to a search for others, then to a determination
to track down and photograph every type of native orchid in Florida. That led, in turn, to Luer
writing a groundbreaking book on the subject, called The Native Orchids of Florida (the same
book that Susan Orlean would consult twenty years later while writing The Orchid Thief, which
became the basis for the film Adaptation). Luer's large tome, illustrated with his vivid color
photos and alliterative prose, would be published in 1972. He was already working on an even
more ambitious companion volume, The Native Orchids of North America.Carl Luer was such an
orchid fanatic that he gave up his lucrative medical practice to start Marie Selby Botanical
Gardens. Photo courtesy of Stig Dalström.Luer had become so enamored of the idea of creating
a garden devoted to orchids in his hometown that he was even willing to make the ultimate
sacrifice for it. He was willing to give up his high-profile medical practice. Other doctors might
find that odd, but not other orchid people. They're the ones who put the “cult” in
“horticulture.”Invariably, when someone who is not enamored of orchids talks about an orchid
lover like Luer, the word “obsession” is invoked, and not just for alliterative purposes.While most
orchid fanciers are content with the selection available from the garden department at Home
Depot, a few are willing to spend thousands of dollars on a single plant. Sometimes their
enthusiasm shades into even stronger emotions. In Orchid Fever: A Horticultural Tale of Love,
Lust, and Lunacy, Eric Hansen recounts how a dispute between two orchid growers ended with
one man beating the other senseless in his greenhouse. Hansen noted that in another case from
California, two growers “had settled an argument…with a two-foot length of water pipe and a
burst of gunfire. One man had died.”The more time he spent with orchid people, Hansen wrote,
the more tales he heard of “midnight greenhouse break-ins with chainsaws…thefts of award-
winning plants from orchid shows, government sting operations, orchid licking, fraud, murder,
and money.”The historian Luigi Berliocchi, in his book The Orchid in Lore and Legend, explained
the flowers' allure this way: “They have a magic whose secret will always elude us, a blend of
witchcraft and romance, that sets them apart, above all other plants—a sorcery that conjures up
our deepest passions, from idolatrous worship through the pure spirituality of aesthetic
veneration to fear, revulsion, and mindless hatred.”Writers have struggled for years to explain



why orchids drive otherwise rational people to such irrational extremes. Many have linked the
passion to the flowers' sensual form. They say the pouty-lipped petals, tumescent blooms, and
intoxicating scents cloud the judgment of otherwise sensible people.Even the name says sex—
but not because of the flowers. The word “orchid” comes from orchis, Greek for “testicle,”
because that's what the roots of European orchids resemble. For the same reason, they were
once called “dogstones” and “sweet bollocks.”Because of this scrotal resemblance, for
thousands of years orchids have been rumored to hold aphrodisiac properties. They were the Rx
for sexual healing in Greece and China. The myth of the orchid's supposedly Viagra-like powers
persisted in England for so long that, in 1640, John Parkinson complained in his Theatrum
Botanicum that “our pharmacists are wont to adjudge every sort of orchid root an
aphrodisiac.”Even in the nineteenth century, the name “orchid” remained so associated with sex
that the famed English thinker John Ruskin tried in vain to get it changed to something less
lascivious. In Swann's Way, Marcel Proust has his protagonist make a pretense of arranging the
Cattleya orchids in his lady love's bodice as a first step toward caressing and kissing her. Soon
the couple would employ the name for that species of orchid as a synonym for making love, until
“the metaphor ‘do a Cattleya’” became “a simple verb which they would employ without thinking
of its original meaning when they wished to refer to the act of physical possession.”Although the
sublimated-sex explanation may be entertaining in a Beavis and Butthead way, it cannot account
for orchids' broad appeal to both cerebral interests and aesthetic senses. Their beauty can be
astonishing, and their variety is downright dizzying. The family Orchidaceae contains 25,000 to
30,000 different species, more than any other type of plant. Add in the 100,000 or so types of
hybrids and you can see why no collector could ever find a reason to grow bored.The variations
are tied to the diverse ways the plants spread their pollen, usually by tricking insects into serving
as carriers. Take, for instance, the subfamily of lady slipper orchids—the type that John Atwood
had made his specialty—that are so called because the flowers are shaped like a shoe.The
nectar in slipper orchids attracts certain insects—sometimes bees, sometimes flies—that buzz
in through the flower's large opening. Once inside, they can't back out. Instead they slip down
deeper in the slipper until they find two holes in the back that offer an exit, like climbing out a
window. To get to those holes, though, the insects must first squeeze past the pollen receptor,
where they leave behind any pollen deposited on them by other plants, and are brushed with a
fresh load from the flower they're trying to escape. The dimensions of the holes that they must
climb through to leave the slipper orchid exactly match the size of the insects now carrying its
pollen on to other slippers to fertilize them.Some people see that precision as the hand of God.
They contend it's proof that there's an intelligent design to the universe, one so complex that it's
beyond human comprehension.For Charles Darwin, on the other hand, all the oh-so-precise
match-ups among the orchid family showed that his evolutionary theory was spot-on. His follow-
up book to 1859's The Origin of the Species was On the Various Contrivances by Which British
and Foreign Orchids are Fertilised by Insects, published in 1862. In it, he not only documented
the pollination methods of orchids found growing in the English countryside, but also speculated



about how tropical orchids he had studied might trick insects into helping with fertilization, based
on their shape and structure. He opened the second book by apologizing for not including “this
little treatise” in his first one, explaining that it had become “inconveniently large” and thus had to
be published separately. His “little treatise” on orchids runs more than 350 pages.Inevitably,
anyone who writes about orchid obsession invokes a famous quote from an otherwise obscure
1939 book, The Orchid-Hunters. It's the memoir of a couple of naïve city boys from New Jersey
who thought they could make a killing in the orchid trade. In the book, they say they braved trees
that put people to sleep and moths whose sting drives men insane, all in an effort to snatch
6,000 orchids from the South American jungles and bring them back to the United States to
sell.“When a man falls in love with orchids, he'll do anything to possess the one he wants,” one of
the hunters, Norman McDonald, wrote after the trip ended. “It's like chasing a green-eyed
woman or taking cocaine; it's a sort of madness.” Of course, for McDonald, it was also a source
of income. Despite the dangers encountered on his first trip, by the time the book came out, he
was back in the jungle hunting for more orchids.In recent years, orchids have become more than
a botanical fixation. They're also a $44 billion-a-year industry worldwide, making them the most
lucrative flower business around. Orchid sales generate more than $23 million in Florida
alone.That's just the legal side of the business. On the illegal side, no one knows how much
money black-market orchids are worth, but it's enough to prompt thieves to make off with some
of the more valuable plants. In 1975, someone swiped two valuable orchids from a display at an
orchid show in the Virgin Islands. In 2002, a thief broke into the Miami home of an orchid
collector and made off with orchids worth an estimated $8,750—plants likely sold to other
collectors.Among some orchidophiles, there is a drive to own the best, the most exotic, the
rarest orchids in the world, even if it means breaking the law.“It is an extremely important thing, if
you're an orchid person, to own some of the very, very finest,” a California orchid dealer told the
Los Angeles Times in 1995. “And if you can get a plant that nobody in the world has but you, you
have done something that has put you way above everybody else.”Back in 1971, though, the
orchid world consisted of only a loose affiliation of wealthy hobbyists like Luer. The doctor had
financed his own expeditions, both around Florida and overseas, to search out new species. He
knew that one thing he and all his fellow orchidophiles needed was some scientific expertise to
help them out—say, a place where orchid experts could sort out one variety of orchid from
another that might appear similar. An orchid identification center, if you will.At Luer's behest, the
Selby trustees brought in five botanists from the University of Florida to aid in planning the layout
of the new institution. Meanwhile, Luer set to work luring his pick for executive director away from
a nice, safe university job.With his wavy silver hair and Clark Gable mustache, Calaway “Cal”
Dodson looked more like a stage magician than a scientist. All he needed was a cape and a
wand. He had a mellifluous baritone and a quick wit, too, just right for a nice line of stage patter
while pulling a rabbit out of his hat.Actually, Dodson came from a long line of California farmers,
and if not for a stint in the army and the education offered by the GI Bill, he might have ended up
following the family plow. His agricultural background led him to take classes in botany, and after



reading Darwin's book he became fascinated by orchids.He made a name for himself as a grad
student by discovering that some orchids in a particular species had far fewer chromosomes—
ten—than others in the same species that had twenty-four. Later, in Ecuador, he earned his
doctorate by tracing back a stand of natural hybrids found in the wild to their parent plants. He
also met his wife, Piedad, there, and they had two children.Dodson was considered an expert on
how orchids pollinate, and had once spent a whole year in Peru studying how a certain type of
bee pollinated the orchids there. His scholarly writings on the subject included a book, Orchid
Flowers: Their Pollination and Evolution, published in 1966. He wound up teaching at the
University of Miami as well as serving as the orchid curator for Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
in Miami. When Luer finished his own book, he asked Dodson to vet it for accuracy. The
professor found the surgeon's book to be outstanding. They became friends.One day Luer took
his friend out to the Everglades to see a rare orchid he had found. On the way, he pitched him
what Dodson later called “a crazy idea.” Luer asked Dodson if he'd be interested in becoming
director of a new botanical garden in Sarasota.“That sounds like one of the cruelest jokes I've
ever heard,” Dodson replied. “Botanical gardens are ineffective. Most don't amount to anything.
Unless there's a large pool of oil located underneath them or it's in Saudi Arabia, they never
have enough money.”Luer persisted, but Dodson brushed him off. He had a good, solid job at
the University of Miami, and someday his kids would get a free college education there. How
could some botanical garden that existed only in Luer's mind ever top that?Luer was not
deterred. Sometime later, he flew down to Ecuador to visit Dodson while the professor was
doing some fieldwork. Luer brought along the banker who headed up the Selby Foundation.
They told Dodson they were there to recruit him to head up the new botanical garden.Calaway
Dodson and his wife, Piedad, left Ecuador behind to move into the rundown Selby home and
launch the botanical garden. Photo courtesy of Calaway Dodson.“I said, ‘Thanks, kiddies, but no
thanks,'” Dodson recalled years later. “They said, ‘What's your salary?’ I said, ‘Oh, about
$16,000.’ And they said, ‘We'll offer to double it—for a start.'”Astonished, Dodson accepted.
Selby Gardens had its executive director.Despite his strong interest in orchids, Dodson insisted
from the outset that Selby Gardens would have a broader focus than just one family. He said it
would study all the plants that grow on trees and take their moisture from the air. As a class,
these are known as epiphytes, and include such plants as bromeliads.“We've avoided calling it
an orchid garden—the term would degrade it,” Dodson told the Sarasota Herald-Tribune in 1973.
“We want to study the whole picture of why plants grow on trees. No other garden in the world is
devoted to epiphytes.”Dodson, his wife, two sons, and a pair of college interns moved into Marie
Selby's house. They brought along a menagerie of animals as well: dogs, cats, tropical birds,
even a few snakes. The house had been vacant for two years, so it smelled of mildew and there
were a few bullet holes in the door, evidence the trustees had done a poor job of protecting it
from vandals.Over the next two years, prior to the gardens' official opening in 1975, Dodson and
Luer worked hard at converting this rundown property into a world-class scientific institution.
Their tasks ranged from hiring a raft of Ph.D.s to battling city officials over where visitors could



park. They built big greenhouses, and Dodson brought in his own orchid collection as a starter.
They also ripped out the trees Marie Selby had planted to block the view of Bird Key. They
needed that view for the gardens' visitors.At Dodson's insistence, they built a walkway through
the grounds that was wide enough for three people to walk abreast. Most garden walkways were
only big enough for two. Dodson felt strongly that a wider path would make this garden a more
attractive place for strolling visitors.In those early days, the place bustled with activity. Grad
students from Florida State—including Atwood—drove down from Tallahassee to marvel at the
growing collection of epiphytes and the brand-new greenhouses that had been built to house
them.“There were lots of samples to study, both in the herbarium and in the living collection,”
recalled Atwood. Upon completing his Ph.D. in 1982, he returned and began his twenty-year
stint as the head of Selby's OIC.Atwood was not alone in finding in Selby a long-term home. One
of his coworkers took that literally.Harry Luther was a shy, bearish man who had grown up in St.
Petersburg back when the city still offered woods in which a boy could wander. As a teenager he
had become fascinated by bromeliads and joined the local bromeliad collectors' society,
learning everything he could about them. He took some college courses on botany but didn't
graduate. Instead he came home and took a job at a plant warehouse, but he didn't like it.Then
he heard Selby was looking for someone to take charge of its bromeliad collection. Luther
convinced Dodson to hire him, despite his youth and lack of a degree. It would turn out to be a
good decision: Over the next twenty years, on expeditions to mountains and jungles across the
globe, Luther would discover some sixty new species of bromeliads in the wild. He became
known as the world's foremost expert on bromeliads.He would also let his red hair and beard
grow as long and unruly as a clump of jungle vines. Luther loved Selby so much he moved into
an apartment on the grounds and lived there for years. But he was so shy, Dodson said, that it
became a problem. People would mistake the big bearded giant's reticence for an insult. Dodson
would have to step in and smooth the ruffled feathers.Another gifted amateur who made a name
for herself at Selby had no trouble speaking her mind. A year after Selby opened, some Selby
employees visited the home of one of Luer's medical colleagues, Dr. Byron Besse, to see his
backyard collection of palms and cycads. It turned out the doctor's wife, Libby Besse, was
actually the keeper of the collection. She had kept meticulous notes about their cultivation and
growth.Impressed, Dodson recruited the slender, silver-haired woman as a volunteer. Her note-
taking skills led to her becoming the keeper of Selby's plant records. She oversaw its ever-
expanding herbarium, where dried specimens were mounted on stiff paper and filed away for
future reference like cards in an old-fashioned library catalogue.However, Dodson soon found
her somewhat difficult to deal with. She came from a moneyed family in Philadelphia and was
accustomed to getting her way, he said. Whenever he wanted to fire her or anyone else, Luer
would talk him out of it, and he'd be stuck with the employee. However, being stuck with Libby
Besse turned out to be a blessing.“She had learned that she could use her money to put
together trips for the younger staff members—what's the term these days? Cougar? There was
certainly a touch of that involved,” Dodson recalled. “Every trip she'd take about two young men



along.”One such Besse field trip—what Dodson called “take the kiddies out in the woods”—
yielded a huge boon for the fledgling garden. In July 1981, Besse took a young male Selby
employee and six Miami plant hobbyists and headed for Peru.Driving a truck along a twisting
mountain road between Tarapota and Yurimaguas, they spotted a particularly attractive strap-
leaf anthurium growing high in a tree. The group stopped the truck and began poking at the plant
with a pole, trying to knock it down to add to their collection.Meanwhile, the doctor's wife
wandered off for a stroll near a wet stone cliff. As she walked, she glanced up and saw a striking
coral-colored flower. She knew it was an orchid. She also knew it wasn't like any orchid she had
ever seen before. She pulled herself up through a tangle of briars and was just able to hang out
over the top ledge of the cliff and push a couple of the flowers off with a stick. The Selby
employee climbed up to help. They snapped a few pictures and then put one specimen, with
flowers still attached, into a bottle of alcohol to preserve it.“Collecting the plants was easy,” Mrs.
Besse said later. “It took only a few minutes. But we spent an entire aggravating day in Iquitos
getting its proper export permits.”Upon Libby Besse's return to Selby Gardens, Dodson said,
“she came into my office one day and said, ‘What is this?’” When he looked at the dull specimen
in alcohol, he wasn't impressed. But when he saw her color slides of the crimson flower, Dodson
realized she had made an electrifying discovery: a brand-new species of tropical slipper orchid,
one sure to set the collecting world ablaze.Seeing the look on Dodson's face, Besse said later,
“was really my best moment.”Up until then, everyone considered slippers to be fairly bland
compared to other orchids. Their flowers were mostly soft greens and browns. What the doctor's
wife had discovered in the Peruvian jungle was a plant that bore stunning scarlet flowers. This
was more than a scientific coup. The flower's striking color meant it would be commercially
valuable as well. Orchid growers would immediately see how it could revolutionize the range of
hybrid possibilities within the slipper family.Dodson called in Selby's staff illustrator. He told her
to drop whatever she was doing and get to work drawing this new plant, pronto. Then he sat
down with the scientist in charge of the OIC, and they wrote a description, officially naming the
plant for its discoverer, Phragmipedium besseae. They rushed it and the drawing over to the
American Orchid Society's headquarters in Delray Beach for publication in its newsletter, which
would make the name officially valid.When word got out about the discovery, Phragmipedium
pandemonium broke out among orchid-collectors. Everyone had to have one of Libby Besse's
namesake flowers.“Although we knew there were not too many of them, vast quantities—
truckloads—came in from Peru into the United States and Great Britain,” Dodson said. “It caused
quite a storm.”Collectors quickly stripped the Peruvian site bare, but Dodson himself later
discovered big fields of the same flower growing on a cliff in Ecuador.When Selby auctioned off
three of Besse's flowers in 1982, they sold for $1,700 each. Two went to commercial growers in
Ohio and California. The third was a retirement gift for the Smithsonian Institution's orchid
curator. He promised to take good care of it—in his own greenhouse.Selby's scientific celebrity
began attracting fans, including a Swedish civil engineer named Stig Dalström. Fascinated by
orchids and already adept at drawing, Dalström sent Dodson a letter claiming to be a “field



orchidist” with a “specialty in botanical illustration.”When Dodson wrote back to ask for samples
of his artwork, Dalström had to take a crash course in that type of art so his lie wouldn't be
exposed.With his blond hair, blue eyes, and cocksure manner, Dalström resembled the cool
Russian secret agent in The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Actually, he was a man who was ready to cry
uncle. He wanted to escape Sweden, to flee what looked to him to be a dull and dreary future.
This offer from Dodson seemed like his hole in the back of the orchid.“Botanical art…seemed to
be the only way, aside from prostitution, to make a living wherever you are,” he explained years
later.He flew to Miami and took a bus to Sarasota, where he became a freelance botanical
illustrator who frequently worked for Selby on contract. As a result, he could travel the world
searching for new species. In the next twenty-five years, Dalström would discover several new
species of mistletoe and bromeliads, and about twenty species of orchids.From Dr. Luer's
perspective, Dalström arrived near the end of Selby's golden age. His friend Cal Dodson, while
an excellent scientist, turned out to be a poor money manager. By 1981, the gardens' budget ran
as red as a Phragmipedium besseae blossom. The debt totaled $200,000. Local suppliers had
cut off Selby's credit, and the greenhouse cooling system was on the verge of collapse. Dodson
resigned as executive director, instead taking the title of research director.His replacement, a
retired army general, managed to turn the finances around. But the general believed Selby
should be treated more as a tourist attraction than a research institution. At one point, Dodson
recalled, the general commanded the staff to empty out one of the greenhouses so it could be
converted into a meeting room they could rent out.Dodson tried to warn his old friend about the
general: “I said, ‘Carl, that guy is a son of a bitch.’” For the longest time, he said, Luer didn't
listen.One day in November 1983, the mild-mannered Atwood stopped by Luer's office. The
New Englander regarded Luer and Dodson as giants in their field, men who prized intellect over
passion, so he was stunned at what he saw. When Atwood asked Luer a simple question, “he
choked up a bit, holding back tears, and his voice broke.”The next day Atwood found out the
reason for Luer's rare emotional display: The doctor had resigned from the board of the
institution he had founded. He did it because the general had fired Dodson.“I was dismayed to
discover that his solution to the problem of financial support was to cut back severely on the
research side while emphasizing the commercial plant production aspects,” Dodson told the
Herald-Tribune at the time. “I was concerned by his obvious failure to understand the nature of a
botanical garden.”Dodson headed back to Ecuador to study tropical orchids for the Missouri
Botanical Garden. He sometimes went back to visit friends at Selby such as Atwood, but he
never worked for the place again.Over the next twenty years, Harry Luther, Stig Dalström, John
Atwood, and other scientists continued exploring new territories, searching for new species.
They did so even though the gardens' own board members often didn't seem to appreciate their
hard work, Dalström said.“Comments were like, ‘We don't give a damn about what you do,’”
Dalström said. “It became clear to me that the research department depended on the support
from a bunch of clowns that had no clue what their own organization really was all about, and
was working on.”In fact, by May 2002, Meg Lowman had begun talking about pushing the OIC in



a new direction, looking for ways to boost its income and also cut its expenses. Her first
proposed cut: Get rid of their contract scientist, Atwood. Alarmed at losing Atwood's expertise on
slipper orchids, the mustachioed Wesley Higgins sought help from his fellow orchid judge Bob
Scully.2The Garden of Earthly Delights[Susan] Orlean looks at a book called The Native Orchids
ofFlorida. She comes to a photo of the ghost orchid glowingwhite on the page.…A line of text
catches her eye: “Shouldone be lucky enough to see a flower all else will seem eclipsed.”Charlie
Kaufman, screenplay for the film AdaptationAmong the first visitors to what is now Sarasota
were fishermen from Cuba and Mexico, looking for a big catch. They had come to the right place.
In the 1800s, so many fish swam in Sarasota Bay that “they came in immense schools, more
than a mile long and hundreds of yards wide—so dense it seemed as though a person could
walk on them,” a historian later wrote.That piscatorial abundance is also what attracted an Ohio
businessman named Bill Selby to the area near the dawn of the twentieth century. In 1909, he
brought along his new bride, Marie. They had been married just a year. They arrived that winter
on a houseboat, reeling in fish left and right before moving on to a new harbor.The close
quarters might have strained other marriages, but not theirs. Outwardly they displayed very
different personalities. Bill Selby was a rough-and-ready type who stood six foot-plus and
weighed more than two hundred pounds. He was always chewing on an unlit cigar. People who
knew him around Sarasota—or thought they did—regarded him as nothing but a hillbilly in his
cowboy boots and old clothes. Marie, on the other hand, was a refined, demure lady who had
attended a music conservatory and trained to be a concert pianist.With Bill by her side, though,
Marie Selby would tackle any adventure. When the couple read that the competitors in the first
cross-country auto race had covered the whole continent in six days, they decided to see if they
could do better. They did, beating the winner's time—and in the process made Marie Selby the
first woman in American history to cross the country by car.Bill and Marie Selby took a liking to
Florida. Bill bought 3,000 acres in Manatee County for cattle ranching and put some horses out
there—a pair of Morgans and a pair of Tennessee Walkers—just for his wife. She tried to go
riding every day.Finally, in 1927, the couple built a two-story house on 7 acres of laurels and
banyans where Hudson Bayou flows into Sarasota Bay. It was supposed to be just temporary
quarters while they designed a far grander home, but after a while they dropped those plans.
The smaller home suited the childless couple just fine. Marie directed the landscaping herself,
laying out elaborate flowered borders that bloomed along the roadway to the tip of their
peninsula. The centerpiece of the design was a large rose garden, one she was always reluctant
to leave untended when they went on trips.When Marie went downtown to shop, she'd wear her
riding outfit—blue jeans and a plaid shirt—or a plain dress and a floppy straw hat. Few people
knew how incredibly wealthy the Selbys were. Bill Selby owned an Oklahoma oil company that
eventually merged with one from Texas and became Texaco. He also had interests in Standard
Oil and invested in Colorado mining, making millions. If they had wanted, Bill and Marie Selby
could have hobnobbed with the other rich folks in Sarasota. There were, surprisingly, quite a few
of them.Early on, the queen of Sarasota was also the bejeweled empress of Chicago society,



imperious Bertha Palmer. The widow of hotelier Potter Palmer, owner of the famous Palmer
House, she pioneered the introduction of impressionist painting to American audiences and
backed Jane Addams's Hull House, among other do-gooder causes. She didn't tolerate
disrespect. Once, a visiting Spanish princess declined her hospitality, dubbing her “an
innkeeper's wife.” Mrs. Palmer retorted that the princess was merely a “bibulous representative
of a degenerate monarch.”One day Bertha Palmer spotted an ad in a Chicago paper about land
available in Sarasota. Her late husband had advised her to invest in real estate, so she promptly
trekked down to the town of 840 people and bought up thousands of acres all around it. She built
a grand home called “The Oaks,” where paintings by Monet and Degas hung on the walls and
she dressed for dinner in Paris gowns. Other family members soon built homes nearby, and
other Chicagoans followed suit. When she died in 1918, she had built up the $8 million left by
her husband into an estate worth $20 million, and Sarasota now boasted both a yacht club and a
movie theater—rare amenities for a Florida town in those days.In the meantime, another kind of
art lover had joined Sarasota's social whirl. Circus magnate John Ringling arrived in 1911 and
soon persuaded his brother Charles to buy adjoining property. Ringling spent millions acquiring
overwrought Middle Ages masterworks, then built a $1 million home to put them in. His wife
helped design the waterfront mansion: 36,000 square feet with forty-one rooms and fifteen
bathrooms. He dubbed it Ca d'Zan (“House of John” in Venetian dialect). It looked like nothing
else in Sarasota. The historian David Nolan described it as “something along the lines of the
Doge's Palace topped with the tower from Madison Square Garden.…Only a man steeped in the
circus aesthetic could have called it home.”While Bertha Palmer had big plans for the city's
future, it was Ringling who really put Sarasota on the map. He began developing land on nearby
islands and built a causeway—with a yacht canal, of course—to connect them to the mainland.
He made Sarasota the winter home of his circus troupe, then persuaded John J. McGraw to
bring the New York Giants down for spring training in 1924. McGraw wound up building his own
$75,000 home there and developing a subdivision called Pennant Park. McGraw's success
attracted Col. Jacob Ruppert, owner of the New York Yankees, who launched his own
development plans, and then Ty Cobb's younger brother showed up to cash in on the baseball
bonanza, too. Sarasota's boundaries, once set at a miniscule 2 square miles, now expanded to
encompass 69 square miles.But Bill and Marie Selby wanted nothing to do with the Palmers,
Ringlings, McGraws, Rupperts, or Cobb the younger. Bill would bicycle down to Badger's Drug
Store to sip coffee and chat with the other regulars. Then he'd head over to Mike Roth's Cigar
Stand for more chitchat. His wife's only interest besides riding was her garden club. At night,
instead of throwing parties or attending society dinners, they would stay home. Bill Selby would
read while his wife played the piano. That was entertainment enough for them.When Bill Selby
died of leukemia in 1956, he left an estate of $10 million. Half went to his wife and half to the
William and Marie Selby Foundation, a charitable trust the couple had set up primarily to provide
scholarships for young people who wanted to undertake scientific or medical research. But after
her husband died, Marie Selby took the foundation in a different direction. She wanted to help



the handicapped and the poor. She helped the YMCA get a new pool and the hospital a new
laboratory. She matched a grant from the foundation to help launch New College, a free-form
four-year university. She quietly donated her own money to hundreds of causes, never asking for
recognition, helping the city but staying in the shadows.Marie Selby just wanted her garden club
to have a place to meet after she died. She loved roses, not orchids. Photo courtesy of Sarasota
County Historical Division.While the Palmers and Ringlings strove to build up Sarasota, Marie
Selby wished it would stay the same. When a developer began building a high-rise condominium
on Bird Key, ruining her view from that side of the property, she planted a large stand of trees so
she didn't have to look at the concrete intruder.As she grew older, Marie Selby withdrew even
more from society. But as her thoughts turned to her own impending death, she would be
determined that the one association she had maintained for decades was remembered in her
will. When she died in 1971 at age eighty-five, she specified that she wanted her friends at the
garden club to still have a place to gather.“She left the home and $2 million for it to be
maintained as a botanical garden,” recalled Luer, her surgeon and neighbor.All she wanted was
to keep the place the way it was, with all her pretty landscaping, a spot of loveliness in the midst
of all the rampant development around her. But the language in her will left a lot of wiggle room
for how the executor would carry out her wishes. The will said the “botanical garden and park”
should be developed “in such esthetic and utilitarian manner as Trustee may determine, from
time to time, and shall be made available for enjoyment to the general public on such days and
during such hours…and pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Trustees may determine
from time to time.”Luer, a dapper man with a sharp face, his fringe of hair going gray, was a well-
known figure around Sarasota. He was as likely to pop up in the society column as at the
hospital. His patient list included the town's wealthy and well-to-do, including the world's most
famous clown, Emmett Kelly. Luer was good friends with the head trustee of the Selby
Foundation, who was also the chairman of the city's biggest bank. Luer pushed his friend to
make Marie Selby's home a true botanical garden, a place dedicated to science.“I twisted his
arm,” Luer said. “She wanted a meeting place for her garden club, and we made it into a
botanical garden.”What Luer wanted the new botanical garden to focus its attention on was not
roses but orchids. He had a passion for orchids. It began, as almost all stories about orchid
collectors do, with a single plant.In 1957, someone showed Luer and his wife a Polyrrhiza
lindenii in bloom. They were fascinated by it—a leafless green plant, “the flower of which
resembles the ghoulish ghost of a frog leaping in mid-air,” he wrote later. They were even more
astounded to learn that this particular plant was a native of Florida. They decided to track one
down in the wild and photograph it.Finding a ghost orchid—for that's what it was—took them to
the Fakahatchee Strand, a heavily cut-over cypress swamp where “tracks of bear, panther, and
otter may be seen in the mud,” and the deeper water offered a hiding place for alligators and
cottonmouth moccasins. But in those deep sloughs stood virgin groves of pop ash and custard-
apple, “festooned with their treasures of epiphytic ferns, bromeliads, and orchids,” Luer wrote.At
last, they spied their quarry: “While wading knee deep in swamp water, the thrill of chancing



upon a plant in flower will never be forgotten…Down low on the trunk the familiar spidery
network of rambling green roots will not be hard to find. Should one be lucky enough to see a
flower, all else will seem eclipsed. There, caught hovering in mid-air, will be a fantastic, fairy-like
ghost, frozen in flight.”Finding that first orchid led to a search for others, then to a determination
to track down and photograph every type of native orchid in Florida. That led, in turn, to Luer
writing a groundbreaking book on the subject, called The Native Orchids of Florida (the same
book that Susan Orlean would consult twenty years later while writing The Orchid Thief, which
became the basis for the film Adaptation). Luer's large tome, illustrated with his vivid color
photos and alliterative prose, would be published in 1972. He was already working on an even
more ambitious companion volume, The Native Orchids of North America.Carl Luer was such an
orchid fanatic that he gave up his lucrative medical practice to start Marie Selby Botanical
Gardens. Photo courtesy of Stig Dalström.Luer had become so enamored of the idea of creating
a garden devoted to orchids in his hometown that he was even willing to make the ultimate
sacrifice for it. He was willing to give up his high-profile medical practice. Other doctors might
find that odd, but not other orchid people. They're the ones who put the “cult” in
“horticulture.”Invariably, when someone who is not enamored of orchids talks about an orchid
lover like Luer, the word “obsession” is invoked, and not just for alliterative purposes.While most
orchid fanciers are content with the selection available from the garden department at Home
Depot, a few are willing to spend thousands of dollars on a single plant. Sometimes their
enthusiasm shades into even stronger emotions. In Orchid Fever: A Horticultural Tale of Love,
Lust, and Lunacy, Eric Hansen recounts how a dispute between two orchid growers ended with
one man beating the other senseless in his greenhouse. Hansen noted that in another case from
California, two growers “had settled an argument…with a two-foot length of water pipe and a
burst of gunfire. One man had died.”The more time he spent with orchid people, Hansen wrote,
the more tales he heard of “midnight greenhouse break-ins with chainsaws…thefts of award-
winning plants from orchid shows, government sting operations, orchid licking, fraud, murder,
and money.”The historian Luigi Berliocchi, in his book The Orchid in Lore and Legend, explained
the flowers' allure this way: “They have a magic whose secret will always elude us, a blend of
witchcraft and romance, that sets them apart, above all other plants—a sorcery that conjures up
our deepest passions, from idolatrous worship through the pure spirituality of aesthetic
veneration to fear, revulsion, and mindless hatred.”Writers have struggled for years to explain
why orchids drive otherwise rational people to such irrational extremes. Many have linked the
passion to the flowers' sensual form. They say the pouty-lipped petals, tumescent blooms, and
intoxicating scents cloud the judgment of otherwise sensible people.Even the name says sex—
but not because of the flowers. The word “orchid” comes from orchis, Greek for “testicle,”
because that's what the roots of European orchids resemble. For the same reason, they were
once called “dogstones” and “sweet bollocks.”Because of this scrotal resemblance, for
thousands of years orchids have been rumored to hold aphrodisiac properties. They were the Rx
for sexual healing in Greece and China. The myth of the orchid's supposedly Viagra-like powers



persisted in England for so long that, in 1640, John Parkinson complained in his Theatrum
Botanicum that “our pharmacists are wont to adjudge every sort of orchid root an
aphrodisiac.”Even in the nineteenth century, the name “orchid” remained so associated with sex
that the famed English thinker John Ruskin tried in vain to get it changed to something less
lascivious. In Swann's Way, Marcel Proust has his protagonist make a pretense of arranging the
Cattleya orchids in his lady love's bodice as a first step toward caressing and kissing her. Soon
the couple would employ the name for that species of orchid as a synonym for making love, until
“the metaphor ‘do a Cattleya’” became “a simple verb which they would employ without thinking
of its original meaning when they wished to refer to the act of physical possession.”Although the
sublimated-sex explanation may be entertaining in a Beavis and Butthead way, it cannot account
for orchids' broad appeal to both cerebral interests and aesthetic senses. Their beauty can be
astonishing, and their variety is downright dizzying. The family Orchidaceae contains 25,000 to
30,000 different species, more than any other type of plant. Add in the 100,000 or so types of
hybrids and you can see why no collector could ever find a reason to grow bored.The variations
are tied to the diverse ways the plants spread their pollen, usually by tricking insects into serving
as carriers. Take, for instance, the subfamily of lady slipper orchids—the type that John Atwood
had made his specialty—that are so called because the flowers are shaped like a shoe.The
nectar in slipper orchids attracts certain insects—sometimes bees, sometimes flies—that buzz
in through the flower's large opening. Once inside, they can't back out. Instead they slip down
deeper in the slipper until they find two holes in the back that offer an exit, like climbing out a
window. To get to those holes, though, the insects must first squeeze past the pollen receptor,
where they leave behind any pollen deposited on them by other plants, and are brushed with a
fresh load from the flower they're trying to escape. The dimensions of the holes that they must
climb through to leave the slipper orchid exactly match the size of the insects now carrying its
pollen on to other slippers to fertilize them.Some people see that precision as the hand of God.
They contend it's proof that there's an intelligent design to the universe, one so complex that it's
beyond human comprehension.For Charles Darwin, on the other hand, all the oh-so-precise
match-ups among the orchid family showed that his evolutionary theory was spot-on. His follow-
up book to 1859's The Origin of the Species was On the Various Contrivances by Which British
and Foreign Orchids are Fertilised by Insects, published in 1862. In it, he not only documented
the pollination methods of orchids found growing in the English countryside, but also speculated
about how tropical orchids he had studied might trick insects into helping with fertilization, based
on their shape and structure. He opened the second book by apologizing for not including “this
little treatise” in his first one, explaining that it had become “inconveniently large” and thus had to
be published separately. His “little treatise” on orchids runs more than 350 pages.Inevitably,
anyone who writes about orchid obsession invokes a famous quote from an otherwise obscure
1939 book, The Orchid-Hunters. It's the memoir of a couple of naïve city boys from New Jersey
who thought they could make a killing in the orchid trade. In the book, they say they braved trees
that put people to sleep and moths whose sting drives men insane, all in an effort to snatch



6,000 orchids from the South American jungles and bring them back to the United States to
sell.“When a man falls in love with orchids, he'll do anything to possess the one he wants,” one of
the hunters, Norman McDonald, wrote after the trip ended. “It's like chasing a green-eyed
woman or taking cocaine; it's a sort of madness.” Of course, for McDonald, it was also a source
of income. Despite the dangers encountered on his first trip, by the time the book came out, he
was back in the jungle hunting for more orchids.In recent years, orchids have become more than
a botanical fixation. They're also a $44 billion-a-year industry worldwide, making them the most
lucrative flower business around. Orchid sales generate more than $23 million in Florida
alone.That's just the legal side of the business. On the illegal side, no one knows how much
money black-market orchids are worth, but it's enough to prompt thieves to make off with some
of the more valuable plants. In 1975, someone swiped two valuable orchids from a display at an
orchid show in the Virgin Islands. In 2002, a thief broke into the Miami home of an orchid
collector and made off with orchids worth an estimated $8,750—plants likely sold to other
collectors.Among some orchidophiles, there is a drive to own the best, the most exotic, the
rarest orchids in the world, even if it means breaking the law.“It is an extremely important thing, if
you're an orchid person, to own some of the very, very finest,” a California orchid dealer told the
Los Angeles Times in 1995. “And if you can get a plant that nobody in the world has but you, you
have done something that has put you way above everybody else.”Back in 1971, though, the
orchid world consisted of only a loose affiliation of wealthy hobbyists like Luer. The doctor had
financed his own expeditions, both around Florida and overseas, to search out new species. He
knew that one thing he and all his fellow orchidophiles needed was some scientific expertise to
help them out—say, a place where orchid experts could sort out one variety of orchid from
another that might appear similar. An orchid identification center, if you will.At Luer's behest, the
Selby trustees brought in five botanists from the University of Florida to aid in planning the layout
of the new institution. Meanwhile, Luer set to work luring his pick for executive director away from
a nice, safe university job.With his wavy silver hair and Clark Gable mustache, Calaway “Cal”
Dodson looked more like a stage magician than a scientist. All he needed was a cape and a
wand. He had a mellifluous baritone and a quick wit, too, just right for a nice line of stage patter
while pulling a rabbit out of his hat.Actually, Dodson came from a long line of California farmers,
and if not for a stint in the army and the education offered by the GI Bill, he might have ended up
following the family plow. His agricultural background led him to take classes in botany, and after
reading Darwin's book he became fascinated by orchids.He made a name for himself as a grad
student by discovering that some orchids in a particular species had far fewer chromosomes—
ten—than others in the same species that had twenty-four. Later, in Ecuador, he earned his
doctorate by tracing back a stand of natural hybrids found in the wild to their parent plants. He
also met his wife, Piedad, there, and they had two children.Dodson was considered an expert on
how orchids pollinate, and had once spent a whole year in Peru studying how a certain type of
bee pollinated the orchids there. His scholarly writings on the subject included a book, Orchid
Flowers: Their Pollination and Evolution, published in 1966. He wound up teaching at the



University of Miami as well as serving as the orchid curator for Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
in Miami. When Luer finished his own book, he asked Dodson to vet it for accuracy. The
professor found the surgeon's book to be outstanding. They became friends.One day Luer took
his friend out to the Everglades to see a rare orchid he had found. On the way, he pitched him
what Dodson later called “a crazy idea.” Luer asked Dodson if he'd be interested in becoming
director of a new botanical garden in Sarasota.“That sounds like one of the cruelest jokes I've
ever heard,” Dodson replied. “Botanical gardens are ineffective. Most don't amount to anything.
Unless there's a large pool of oil located underneath them or it's in Saudi Arabia, they never
have enough money.”Luer persisted, but Dodson brushed him off. He had a good, solid job at
the University of Miami, and someday his kids would get a free college education there. How
could some botanical garden that existed only in Luer's mind ever top that?Luer was not
deterred. Sometime later, he flew down to Ecuador to visit Dodson while the professor was
doing some fieldwork. Luer brought along the banker who headed up the Selby Foundation.
They told Dodson they were there to recruit him to head up the new botanical garden.Calaway
Dodson and his wife, Piedad, left Ecuador behind to move into the rundown Selby home and
launch the botanical garden. Photo courtesy of Calaway Dodson.“I said, ‘Thanks, kiddies, but no
thanks,'” Dodson recalled years later. “They said, ‘What's your salary?’ I said, ‘Oh, about
$16,000.’ And they said, ‘We'll offer to double it—for a start.'”Astonished, Dodson accepted.
Selby Gardens had its executive director.Despite his strong interest in orchids, Dodson insisted
from the outset that Selby Gardens would have a broader focus than just one family. He said it
would study all the plants that grow on trees and take their moisture from the air. As a class,
these are known as epiphytes, and include such plants as bromeliads.“We've avoided calling it
an orchid garden—the term would degrade it,” Dodson told the Sarasota Herald-Tribune in 1973.
“We want to study the whole picture of why plants grow on trees. No other garden in the world is
devoted to epiphytes.”Dodson, his wife, two sons, and a pair of college interns moved into Marie
Selby's house. They brought along a menagerie of animals as well: dogs, cats, tropical birds,
even a few snakes. The house had been vacant for two years, so it smelled of mildew and there
were a few bullet holes in the door, evidence the trustees had done a poor job of protecting it
from vandals.Over the next two years, prior to the gardens' official opening in 1975, Dodson and
Luer worked hard at converting this rundown property into a world-class scientific institution.
Their tasks ranged from hiring a raft of Ph.D.s to battling city officials over where visitors could
park. They built big greenhouses, and Dodson brought in his own orchid collection as a starter.
They also ripped out the trees Marie Selby had planted to block the view of Bird Key. They
needed that view for the gardens' visitors.At Dodson's insistence, they built a walkway through
the grounds that was wide enough for three people to walk abreast. Most garden walkways were
only big enough for two. Dodson felt strongly that a wider path would make this garden a more
attractive place for strolling visitors.In those early days, the place bustled with activity. Grad
students from Florida State—including Atwood—drove down from Tallahassee to marvel at the
growing collection of epiphytes and the brand-new greenhouses that had been built to house



them.“There were lots of samples to study, both in the herbarium and in the living collection,”
recalled Atwood. Upon completing his Ph.D. in 1982, he returned and began his twenty-year
stint as the head of Selby's OIC.Atwood was not alone in finding in Selby a long-term home. One
of his coworkers took that literally.Harry Luther was a shy, bearish man who had grown up in St.
Petersburg back when the city still offered woods in which a boy could wander. As a teenager he
had become fascinated by bromeliads and joined the local bromeliad collectors' society,
learning everything he could about them. He took some college courses on botany but didn't
graduate. Instead he came home and took a job at a plant warehouse, but he didn't like it.Then
he heard Selby was looking for someone to take charge of its bromeliad collection. Luther
convinced Dodson to hire him, despite his youth and lack of a degree. It would turn out to be a
good decision: Over the next twenty years, on expeditions to mountains and jungles across the
globe, Luther would discover some sixty new species of bromeliads in the wild. He became
known as the world's foremost expert on bromeliads.He would also let his red hair and beard
grow as long and unruly as a clump of jungle vines. Luther loved Selby so much he moved into
an apartment on the grounds and lived there for years. But he was so shy, Dodson said, that it
became a problem. People would mistake the big bearded giant's reticence for an insult. Dodson
would have to step in and smooth the ruffled feathers.Another gifted amateur who made a name
for herself at Selby had no trouble speaking her mind. A year after Selby opened, some Selby
employees visited the home of one of Luer's medical colleagues, Dr. Byron Besse, to see his
backyard collection of palms and cycads. It turned out the doctor's wife, Libby Besse, was
actually the keeper of the collection. She had kept meticulous notes about their cultivation and
growth.Impressed, Dodson recruited the slender, silver-haired woman as a volunteer. Her note-
taking skills led to her becoming the keeper of Selby's plant records. She oversaw its ever-
expanding herbarium, where dried specimens were mounted on stiff paper and filed away for
future reference like cards in an old-fashioned library catalogue.However, Dodson soon found
her somewhat difficult to deal with. She came from a moneyed family in Philadelphia and was
accustomed to getting her way, he said. Whenever he wanted to fire her or anyone else, Luer
would talk him out of it, and he'd be stuck with the employee. However, being stuck with Libby
Besse turned out to be a blessing.“She had learned that she could use her money to put
together trips for the younger staff members—what's the term these days? Cougar? There was
certainly a touch of that involved,” Dodson recalled. “Every trip she'd take about two young men
along.”One such Besse field trip—what Dodson called “take the kiddies out in the woods”—
yielded a huge boon for the fledgling garden. In July 1981, Besse took a young male Selby
employee and six Miami plant hobbyists and headed for Peru.Driving a truck along a twisting
mountain road between Tarapota and Yurimaguas, they spotted a particularly attractive strap-
leaf anthurium growing high in a tree. The group stopped the truck and began poking at the plant
with a pole, trying to knock it down to add to their collection.Meanwhile, the doctor's wife
wandered off for a stroll near a wet stone cliff. As she walked, she glanced up and saw a striking
coral-colored flower. She knew it was an orchid. She also knew it wasn't like any orchid she had



ever seen before. She pulled herself up through a tangle of briars and was just able to hang out
over the top ledge of the cliff and push a couple of the flowers off with a stick. The Selby
employee climbed up to help. They snapped a few pictures and then put one specimen, with
flowers still attached, into a bottle of alcohol to preserve it.“Collecting the plants was easy,” Mrs.
Besse said later. “It took only a few minutes. But we spent an entire aggravating day in Iquitos
getting its proper export permits.”Upon Libby Besse's return to Selby Gardens, Dodson said,
“she came into my office one day and said, ‘What is this?’” When he looked at the dull specimen
in alcohol, he wasn't impressed. But when he saw her color slides of the crimson flower, Dodson
realized she had made an electrifying discovery: a brand-new species of tropical slipper orchid,
one sure to set the collecting world ablaze.Seeing the look on Dodson's face, Besse said later,
“was really my best moment.”Up until then, everyone considered slippers to be fairly bland
compared to other orchids. Their flowers were mostly soft greens and browns. What the doctor's
wife had discovered in the Peruvian jungle was a plant that bore stunning scarlet flowers. This
was more than a scientific coup. The flower's striking color meant it would be commercially
valuable as well. Orchid growers would immediately see how it could revolutionize the range of
hybrid possibilities within the slipper family.Dodson called in Selby's staff illustrator. He told her
to drop whatever she was doing and get to work drawing this new plant, pronto. Then he sat
down with the scientist in charge of the OIC, and they wrote a description, officially naming the
plant for its discoverer, Phragmipedium besseae. They rushed it and the drawing over to the
American Orchid Society's headquarters in Delray Beach for publication in its newsletter, which
would make the name officially valid.When word got out about the discovery, Phragmipedium
pandemonium broke out among orchid-collectors. Everyone had to have one of Libby Besse's
namesake flowers.“Although we knew there were not too many of them, vast quantities—
truckloads—came in from Peru into the United States and Great Britain,” Dodson said. “It caused
quite a storm.”Collectors quickly stripped the Peruvian site bare, but Dodson himself later
discovered big fields of the same flower growing on a cliff in Ecuador.When Selby auctioned off
three of Besse's flowers in 1982, they sold for $1,700 each. Two went to commercial growers in
Ohio and California. The third was a retirement gift for the Smithsonian Institution's orchid
curator. He promised to take good care of it—in his own greenhouse.Selby's scientific celebrity
began attracting fans, including a Swedish civil engineer named Stig Dalström. Fascinated by
orchids and already adept at drawing, Dalström sent Dodson a letter claiming to be a “field
orchidist” with a “specialty in botanical illustration.”When Dodson wrote back to ask for samples
of his artwork, Dalström had to take a crash course in that type of art so his lie wouldn't be
exposed.With his blond hair, blue eyes, and cocksure manner, Dalström resembled the cool
Russian secret agent in The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Actually, he was a man who was ready to cry
uncle. He wanted to escape Sweden, to flee what looked to him to be a dull and dreary future.
This offer from Dodson seemed like his hole in the back of the orchid.“Botanical art…seemed to
be the only way, aside from prostitution, to make a living wherever you are,” he explained years
later.He flew to Miami and took a bus to Sarasota, where he became a freelance botanical



illustrator who frequently worked for Selby on contract. As a result, he could travel the world
searching for new species. In the next twenty-five years, Dalström would discover several new
species of mistletoe and bromeliads, and about twenty species of orchids.From Dr. Luer's
perspective, Dalström arrived near the end of Selby's golden age. His friend Cal Dodson, while
an excellent scientist, turned out to be a poor money manager. By 1981, the gardens' budget ran
as red as a Phragmipedium besseae blossom. The debt totaled $200,000. Local suppliers had
cut off Selby's credit, and the greenhouse cooling system was on the verge of collapse. Dodson
resigned as executive director, instead taking the title of research director.His replacement, a
retired army general, managed to turn the finances around. But the general believed Selby
should be treated more as a tourist attraction than a research institution. At one point, Dodson
recalled, the general commanded the staff to empty out one of the greenhouses so it could be
converted into a meeting room they could rent out.Dodson tried to warn his old friend about the
general: “I said, ‘Carl, that guy is a son of a bitch.’” For the longest time, he said, Luer didn't
listen.One day in November 1983, the mild-mannered Atwood stopped by Luer's office. The
New Englander regarded Luer and Dodson as giants in their field, men who prized intellect over
passion, so he was stunned at what he saw. When Atwood asked Luer a simple question, “he
choked up a bit, holding back tears, and his voice broke.”The next day Atwood found out the
reason for Luer's rare emotional display: The doctor had resigned from the board of the
institution he had founded. He did it because the general had fired Dodson.“I was dismayed to
discover that his solution to the problem of financial support was to cut back severely on the
research side while emphasizing the commercial plant production aspects,” Dodson told the
Herald-Tribune at the time. “I was concerned by his obvious failure to understand the nature of a
botanical garden.”Dodson headed back to Ecuador to study tropical orchids for the Missouri
Botanical Garden. He sometimes went back to visit friends at Selby such as Atwood, but he
never worked for the place again.Over the next twenty years, Harry Luther, Stig Dalström, John
Atwood, and other scientists continued exploring new territories, searching for new species.
They did so even though the gardens' own board members often didn't seem to appreciate their
hard work, Dalström said.“Comments were like, ‘We don't give a damn about what you do,’”
Dalström said. “It became clear to me that the research department depended on the support
from a bunch of clowns that had no clue what their own organization really was all about, and
was working on.”In fact, by May 2002, Meg Lowman had begun talking about pushing the OIC in
a new direction, looking for ways to boost its income and also cut its expenses. Her first
proposed cut: Get rid of their contract scientist, Atwood. Alarmed at losing Atwood's expertise on
slipper orchids, the mustachioed Wesley Higgins sought help from his fellow orchid judge Bob
Scully.2The Garden of Earthly Delights[Susan] Orlean looks at a book called The Native Orchids
ofFlorida. She comes to a photo of the ghost orchid glowingwhite on the page.…A line of text
catches her eye: “Shouldone be lucky enough to see a flower all else will seem eclipsed.”Charlie
Kaufman, screenplay for the film AdaptationAmong the first visitors to what is now Sarasota
were fishermen from Cuba and Mexico, looking for a big catch. They had come to the right place.



In the 1800s, so many fish swam in Sarasota Bay that “they came in immense schools, more
than a mile long and hundreds of yards wide—so dense it seemed as though a person could
walk on them,” a historian later wrote.That piscatorial abundance is also what attracted an Ohio
businessman named Bill Selby to the area near the dawn of the twentieth century. In 1909, he
brought along his new bride, Marie. They had been married just a year. They arrived that winter
on a houseboat, reeling in fish left and right before moving on to a new harbor.The close
quarters might have strained other marriages, but not theirs. Outwardly they displayed very
different personalities. Bill Selby was a rough-and-ready type who stood six foot-plus and
weighed more than two hundred pounds. He was always chewing on an unlit cigar. People who
knew him around Sarasota—or thought they did—regarded him as nothing but a hillbilly in his
cowboy boots and old clothes. Marie, on the other hand, was a refined, demure lady who had
attended a music conservatory and trained to be a concert pianist.With Bill by her side, though,
Marie Selby would tackle any adventure. When the couple read that the competitors in the first
cross-country auto race had covered the whole continent in six days, they decided to see if they
could do better. They did, beating the winner's time—and in the process made Marie Selby the
first woman in American history to cross the country by car.Bill and Marie Selby took a liking to
Florida. Bill bought 3,000 acres in Manatee County for cattle ranching and put some horses out
there—a pair of Morgans and a pair of Tennessee Walkers—just for his wife. She tried to go
riding every day.Finally, in 1927, the couple built a two-story house on 7 acres of laurels and
banyans where Hudson Bayou flows into Sarasota Bay. It was supposed to be just temporary
quarters while they designed a far grander home, but after a while they dropped those plans.
The smaller home suited the childless couple just fine. Marie directed the landscaping herself,
laying out elaborate flowered borders that bloomed along the roadway to the tip of their
peninsula. The centerpiece of the design was a large rose garden, one she was always reluctant
to leave untended when they went on trips.When Marie went downtown to shop, she'd wear her
riding outfit—blue jeans and a plaid shirt—or a plain dress and a floppy straw hat. Few people
knew how incredibly wealthy the Selbys were. Bill Selby owned an Oklahoma oil company that
eventually merged with one from Texas and became Texaco. He also had interests in Standard
Oil and invested in Colorado mining, making millions. If they had wanted, Bill and Marie Selby
could have hobnobbed with the other rich folks in Sarasota. There were, surprisingly, quite a few
of them.Early on, the queen of Sarasota was also the bejeweled empress of Chicago society,
imperious Bertha Palmer. The widow of hotelier Potter Palmer, owner of the famous Palmer
House, she pioneered the introduction of impressionist painting to American audiences and
backed Jane Addams's Hull House, among other do-gooder causes. She didn't tolerate
disrespect. Once, a visiting Spanish princess declined her hospitality, dubbing her “an
innkeeper's wife.” Mrs. Palmer retorted that the princess was merely a “bibulous representative
of a degenerate monarch.”One day Bertha Palmer spotted an ad in a Chicago paper about land
available in Sarasota. Her late husband had advised her to invest in real estate, so she promptly
trekked down to the town of 840 people and bought up thousands of acres all around it. She built



a grand home called “The Oaks,” where paintings by Monet and Degas hung on the walls and
she dressed for dinner in Paris gowns. Other family members soon built homes nearby, and
other Chicagoans followed suit. When she died in 1918, she had built up the $8 million left by
her husband into an estate worth $20 million, and Sarasota now boasted both a yacht club and a
movie theater—rare amenities for a Florida town in those days.In the meantime, another kind of
art lover had joined Sarasota's social whirl. Circus magnate John Ringling arrived in 1911 and
soon persuaded his brother Charles to buy adjoining property. Ringling spent millions acquiring
overwrought Middle Ages masterworks, then built a $1 million home to put them in. His wife
helped design the waterfront mansion: 36,000 square feet with forty-one rooms and fifteen
bathrooms. He dubbed it Ca d'Zan (“House of John” in Venetian dialect). It looked like nothing
else in Sarasota. The historian David Nolan described it as “something along the lines of the
Doge's Palace topped with the tower from Madison Square Garden.…Only a man steeped in the
circus aesthetic could have called it home.”While Bertha Palmer had big plans for the city's
future, it was Ringling who really put Sarasota on the map. He began developing land on nearby
islands and built a causeway—with a yacht canal, of course—to connect them to the mainland.
He made Sarasota the winter home of his circus troupe, then persuaded John J. McGraw to
bring the New York Giants down for spring training in 1924. McGraw wound up building his own
$75,000 home there and developing a subdivision called Pennant Park. McGraw's success
attracted Col. Jacob Ruppert, owner of the New York Yankees, who launched his own
development plans, and then Ty Cobb's younger brother showed up to cash in on the baseball
bonanza, too. Sarasota's boundaries, once set at a miniscule 2 square miles, now expanded to
encompass 69 square miles.But Bill and Marie Selby wanted nothing to do with the Palmers,
Ringlings, McGraws, Rupperts, or Cobb the younger. Bill would bicycle down to Badger's Drug
Store to sip coffee and chat with the other regulars. Then he'd head over to Mike Roth's Cigar
Stand for more chitchat. His wife's only interest besides riding was her garden club. At night,
instead of throwing parties or attending society dinners, they would stay home. Bill Selby would
read while his wife played the piano. That was entertainment enough for them.When Bill Selby
died of leukemia in 1956, he left an estate of $10 million. Half went to his wife and half to the
William and Marie Selby Foundation, a charitable trust the couple had set up primarily to provide
scholarships for young people who wanted to undertake scientific or medical research. But after
her husband died, Marie Selby took the foundation in a different direction. She wanted to help
the handicapped and the poor. She helped the YMCA get a new pool and the hospital a new
laboratory. She matched a grant from the foundation to help launch New College, a free-form
four-year university. She quietly donated her own money to hundreds of causes, never asking for
recognition, helping the city but staying in the shadows.Marie Selby just wanted her garden club
to have a place to meet after she died. She loved roses, not orchids. Photo courtesy of Sarasota
County Historical Division.While the Palmers and Ringlings strove to build up Sarasota, Marie
Selby wished it would stay the same. When a developer began building a high-rise condominium
on Bird Key, ruining her view from that side of the property, she planted a large stand of trees so



she didn't have to look at the concrete intruder.As she grew older, Marie Selby withdrew even
more from society. But as her thoughts turned to her own impending death, she would be
determined that the one association she had maintained for decades was remembered in her
will. When she died in 1971 at age eighty-five, she specified that she wanted her friends at the
garden club to still have a place to gather.“She left the home and $2 million for it to be
maintained as a botanical garden,” recalled Luer, her surgeon and neighbor.All she wanted was
to keep the place the way it was, with all her pretty landscaping, a spot of loveliness in the midst
of all the rampant development around her. But the language in her will left a lot of wiggle room
for how the executor would carry out her wishes. The will said the “botanical garden and park”
should be developed “in such esthetic and utilitarian manner as Trustee may determine, from
time to time, and shall be made available for enjoyment to the general public on such days and
during such hours…and pursuant to such rules and regulations as the Trustees may determine
from time to time.”Luer, a dapper man with a sharp face, his fringe of hair going gray, was a well-
known figure around Sarasota. He was as likely to pop up in the society column as at the
hospital. His patient list included the town's wealthy and well-to-do, including the world's most
famous clown, Emmett Kelly. Luer was good friends with the head trustee of the Selby
Foundation, who was also the chairman of the city's biggest bank. Luer pushed his friend to
make Marie Selby's home a true botanical garden, a place dedicated to science.“I twisted his
arm,” Luer said. “She wanted a meeting place for her garden club, and we made it into a
botanical garden.”What Luer wanted the new botanical garden to focus its attention on was not
roses but orchids. He had a passion for orchids. It began, as almost all stories about orchid
collectors do, with a single plant.In 1957, someone showed Luer and his wife a Polyrrhiza
lindenii in bloom. They were fascinated by it—a leafless green plant, “the flower of which
resembles the ghoulish ghost of a frog leaping in mid-air,” he wrote later. They were even more
astounded to learn that this particular plant was a native of Florida. They decided to track one
down in the wild and photograph it.Finding a ghost orchid—for that's what it was—took them to
the Fakahatchee Strand, a heavily cut-over cypress swamp where “tracks of bear, panther, and
otter may be seen in the mud,” and the deeper water offered a hiding place for alligators and
cottonmouth moccasins. But in those deep sloughs stood virgin groves of pop ash and custard-
apple, “festooned with their treasures of epiphytic ferns, bromeliads, and orchids,” Luer wrote.At
last, they spied their quarry: “While wading knee deep in swamp water, the thrill of chancing
upon a plant in flower will never be forgotten…Down low on the trunk the familiar spidery
network of rambling green roots will not be hard to find. Should one be lucky enough to see a
flower, all else will seem eclipsed. There, caught hovering in mid-air, will be a fantastic, fairy-like
ghost, frozen in flight.”Finding that first orchid led to a search for others, then to a determination
to track down and photograph every type of native orchid in Florida. That led, in turn, to Luer
writing a groundbreaking book on the subject, called The Native Orchids of Florida (the same
book that Susan Orlean would consult twenty years later while writing The Orchid Thief, which
became the basis for the film Adaptation). Luer's large tome, illustrated with his vivid color



photos and alliterative prose, would be published in 1972. He was already working on an even
more ambitious companion volume, The Native Orchids of North America.Carl Luer was such an
orchid fanatic that he gave up his lucrative medical practice to start Marie Selby Botanical
Gardens. Photo courtesy of Stig Dalström.Luer had become so enamored of the idea of creating
a garden devoted to orchids in his hometown that he was even willing to make the ultimate
sacrifice for it. He was willing to give up his high-profile medical practice. Other doctors might
find that odd, but not other orchid people. They're the ones who put the “cult” in
“horticulture.”Invariably, when someone who is not enamored of orchids talks about an orchid
lover like Luer, the word “obsession” is invoked, and not just for alliterative purposes.While most
orchid fanciers are content with the selection available from the garden department at Home
Depot, a few are willing to spend thousands of dollars on a single plant. Sometimes their
enthusiasm shades into even stronger emotions. In Orchid Fever: A Horticultural Tale of Love,
Lust, and Lunacy, Eric Hansen recounts how a dispute between two orchid growers ended with
one man beating the other senseless in his greenhouse. Hansen noted that in another case from
California, two growers “had settled an argument…with a two-foot length of water pipe and a
burst of gunfire. One man had died.”The more time he spent with orchid people, Hansen wrote,
the more tales he heard of “midnight greenhouse break-ins with chainsaws…thefts of award-
winning plants from orchid shows, government sting operations, orchid licking, fraud, murder,
and money.”The historian Luigi Berliocchi, in his book The Orchid in Lore and Legend, explained
the flowers' allure this way: “They have a magic whose secret will always elude us, a blend of
witchcraft and romance, that sets them apart, above all other plants—a sorcery that conjures up
our deepest passions, from idolatrous worship through the pure spirituality of aesthetic
veneration to fear, revulsion, and mindless hatred.”Writers have struggled for years to explain
why orchids drive otherwise rational people to such irrational extremes. Many have linked the
passion to the flowers' sensual form. They say the pouty-lipped petals, tumescent blooms, and
intoxicating scents cloud the judgment of otherwise sensible people.Even the name says sex—
but not because of the flowers. The word “orchid” comes from orchis, Greek for “testicle,”
because that's what the roots of European orchids resemble. For the same reason, they were
once called “dogstones” and “sweet bollocks.”Because of this scrotal resemblance, for
thousands of years orchids have been rumored to hold aphrodisiac properties. They were the Rx
for sexual healing in Greece and China. The myth of the orchid's supposedly Viagra-like powers
persisted in England for so long that, in 1640, John Parkinson complained in his Theatrum
Botanicum that “our pharmacists are wont to adjudge every sort of orchid root an
aphrodisiac.”Even in the nineteenth century, the name “orchid” remained so associated with sex
that the famed English thinker John Ruskin tried in vain to get it changed to something less
lascivious. In Swann's Way, Marcel Proust has his protagonist make a pretense of arranging the
Cattleya orchids in his lady love's bodice as a first step toward caressing and kissing her. Soon
the couple would employ the name for that species of orchid as a synonym for making love, until
“the metaphor ‘do a Cattleya’” became “a simple verb which they would employ without thinking



of its original meaning when they wished to refer to the act of physical possession.”Although the
sublimated-sex explanation may be entertaining in a Beavis and Butthead way, it cannot account
for orchids' broad appeal to both cerebral interests and aesthetic senses. Their beauty can be
astonishing, and their variety is downright dizzying. The family Orchidaceae contains 25,000 to
30,000 different species, more than any other type of plant. Add in the 100,000 or so types of
hybrids and you can see why no collector could ever find a reason to grow bored.The variations
are tied to the diverse ways the plants spread their pollen, usually by tricking insects into serving
as carriers. Take, for instance, the subfamily of lady slipper orchids—the type that John Atwood
had made his specialty—that are so called because the flowers are shaped like a shoe.The
nectar in slipper orchids attracts certain insects—sometimes bees, sometimes flies—that buzz
in through the flower's large opening. Once inside, they can't back out. Instead they slip down
deeper in the slipper until they find two holes in the back that offer an exit, like climbing out a
window. To get to those holes, though, the insects must first squeeze past the pollen receptor,
where they leave behind any pollen deposited on them by other plants, and are brushed with a
fresh load from the flower they're trying to escape. The dimensions of the holes that they must
climb through to leave the slipper orchid exactly match the size of the insects now carrying its
pollen on to other slippers to fertilize them.Some people see that precision as the hand of God.
They contend it's proof that there's an intelligent design to the universe, one so complex that it's
beyond human comprehension.For Charles Darwin, on the other hand, all the oh-so-precise
match-ups among the orchid family showed that his evolutionary theory was spot-on. His follow-
up book to 1859's The Origin of the Species was On the Various Contrivances by Which British
and Foreign Orchids are Fertilised by Insects, published in 1862. In it, he not only documented
the pollination methods of orchids found growing in the English countryside, but also speculated
about how tropical orchids he had studied might trick insects into helping with fertilization, based
on their shape and structure. He opened the second book by apologizing for not including “this
little treatise” in his first one, explaining that it had become “inconveniently large” and thus had to
be published separately. His “little treatise” on orchids runs more than 350 pages.Inevitably,
anyone who writes about orchid obsession invokes a famous quote from an otherwise obscure
1939 book, The Orchid-Hunters. It's the memoir of a couple of naïve city boys from New Jersey
who thought they could make a killing in the orchid trade. In the book, they say they braved trees
that put people to sleep and moths whose sting drives men insane, all in an effort to snatch
6,000 orchids from the South American jungles and bring them back to the United States to
sell.“When a man falls in love with orchids, he'll do anything to possess the one he wants,” one of
the hunters, Norman McDonald, wrote after the trip ended. “It's like chasing a green-eyed
woman or taking cocaine; it's a sort of madness.” Of course, for McDonald, it was also a source
of income. Despite the dangers encountered on his first trip, by the time the book came out, he
was back in the jungle hunting for more orchids.In recent years, orchids have become more than
a botanical fixation. They're also a $44 billion-a-year industry worldwide, making them the most
lucrative flower business around. Orchid sales generate more than $23 million in Florida



alone.That's just the legal side of the business. On the illegal side, no one knows how much
money black-market orchids are worth, but it's enough to prompt thieves to make off with some
of the more valuable plants. In 1975, someone swiped two valuable orchids from a display at an
orchid show in the Virgin Islands. In 2002, a thief broke into the Miami home of an orchid
collector and made off with orchids worth an estimated $8,750—plants likely sold to other
collectors.Among some orchidophiles, there is a drive to own the best, the most exotic, the
rarest orchids in the world, even if it means breaking the law.“It is an extremely important thing, if
you're an orchid person, to own some of the very, very finest,” a California orchid dealer told the
Los Angeles Times in 1995. “And if you can get a plant that nobody in the world has but you, you
have done something that has put you way above everybody else.”Back in 1971, though, the
orchid world consisted of only a loose affiliation of wealthy hobbyists like Luer. The doctor had
financed his own expeditions, both around Florida and overseas, to search out new species. He
knew that one thing he and all his fellow orchidophiles needed was some scientific expertise to
help them out—say, a place where orchid experts could sort out one variety of orchid from
another that might appear similar. An orchid identification center, if you will.At Luer's behest, the
Selby trustees brought in five botanists from the University of Florida to aid in planning the layout
of the new institution. Meanwhile, Luer set to work luring his pick for executive director away from
a nice, safe university job.With his wavy silver hair and Clark Gable mustache, Calaway “Cal”
Dodson looked more like a stage magician than a scientist. All he needed was a cape and a
wand. He had a mellifluous baritone and a quick wit, too, just right for a nice line of stage patter
while pulling a rabbit out of his hat.Actually, Dodson came from a long line of California farmers,
and if not for a stint in the army and the education offered by the GI Bill, he might have ended up
following the family plow. His agricultural background led him to take classes in botany, and after
reading Darwin's book he became fascinated by orchids.He made a name for himself as a grad
student by discovering that some orchids in a particular species had far fewer chromosomes—
ten—than others in the same species that had twenty-four. Later, in Ecuador, he earned his
doctorate by tracing back a stand of natural hybrids found in the wild to their parent plants. He
also met his wife, Piedad, there, and they had two children.Dodson was considered an expert on
how orchids pollinate, and had once spent a whole year in Peru studying how a certain type of
bee pollinated the orchids there. His scholarly writings on the subject included a book, Orchid
Flowers: Their Pollination and Evolution, published in 1966. He wound up teaching at the
University of Miami as well as serving as the orchid curator for Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
in Miami. When Luer finished his own book, he asked Dodson to vet it for accuracy. The
professor found the surgeon's book to be outstanding. They became friends.One day Luer took
his friend out to the Everglades to see a rare orchid he had found. On the way, he pitched him
what Dodson later called “a crazy idea.” Luer asked Dodson if he'd be interested in becoming
director of a new botanical garden in Sarasota.“That sounds like one of the cruelest jokes I've
ever heard,” Dodson replied. “Botanical gardens are ineffective. Most don't amount to anything.
Unless there's a large pool of oil located underneath them or it's in Saudi Arabia, they never



have enough money.”Luer persisted, but Dodson brushed him off. He had a good, solid job at
the University of Miami, and someday his kids would get a free college education there. How
could some botanical garden that existed only in Luer's mind ever top that?Luer was not
deterred. Sometime later, he flew down to Ecuador to visit Dodson while the professor was
doing some fieldwork. Luer brought along the banker who headed up the Selby Foundation.
They told Dodson they were there to recruit him to head up the new botanical garden.Calaway
Dodson and his wife, Piedad, left Ecuador behind to move into the rundown Selby home and
launch the botanical garden. Photo courtesy of Calaway Dodson.“I said, ‘Thanks, kiddies, but no
thanks,'” Dodson recalled years later. “They said, ‘What's your salary?’ I said, ‘Oh, about
$16,000.’ And they said, ‘We'll offer to double it—for a start.'”Astonished, Dodson accepted.
Selby Gardens had its executive director.Despite his strong interest in orchids, Dodson insisted
from the outset that Selby Gardens would have a broader focus than just one family. He said it
would study all the plants that grow on trees and take their moisture from the air. As a class,
these are known as epiphytes, and include such plants as bromeliads.“We've avoided calling it
an orchid garden—the term would degrade it,” Dodson told the Sarasota Herald-Tribune in 1973.
“We want to study the whole picture of why plants grow on trees. No other garden in the world is
devoted to epiphytes.”Dodson, his wife, two sons, and a pair of college interns moved into Marie
Selby's house. They brought along a menagerie of animals as well: dogs, cats, tropical birds,
even a few snakes. The house had been vacant for two years, so it smelled of mildew and there
were a few bullet holes in the door, evidence the trustees had done a poor job of protecting it
from vandals.Over the next two years, prior to the gardens' official opening in 1975, Dodson and
Luer worked hard at converting this rundown property into a world-class scientific institution.
Their tasks ranged from hiring a raft of Ph.D.s to battling city officials over where visitors could
park. They built big greenhouses, and Dodson brought in his own orchid collection as a starter.
They also ripped out the trees Marie Selby had planted to block the view of Bird Key. They
needed that view for the gardens' visitors.At Dodson's insistence, they built a walkway through
the grounds that was wide enough for three people to walk abreast. Most garden walkways were
only big enough for two. Dodson felt strongly that a wider path would make this garden a more
attractive place for strolling visitors.In those early days, the place bustled with activity. Grad
students from Florida State—including Atwood—drove down from Tallahassee to marvel at the
growing collection of epiphytes and the brand-new greenhouses that had been built to house
them.“There were lots of samples to study, both in the herbarium and in the living collection,”
recalled Atwood. Upon completing his Ph.D. in 1982, he returned and began his twenty-year
stint as the head of Selby's OIC.Atwood was not alone in finding in Selby a long-term home. One
of his coworkers took that literally.Harry Luther was a shy, bearish man who had grown up in St.
Petersburg back when the city still offered woods in which a boy could wander. As a teenager he
had become fascinated by bromeliads and joined the local bromeliad collectors' society,
learning everything he could about them. He took some college courses on botany but didn't
graduate. Instead he came home and took a job at a plant warehouse, but he didn't like it.Then



he heard Selby was looking for someone to take charge of its bromeliad collection. Luther
convinced Dodson to hire him, despite his youth and lack of a degree. It would turn out to be a
good decision: Over the next twenty years, on expeditions to mountains and jungles across the
globe, Luther would discover some sixty new species of bromeliads in the wild. He became
known as the world's foremost expert on bromeliads.He would also let his red hair and beard
grow as long and unruly as a clump of jungle vines. Luther loved Selby so much he moved into
an apartment on the grounds and lived there for years. But he was so shy, Dodson said, that it
became a problem. People would mistake the big bearded giant's reticence for an insult. Dodson
would have to step in and smooth the ruffled feathers.Another gifted amateur who made a name
for herself at Selby had no trouble speaking her mind. A year after Selby opened, some Selby
employees visited the home of one of Luer's medical colleagues, Dr. Byron Besse, to see his
backyard collection of palms and cycads. It turned out the doctor's wife, Libby Besse, was
actually the keeper of the collection. She had kept meticulous notes about their cultivation and
growth.Impressed, Dodson recruited the slender, silver-haired woman as a volunteer. Her note-
taking skills led to her becoming the keeper of Selby's plant records. She oversaw its ever-
expanding herbarium, where dried specimens were mounted on stiff paper and filed away for
future reference like cards in an old-fashioned library catalogue.However, Dodson soon found
her somewhat difficult to deal with. She came from a moneyed family in Philadelphia and was
accustomed to getting her way, he said. Whenever he wanted to fire her or anyone else, Luer
would talk him out of it, and he'd be stuck with the employee. However, being stuck with Libby
Besse turned out to be a blessing.“She had learned that she could use her money to put
together trips for the younger staff members—what's the term these days? Cougar? There was
certainly a touch of that involved,” Dodson recalled. “Every trip she'd take about two young men
along.”One such Besse field trip—what Dodson called “take the kiddies out in the woods”—
yielded a huge boon for the fledgling garden. In July 1981, Besse took a young male Selby
employee and six Miami plant hobbyists and headed for Peru.Driving a truck along a twisting
mountain road between Tarapota and Yurimaguas, they spotted a particularly attractive strap-
leaf anthurium growing high in a tree. The group stopped the truck and began poking at the plant
with a pole, trying to knock it down to add to their collection.Meanwhile, the doctor's wife
wandered off for a stroll near a wet stone cliff. As she walked, she glanced up and saw a striking
coral-colored flower. She knew it was an orchid. She also knew it wasn't like any orchid she had
ever seen before. She pulled herself up through a tangle of briars and was just able to hang out
over the top ledge of the cliff and push a couple of the flowers off with a stick. The Selby
employee climbed up to help. They snapped a few pictures and then put one specimen, with
flowers still attached, into a bottle of alcohol to preserve it.“Collecting the plants was easy,” Mrs.
Besse said later. “It took only a few minutes. But we spent an entire aggravating day in Iquitos
getting its proper export permits.”Upon Libby Besse's return to Selby Gardens, Dodson said,
“she came into my office one day and said, ‘What is this?’” When he looked at the dull specimen
in alcohol, he wasn't impressed. But when he saw her color slides of the crimson flower, Dodson



realized she had made an electrifying discovery: a brand-new species of tropical slipper orchid,
one sure to set the collecting world ablaze.Seeing the look on Dodson's face, Besse said later,
“was really my best moment.”Up until then, everyone considered slippers to be fairly bland
compared to other orchids. Their flowers were mostly soft greens and browns. What the doctor's
wife had discovered in the Peruvian jungle was a plant that bore stunning scarlet flowers. This
was more than a scientific coup. The flower's striking color meant it would be commercially
valuable as well. Orchid growers would immediately see how it could revolutionize the range of
hybrid possibilities within the slipper family.Dodson called in Selby's staff illustrator. He told her
to drop whatever she was doing and get to work drawing this new plant, pronto. Then he sat
down with the scientist in charge of the OIC, and they wrote a description, officially naming the
plant for its discoverer, Phragmipedium besseae. They rushed it and the drawing over to the
American Orchid Society's headquarters in Delray Beach for publication in its newsletter, which
would make the name officially valid.When word got out about the discovery, Phragmipedium
pandemonium broke out among orchid-collectors. Everyone had to have one of Libby Besse's
namesake flowers.“Although we knew there were not too many of them, vast quantities—
truckloads—came in from Peru into the United States and Great Britain,” Dodson said. “It caused
quite a storm.”Collectors quickly stripped the Peruvian site bare, but Dodson himself later
discovered big fields of the same flower growing on a cliff in Ecuador.When Selby auctioned off
three of Besse's flowers in 1982, they sold for $1,700 each. Two went to commercial growers in
Ohio and California. The third was a retirement gift for the Smithsonian Institution's orchid
curator. He promised to take good care of it—in his own greenhouse.Selby's scientific celebrity
began attracting fans, including a Swedish civil engineer named Stig Dalström. Fascinated by
orchids and already adept at drawing, Dalström sent Dodson a letter claiming to be a “field
orchidist” with a “specialty in botanical illustration.”When Dodson wrote back to ask for samples
of his artwork, Dalström had to take a crash course in that type of art so his lie wouldn't be
exposed.With his blond hair, blue eyes, and cocksure manner, Dalström resembled the cool
Russian secret agent in The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Actually, he was a man who was ready to cry
uncle. He wanted to escape Sweden, to flee what looked to him to be a dull and dreary future.
This offer from Dodson seemed like his hole in the back of the orchid.“Botanical art…seemed to
be the only way, aside from prostitution, to make a living wherever you are,” he explained years
later.He flew to Miami and took a bus to Sarasota, where he became a freelance botanical
illustrator who frequently worked for Selby on contract. As a result, he could travel the world
searching for new species. In the next twenty-five years, Dalström would discover several new
species of mistletoe and bromeliads, and about twenty species of orchids.From Dr. Luer's
perspective, Dalström arrived near the end of Selby's golden age. His friend Cal Dodson, while
an excellent scientist, turned out to be a poor money manager. By 1981, the gardens' budget ran
as red as a Phragmipedium besseae blossom. The debt totaled $200,000. Local suppliers had
cut off Selby's credit, and the greenhouse cooling system was on the verge of collapse. Dodson
resigned as executive director, instead taking the title of research director.His replacement, a



retired army general, managed to turn the finances around. But the general believed Selby
should be treated more as a tourist attraction than a research institution. At one point, Dodson
recalled, the general commanded the staff to empty out one of the greenhouses so it could be
converted into a meeting room they could rent out.Dodson tried to warn his old friend about the
general: “I said, ‘Carl, that guy is a son of a bitch.’” For the longest time, he said, Luer didn't
listen.One day in November 1983, the mild-mannered Atwood stopped by Luer's office. The
New Englander regarded Luer and Dodson as giants in their field, men who prized intellect over
passion, so he was stunned at what he saw. When Atwood asked Luer a simple question, “he
choked up a bit, holding back tears, and his voice broke.”The next day Atwood found out the
reason for Luer's rare emotional display: The doctor had resigned from the board of the
institution he had founded. He did it because the general had fired Dodson.“I was dismayed to
discover that his solution to the problem of financial support was to cut back severely on the
research side while emphasizing the commercial plant production aspects,” Dodson told the
Herald-Tribune at the time. “I was concerned by his obvious failure to understand the nature of a
botanical garden.”Dodson headed back to Ecuador to study tropical orchids for the Missouri
Botanical Garden. He sometimes went back to visit friends at Selby such as Atwood, but he
never worked for the place again.Over the next twenty years, Harry Luther, Stig Dalström, John
Atwood, and other scientists continued exploring new territories, searching for new species.
They did so even though the gardens' own board members often didn't seem to appreciate their
hard work, Dalström said.“Comments were like, ‘We don't give a damn about what you do,’”
Dalström said. “It became clear to me that the research department depended on the support
from a bunch of clowns that had no clue what their own organization really was all about, and
was working on.”In fact, by May 2002, Meg Lowman had begun talking about pushing the OIC in
a new direction, looking for ways to boost its income and also cut its expenses. Her first
proposed cut: Get rid of their contract scientist, Atwood. Alarmed at losing Atwood's expertise on
slipper orchids, the mustachioed Wesley Higgins sought help from his fellow orchid judge Bob
Scully.
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Arthur E Chadwick, “One of the Most Entertaining Orchid Books!. The clever title of this book is
designed to catch the reader's eye but it is not to be taken literally. Most Lady Slippers don't have
a `scent' and people generally consider these flowers to be interesting or unusual rather than
drop dead gorgeous. But the scandal that plays out within this 242 page hardback is as addictive
a read as any on a Best Seller list.This true story revolves around a small commercial grower in
Northern Virginia named Michael Kovach, who upon returning from a trip to Peru in 2002,
brought in a previously undiscovered orchid species and proceeded to have it named after
himself by taxonomists at Marie Selby Botanical Gardens in Sarasota FL. There was some
question as to whether Kovach had followed the proper import rules for the U.S. as well as the
proper export rules for Peru.The Peruvian government further sought to have the plant named
after their country rather than a relatively unknown American nurseryman. To complicate
matters, both Selby Gardens and the American Orchid Society were trying to be the first group
to formally `announce' the new orchid to the world - a feat that garnishes considerable prestige
in the industry.The stakes were unusually high in this orchid caper since the flower of this Lady
Slipper was larger than a man's hand with rich magenta coloring. There was nothing like it in the
market place and the commercial value was potentially in the millions of dollars. The cast of
characters in this real life drama included the who's who of the orchid world - from prominent
jungle explorers and botanical illustrators to professional orchid judges and magazine editors.I
first met Michael Kovach in the 1990's while on the `orchid show circuit' - traveling to various
cities in Virginia - where commercial growers would display their best plants for ribbons and sell
modestly priced plants from booths. His orchids were often unusual but he certainly didn't give
the impression of being a big time orchid smuggler!The author of this book, Craig Pittman,
describes in fascinating detail, the events that led to Michael Kovach's arrest on two felony
charges and subsequent trial. At the heart of the matter was an international agreement between
governments called CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora) which was created in 1973 as an attempt to curtail the exploitation of rare
animals such as tigers and elephants. Plants were later added. Currently, the treaty covers
approximately 5,000 animals and 30,000 plants.As the book reveals, orchid smuggling is a
widespread problem. It is common for legal importers and exporters to have to wait many
months to get approved shipping permits. For example, we had a CITES application for a client
in South America take two years! This time delay tempts some growers to smuggle their plants
and the author explains the many techniques that are used. The market for rare orchids is hot,
with some plants commanding prices up to $10,000. Such was the case of this Lady Slipper.The
author interviewed nearly all of the players in this botanical thriller since he was a reporter for the
St. Petersburg Times and assigned to the case. The Scent of Scandal is one of the most
entertaining orchid books to come along in years.”



G. E Farr, “A great stirrer up of passions.. Back in 1960 when I turned sixteen a couple of friends
and I headed out to explore Big Cypress. Part of our purpose was to experiment with cigarettes
and bourbon. For me, at least, son of a hunting guide and nephew of the first biologist ever hired
by the old Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, the appeal was even more
(really!)the opportunity to explore and investigate the wild places and wildlife. I craved
encounters with anything that ran, flew, or -- best of all -- slithered. But one of our number was
intersted in the plants, in particular orchids. And they were profuse. The little Butterfly Orchids
grew in such profusion that when they bloomed they perfumed the air downwind of the cypress
domes they favored. Cigar Orchids and Ghost Orchids were also common, and even more
captivating. I was smitten. I still am. We were all smitten. So we stole them. Stole them
shamelessly and enthusiastically for parents, teachers, and girls. And on nearby Chevalier Loop
(which the locals all called "Chevrolet") a retired Navy Chief had established his own orchid
jungle, with boardwalks running out over the swamp waters. He was friendly and informative with
us, but he hated "garden club ladies" with a bitter passion, expressed with the force and
vocabulary honed in a former life at sea, on warships, in combat. The ladies arrived, according
to him, in chauferred limosines and -- stole orchids. And so I learned, first hand and young, that
orchids, as James II of England said of falconry, are "a great stirrer up of passions." "A Scent of
Scandal" is a recounting of one more story of these most beautiful and erotic of flowers, and of
the passionate, irrational, and often illegal actions they inspire. Our merry 1960 band of
hormonally overloaded high school boys, a Popeye-double Navy Chief, and larcenous rich
Miami ladies was far less varied and colorful than the cast of orchid fanatics Craig Pittman
follows through the episode of discovery and intrigue he reports in " Scent...". Other reviews
perfectly describe in accurate detail the plot and specific subject matter of this fascinating book.
For me it was a return to and reminder of that first introduction to the perilous intoxication of
orchids and wonder of encountering them in the wild places they inhabit and symbolize.”

M. D., “Pittman has the scoup?. A good review of all the "players" in the discovery and further
developments of one of the biggest orchid finds in orchid history. One of the subjects in the
books has told me that liberties were taken in his portrayal. Should we believe everything we
hear/read?”

Ricky A, “Must read for Orchidphiles. An intriguing look at the at the characters and events that
occurred in the naming of a new orchid species in the 21st century”

The book by David J. Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 91 people have provided feedback.
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